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Preface

This volume contains the proceedings of the Combined 22nd International Workshop on Expressiveness
in Concurrency and the 12th Workshop on Structural Operational Semantics (EXPRESS/SOS 2015)
which was held on 31 August 2015 in Madrid, Spain, as an affiliated workshop of CONCUR 2015, the
26th International Conference on Concurrency Theory.

The EXPRESS workshops aim at bringing together researchersinterested in the expressiveness of
various formal systems and semantic notions, particularlyin the field of concurrency. Their focus has
traditionally been on the comparison between programming concepts (such as concurrent, functional,
imperative, logic and object-oriented programming) and between mathematical models of computation
(such as process algebras, Petri nets, event structures, modal logics, and rewrite systems) on the basis
of their relative expressive power. The EXPRESS workshop series has run successfully since 1994 and
over the years this focus has become broadly construed.

The SOS workshops aim at being a forum for researchers, students and practitioners interested in new
developments, and directions for future investigation, inthe field of structural operational semantics. One
of the specific goals of the SOS workshop series is to establish synergies between the concurrency and
programming language communities working on the theory andpractice of SOS. Reports on applications
of SOS to other fields are also most welcome, including: modelling and analysis of biological systems,
security of computer systems programming, modelling and analysis of embedded systems, specifica-
tion of middle-ware and coordination languages, programming language semantics and implementation,
static analysis software and hardware verification, semantics for domain-specific languages and model-
based engineering.

Since 2012, the EXPRESS and SOS communities have organized an annual combined EXPRESS/SOS
workshop on the expressiveness of mathematical models of computation and the formal semantics of sys-
tems and programming concepts.

We received ten full paper submissions out of which the programme committee selected six for
publication and presentation at the workshop. These proceedings contain these selected contributions.
The workshop had an invited presentation:

Bisimulation techniques in probabilistic higher-order languages,
by Davide Sangiorgi (Universita’ di Bologna)

We would like to thank the authors of the submitted papers, the invited speaker, the members of the
programme committee, and their subreviewers for their contribution to both the meeting and this volume.
We also thank the CONCUR 2015 organizing committee for hosting EXPRESS/SOS 2015. Finally, we
would like to thank our EPTCS editor Rob van Glabbeek for publishing these proceedings and his help
during the preparation.

Silvia Crafa and Daniel E. Gebler,
August 2015
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Comparing Deadlock-Free Session Typed Processes

Ornela Dardha
University of Glasgow, United Kingdom

Jorge A. Pérez
University of Groningen, The Netherlands

Besides respecting prescribed protocols, communication-centric systems should never “get stuck”.
This requirement has been expressed by liveness propertiessuch as progress or (dead)lock freedom.
Several typing disciplines that ensure these properties for mobile processes have been proposed.
Unfortunately, very little is known about the precise relationship between these disciplines–and the
classes of typed processes they induce.

In this paper, we compareL andK , two classes of deadlock-free, session typed concurrent
processes. The classL stands out for its canonicity: it results naturally from interpretations of
linear logic propositions as session types. The classK , obtained by encoding session types into
Kobayashi’s usage types, includes processes not typable inother type systems.

We show thatL is strictly included inK . We also identify the precise condition under which
L andK coincide. One key observation is that thedegree of sharingbetween parallel processes
determines a new expressiveness hierarchy for typed processes. We also provide a type-preserving
rewriting procedure of processes inK into processes inL . This procedure suggests that, while
effective, the degree of sharing is a rather subtle criteriafor distinguishing typed processes.

1 Introduction

The goal of this work is to formally relate different type systems for theπ-calculus. Our interest
is in session-based concurrency, a type-based approach to communication correctness: dialogues be-
tween participants are structured intosessions, basic communication units; descriptions of interaction
sequences are then abstracted assession types[12] which are checked against process specifications.
We offer the first formal comparison between different type systems that enforce(dead)lock freedom,
the liveness property that ensures session communicationsnever “get stuck”. Our approach relates the
classes of typed processes that such systems induce. To thisend, we identify a property on the structure
of typed parallel processes, thedegree of sharing, which is key in distinguishing two salient classes of
deadlock-free session processes, and in shedding light on their formal underpinnings.

In session-based concurrency, types enforce correct communications through different safety and
liveness properties. Basic correctness properties arecommunication safetyandsession fidelity: while the
former ensures absence of errors (e.g., communication mismatches), the latter ensures that well-typed
processes respect the protocols prescribed by session types. Moreover, a central (liveness) property for
safe processes is that they should never “get stuck”. This isthe well-knownprogressproperty, which
asserts that a well-typed term either is a final value or can further reduce [17]. In calculi for concurrency,
this property has been formalized asdeadlock freedom(“a process is deadlock-free if it can always reduce
until it eventually terminates, unless the whole process diverges” [15]) or aslock freedom(“a process is
lock free if it can always reduce until it eventually terminates, even if the whole process diverges” [13]).
Notice that in the absence of divergent behaviors, deadlockand lock freedom coincide.

(Dead)lock freedom guarantees that all communications will eventually succeed, an appealing re-
quirement for communicating processes. Several advanced type disciplines that ensure deadlock-free
processes have been proposed (see, e.g., [2,3,5,10,13,15,16,20]). Unfortunately, these disciplines con-
sider different process languages and/or are based on rather different principles. As a result, very little
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is known about how they relate to each other. This begs several research questions: What is the formal
relationship between these type disciplines? What classesof deadlock-free processes do they induce?

In this paper, we tackle these open questions by comparingL and K , two salient classes of
deadlock-free, session typed processes (Definition 4.2):

• L contains all session processes that are well-typed according to the Curry-Howard correspondence
of linear logic propositions as session types [2, 3, 21]. This suffices, because the type system derived
from such a correspondence ensures communication safety, session fidelity, and deadlock freedom.

• K contains all session processes that enjoy communication safety and session fidelity (as ensured by
the type system of Vasconcelos [19]) and are (dead)lock-free by combining Kobayashi’s type system
based onusages[13,15] with Dardha et al.’s encodability result [8].

There are good reasons for consideringL andK . On the one hand, due to its deep logical foundations,
L appears to us as thecanonicclass of deadlock-free session processes, upon which all other classes
should be compared. Indeed, this class arguably offers the most principled yardstick for comparisons. On
the other hand,K integrates session type checking with the sophisticated usage discipline developed by
Kobayashi forπ-calculus processes. This indirect approach to deadlock freedom (first suggested in [14],
later developed in [4, 7, 8]) is fairly general, as it may capture sessions with subtyping, polymorphism,
and higher-order communication. Also, as informally shownin [4], K strictly includes classes of typed
processes induced by other type systems for deadlock freedom in sessions [5,10,16].

One key observation in our development is thatK corresponds to afamilyof classes of deadlock-free
processes, denotedK0,K1, · · · ,Kn, which is defined by thedegree of sharingbetween their parallel
components. Intuitively,K0 is the subclass ofK with independent parallel composition: for all
processesP | Q ∈ K0, subprocessesP andQ do not share any sessions. Then,K1 is the subclass of
K which containsK0 but admits also processes with parallel components that share at most one session.
Then,Kn contains deadlock-free session processes whose parallel components share at mostn sessions.

Contributions. In this paper, we present three main contributions:

1. We show that the inclusion between the constituent classes ofK is strict (Theorem 4.4). We have:

K0 ⊂ K1 ⊂ K2 ⊂ ·· · ⊂ Kn ⊂ Kn+1 (1)

Although not extremely surprising, the significance of thisresult lies in the fact that it talks about
concurrency (via the degree of sharing) but implicitly alsoabout the potential sequentiality of parallel
processes. As such, processes inKk are necessarily “more parallel” than those inKk+1. Interestingly,
the degree of sharing inK0, . . . ,Kn can be defined in a very simple way, via a natural condition in the
rule for parallel composition in Kobayashi’s type system for deadlock freedom.

2. We show thatL andK1 coincide (Theorem 4.6). That is, there are deadlock-free session processes
that cannot be typed by systems derived from the Curry-Howard interpretation of session types [2, 3,
21], but that can be admitted by the (indirect) approach of [8]. This result is significant: it establishes
the precise status of systems based on [3,21] with respect toprevious (non Curry-Howard) disciplines.
Indeed, it formally confirms that linear logic interpretations of session types naturally induce the most
basic form of concurrent cooperation (sharing of exactly one session), embodied as the principle of
“composition plus hiding”, a distinguishing feature of such interpretations.

3. We define a rewriting procedure of processes inK into L (Defintion 5.7). Intuitively, due to our
previous observation and characterization of the degree ofsharing in session typed processes, it is
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quite natural to convert a process inK into another, more parallel process inL . In essence, the pro-
cedure replaces sequential prefixes with representative parallel components. The rewriting procedure
satisfies type-preservation, and enjoys the compositionality and operational correspondence criteria
as stated in [11] (cf. Theorems 5.8 and 5.10). These properties not only witness the significance of the
rewriting procedure; they also confirm that the degree of sharing is a rather subtle criteria for formally
distinguishing deadlock-free, session typed processes.

To the best of our knowledge, these contributions define the first formal comparison between fundamen-
tally distinct type systems for deadlock freedom in sessioncommunications. Previous comparisons, such
as the ones in [4] and [3, §6], are informal: they are based on representative “corner cases”, i.e., examples
of deadlock-free session processes typable in one system but not in some other.

The paper is structured as follows. § 2 summarizes the session π-calculus and associated type system
of [19]. In § 3 we present the two typed approaches to deadlockfreedom for sessions. § 4 defines the
classesL andK , formalizes the hierarchy (1), and shows thatL andK1 coincide. In § 5 we give the
rewriting procedure ofKn into L and establish its properties. § 6 collects some concluding remarks.
Due to space restrictions, details of proofs are omitted; they can be found online [9].

2 Sessionπ-calculus

Following Vasconcelos [19], we introduce the sessionπ-calculus and its associated type system which
ensures communication safety and session fidelity. The syntax is given in Figure 1 (upper part). LetP,Q
range over processesx,y over channels andv over values; for simplicity, the set of values coincides with
that of channels. In examples, we often usen to denote a terminated channel that cannot be further used.

Processx〈v〉.P denotes the output ofv alongx, with continuationP. Dually, processx(y).P denotes
an input alongx with continuationP, with y denoting a placeholder. Processx⊳ l j .P usesx to selectl j

from a labelled choice process, beingx⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I , so as to triggerPj ; labels indexed by the finite setI
are pairwise distinct. We also have the inactive process (denoted0), the parallel composition ofP andQ
(denotedP | Q), and the (double) restriction operator, noted(νxy)P: the intention is thatx andy denote
dual session endpointsin P. We omit0 whenever possible and write, e.g.,x〈n〉 instead ofx〈n〉.0. Notions
of bound/free variables in processes are standard; we writefn(P) to denote the set of free names ofP.
Also, we writeP[v/z] to denote the (capture-avoiding) substitution of free occurrences ofz in P with v.

The operational semantics is given in terms of a reduction relation, notedP→ Q, and defined by the
rules in Figure 1 (lower part). It relies on a standard notionof structural congruence, noted≡ (see [19]).
We write →∗ to denote the reflexive, transitive closure of→. Observe that interaction involves pre-
fixes with different channels (endpoints), and always occurs in the context of an outermost (double)
restriction. Key rules are (R-COM) and (R-CASE), denoting the interaction of output/input prefixes and
selection/branching constructs, respectively. Rules (R-PAR), (R-RES), and (R-STR) are standard.

The syntax of session types, ranged overT,S, . . ., is given by the following grammar.

T,S::= end | ?T.S | !T.S | &{l i : Si}i∈I | ⊕{l i : Si}i∈I

Above, end is the type of an endpoint with a terminated protocol. The type ?T.S is assigned to an
endpoint that first receives a value of typeT and then continues according to the protocol described
by S. Dually, type !T.S is assigned to an endpoint that first outputs a value of typeT and then continues
according to the protocol described byS. Type ⊕{l i : Si}i∈I , an internal choice, generalizes output
types; type &{l i : Si}i∈I , anexternal choice, generalizes input types. Notice that session types describe
sequencesof structured behaviors; they do not admit parallel composition operators.
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P,Q ::= x〈v〉.P (output) 0 (inaction)
x(y).P (input) P | Q (composition)
x⊳ l j .P (selection) (νxy)P (session restriction)
x⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I (branching)

v ::= x (channel)

(R-COM) (νxy)(x〈v〉.P | y(z).Q)→ (νxy)(P | Q[v/z]) (R-PAR) P→ Q=⇒ P | R→ Q | R

(R-CASE) (νxy)(x⊳ l j .P | y⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I )→ (νxy)(P | Pj) j ∈ I (R-RES) P→ Q=⇒ (νxy)P→ (νxy)Q

(R-STR) P≡ P′, P→ Q, Q′ ≡ Q=⇒ P′ → Q′

Figure 1: Sessionπ-calculus: syntax and semantics.

(T-NIL )

x : end⊢ST 0

(T-PAR)
Γ1 ⊢ST P Γ2 ⊢ST Q

Γ1◦Γ2 ⊢ST P | Q

(T-RES)
Γ,x : T,y : T ⊢ST P

Γ ⊢ST (νxy)P

(T-IN)
Γ,x : S,y : T ⊢ST P

Γ,x : ?T.S⊢ST x(y).P

(T-OUT)
Γ,x : S⊢ST P

Γ,x : !T.S,y : T ⊢ST x〈y〉.P

(T-BRCH)
Γ,x : Si ⊢ST Pi ∀i ∈ I

Γ,x : &{l i : Si}i∈I ⊢ST x⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I

(T-SEL)
Γ,x : Sj ⊢ST P ∃ j ∈ I

Γ,x : ⊕{l i : Si}i∈I ⊢ST x⊳ l j .P

Figure 2: Typing rules for theπ-calculus with sessions.

A central notion in session-based concurrency isduality, which relates session types offering opposite
(i.e., complementary) behaviors. Duality stands at the basis of communication safety and session fidelity.
Given a session typeT, its dual typeT is defined as follows:

!T.S , ?T.S ?T.S , !T.S
⊕{l i : Si}i∈I , &{l i : Si}i∈I &{l i : Si}i∈I , ⊕{l i : Si}i∈I end , end

Typing contexts, ranged over byΓ,Γ′, are sets of typing assignmentsx : T. Given a contextΓ and a
processP, a session typing judgement is of the formΓ ⊢ST P. Typing rules are given in Figure 2. Rule (T-

NIL) states that0 is well-typed under a terminated channel. Rule (T-PAR) types the parallel composition of
two processes by composing their corresponding typing contexts using a splitting operator, noted◦ [19].
Rule (T-RES) types a restricted process by requiring that the two endpoints have dual types. Rules (T-

IN) and (T-OUT) type the receiving and sending of a value over a channelx, respectively. Finally, rules
(T-BRCH) and (T-SEL) are generalizations of input and output over a labelled setof processes.

The main guarantees of the type system arecommunication safetyandsession fidelity, i.e., typed
processes respect their ascribed protocols, as represented by session types.

Theorem 2.1(Type Preservation for Session Types). If Γ ⊢ST P and P→ Q, thenΓ ⊢ST Q.

The following notion of well-formed processes is key to single out meaningful typed processes.

Definition 2.2 (Well-Formedness for Sessions). A process iswell-formed if for any of its structural
congruent processes of the form(ν x̃y)(P | Q) the following hold.

• If P and Q are prefixed at the same variable, then the variable performs the same action (input or
output, branching or selection).
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• If P is prefixed in xi and Q is prefixed in yi where xiyi ∈ x̃y, then P| Q→.

It is important to notice that well-typedness of a process does not imply the process is well-formed.
We have the following theorem:

Theorem 2.3(Type Safety for Sessions [19]). If ⊢ST P then P is well-formed.

We present the main result of the session type system. The following theorem states that a well-typed
closed process does not reduce to an ill-formed one. It follows immediately from Theorems 2.1 and 2.3.

Theorem 2.4( [19]). If ⊢ST P and P→∗ Q, then Q is well-formed.

An important observation is that the session type system given above does not excludedeadlocked
processes, i.e., processes which reach a “stuck state.” This is because the interleaving of communication
prefixes in typed processes may create extra causal dependencies not described by session types. (This
intuitive definition of deadlocked processes will be made precise below.) A particularly insidious class
of deadlocks is due to cyclic interleaving of channels in processes. For example, consider a process such
asP, (νxy)(νwz)(x〈n〉.w〈n〉 | z(t).y(s)): it represents the implementation of two (simple) independent
sessions, which get intertwined (blocked) due to the nesting induced by input and output prefixes. We
have thatn : end⊢ST P even ifP is unable to reduce. A deadlock-free variant ofP would be, e.g., process
P′ , (νxy)(νwz)(x〈n〉.w〈n〉 | y(s).z(t)), which also is typable in⊢ST.

We will say that a process isdeadlock-freeif any communication action that becomes active during
execution is eventually consumed; that is, there is a corresponding co-action that eventually becomes
available. Below we define deadlock freedom in the sessionπ-calculus; we follow [13,15] and consider
fair reduction sequences [6]. For simplicity, we omit the symmetric cases for input and branching.

Definition 2.5 (Deadlock Freedom for Sessionπ-Calculus). A process P0 is deadlock-freeif for any fair
reduction sequence P0 → P1 → P2 → . . ., we have that

1. Pi ≡ (ν x̃y)(x〈v〉.Q | R), for i ≥ 0, implies that there exists n≥ i such that
Pn ≡ (ν x̃′y′)(x〈v〉.Q | y(z).R1 | R2) and Pn+1 ≡ (ν x̃′y′)(Q | R1[v/z] | R2);

2. Pi ≡ (ν x̃y)(x⊳ l j .Q | R), for i ≥ 0, implies that there exists n≥ i such that

Pn ≡ (ν x̃′y′)(x⊳ l j .Q | y⊲{lk : Rk}k∈I∪{ j} | S) and Pn+1 ≡ (ν x̃′y′)(Q | Rj | S).

3 Two Approaches to Deadlock Freedom

We introduce two approaches to deadlock-free, session typed processes. The first one, given in § 3.1,
comes from interpretations of linear logic propositions assession types [1–3, 21]; the second approach,
summarized in § 3.2, combines usage types for the standardπ- calculus with encodings of session pro-
cesses and types [8]. Based on these two approaches, in § 4 we will define the classesL andK .

3.1 Linear Logic Foundations of Session Types

The linear logic interpretation of session types was introduced by Caires and Pfenning [3], and developed
by Wadler [21] and others. Initially proposed for intutitionistic linear logic, here we consider an interpre-
tation based on classical linear logic with mix principles,following a recent presentation by Caires [1].

The syntax and semantics of processes are as in § 2 except for the following differences. First, we
have the standard restriction construct(νx)P, which replaces the double restriction. Second, we have a
so-calledforwarding process, denoted[x↔y], which intuitively “fuses” namesx andy. Besides these
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(T-1)
0⊢CH x:• (T-⊥)

P⊢CH ∆
P⊢CH x:•,∆ (T-id)

[x↔y] ⊢CH x:A,y:A

(T-O)
P⊢CH ∆,y:A,x:B

x(y).P ⊢CH ∆,x:AOB

(T-⊗)
P⊢CH ∆,y:A Q⊢CH ∆′,x:B

x(y).(P | Q) ⊢CH ∆,∆′,x:A⊗B

(T-cut)
P⊢CH ∆,x:A Q⊢CH ∆′,x:A

(νx)(P | Q) ⊢CH ∆,∆′

(T-⊕)
P⊢CH ∆,x:A j j ∈ I

x⊳ l j .P⊢CH ∆,x:⊕{l i : Ai}i∈I

(T-& )
Pi ⊢CH ∆,x:Ai ∀i ∈ I

x⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I ⊢CH ∆,x:&{l i : Ai}i∈I

(T-mix)
P⊢CH ∆ Q⊢CH ∆′

P | Q⊢CH ∆,∆′

Figure 3: Typing rules for theπ-calculus with C-types.

differences in syntax, we have also some minor modificationsin reduction rules. Differences with respect
to the language considered in § 2 are summarized in the following:

P,Q ::= (νx)P (channel restriction) | [x↔y] (forwarding)

(R-CHCOM) x〈v〉.P | x(z).Q→ P | Q[v/z] (R-FWD) (νx)([x↔y] | P)→ P[y/x]
(R-CHCASE) x⊳ l j .P | x⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I → P | Pj j ∈ I (R-CHRES) P→ Q=⇒ (νx)P→ (νx)Q

Observe how interaction of input/output prefixes and selection/branching is no longer covered by an
outermost restriction. As for the type system, we consider the so-called C-types which correspond to
linear logic propositions. They are given by the following grammar:

A,B ::= ⊥ | 1 | A⊗B | AOB | ⊕{l i : Ai}i∈I | &{l i : Ai}i∈I

Intuitively, ⊥ and1 are used to type a terminated endpoint. TypeA⊗B is associated to an endpoint that
first outputs an object of typeA and then behaves according toB. Dually, typeAO B is the type of an
endpoint that first inputs an object of typeA and then continues asB. The interpretation of⊕{l i : Ai}i∈I

and &{l i : Ai}i∈I as select and branch behaviors follows as expected.
We define a full duality on C-types, which exactly corresponds to the negation operator ofCLL (·)⊥.

Thedual of typeA, denotedA, is inductively defined as follows:

1 = ⊥ ⊥ = 1 ⊕{l i : Ai}i∈I = &{l i : Ai}i∈I

A⊗B = AOB AOB = A⊗B &{l i : Ai}i∈I = ⊕{l i : Ai}i∈I

Recall thatA⊸B, AO B. As explained in [1], considering mix principles means admitting ⊥⊸1 and
1⊸⊥, and therefore⊥= 1. We write• to denote either⊥ or 1, and decree that•= •.

Typing contexts, sets of typing assignmentsx : A, are ranged over∆,∆′, . . .. The empty context is
denoted ‘· ’. Typing judgments are then of the formP⊢CH ∆. Figure 3 gives the typing rules associated
to the linear logic interpretation. Salient points includethe use of bound output(νy)x〈y〉.P, which is
abbreviated asx(y)P. Another highlight is the “composition plus hiding” principle implemented by
rule (T-cut), which integrates parallel composition and restriction ina single rule. Indeed, there is no
dedicated rule for restriction. Also, rule (T-mix) enables the typing ofindependent parallel compositions,
i.e., the composition of two processes that do not share sessions.

We now collect main results for this type system; see [1, 3] for details. For anyP, definelive(P) if
and only ifP≡ (ν ñ)(π.Q | R), whereπ is an input, output, selection, or branching prefix.
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U ::= ?o
κ .U (used in input) /0 (not usable)

!o
κ .U (used in output) (U1 | U2) (used in parallel)

T ::= U [T̃] (channel types) 〈l : T〉i∈I (variant type)

Figure 4: Syntax of usage types for theπ-calculus.

Theorem 3.1(Type Preservation for C-Types). If P ⊢CH ∆ and P−→ Q then Q⊢CH ∆.

Theorem 3.2(Progress). If P ⊢CH · and live(P) then P−→ Q, for some Q.

3.2 Deadlock Freedom by Encodability

As mentioned above, the second approach to deadlock-free session processes isindirect, in the sense that
establishing deadlock freedom for session processes appeals to usage types for theπ-calculus [13,15], for
which type systems enforcing deadlock freedom are well-established. Formally, this reduction exploits
encodings of processes and types: a session processΓ ⊢ST P is encoded into a (standard)π-calculus
processJΓK f ⊢n

KB JPK f . Next we introduce the syntax of standardπ-calculus processes with variant
values (§ 3.2.1), the discipline of usage types (§ 3.2.2), and the encodings of session processes and types
into standardπ-calculus processes and usage types, respectively (§ 3.2.3).

3.2.1 Processes

The syntax and semantics of theπ-calculus with usage types build upon those in § 2. We requiresome
modifications. First, the encoding of terms presented in § 3.2.3, requires polyadic communication. Rather
than branching and selection constructs, theπ-calculus that we consider here includes acaseconstruct
casevof{l i xi ⊲Pi}i∈I that usesvariant value lj v. Moreover, we consider the standard channel restriction,
rather than double restriction. These modifications are summarized below:

P,Q ::= (νx)P (channel restriction) | casevof{l i xi ⊲Pi}i∈I (case)
v ::= l j v (variant value)

(Rπ -COM) x〈ṽ〉.P | x(z̃).Q→ P | Q[ṽ/z̃]
(Rπ -RES) P→ Q=⇒ (νx)P→ (νx)Q
(Rπ -CASE) casel j vof{l i xi ⊲Pi}i∈I → Pj [v/xi ] j ∈ I

The definition of deadlock-freedom for theπ-calculus follows [13,15]:

Definition 3.3 (Deadlock Freedom for Standardπ-Calculus). A process P0 is deadlock-freeunder fair
scheduling, if for any fair reduction sequence P0 → P1 → P2 → ··· the following hold

1. if Pi ≡ (ν x̃)(x〈ṽ〉.Q | R) for i ≥ 0, implies that there exists n≥ i such that
Pn ≡ (ν x̃)(x〈ṽ〉.Q | x(z̃).R1 | R2) and Pn+1 ≡ (ν x̃)(Q | R1[ṽ/z̃] | R2);

2. if Pi ≡ (ν x̃)(x(z̃).Q | R) for i ≥ 0, implies that there exists n≥ i such that
Pn ≡ (ν x̃)(x(z̃).Q | x〈ṽ〉.R1 | R2) and Pn+1 ≡ (ν x̃)(Q[ṽ/z̃] | R1 | R2).

3.2.2 Usage Types

The syntax of usage types is defined in Figure 4. For simplicity, we letα range over input ? or output
! actions. The usage /0 describes a channel that cannot be used at all. We will often omit /0, and so we
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will write U instead ofU. /0. Usages ?oκ .U and !oκ .U describe channels that can be used once for input
and output, respectively and then used according to the continuation usageU . The obligation oand
capability κ range over the set of natural numbers. The usageU1 | U2 describes a channel that is used
according toU1 by one process andU2 by another processes in parallel.

Intuitively, obligations and capabilities describe inter-channel dependencies:

• An obligation of levelnmust be fulfilled by using only capabilities of levelless than n. Said differently,
an action of obligationn must be prefixed by actions of capabilities less thann.

• For an action with capability of leveln, there must exist a co-action with obligation of levelless than
or equal to n.

Typing contexts are sets of typing assignments and are ranged overΓ,Γ′. A typing judgement is of the
form Γ ⊢n

KB P: the annotationn explicitly denotes the greatestdegree of sharingadmitted in parallel pro-
cesses. Before commenting on the typing rules (given in Figure 5), we discuss some important auxiliary
notions, extracted from [13,15]. First, the composition operation on types (denoted| , and used in rules
Tπ-(PAR)n and Tπ-(OUT)) is based on the composition of usages and is defined as follows:

〈l i : Ti〉i∈I | 〈l i : Ti〉i∈I = 〈l i : Ti〉i∈I U1[T̃] | U2[T̃] = (U1 | U2)[T̃]

The generalization of| to typing contexts, denoted(Γ1 | Γ2)(x), is defined as expected. The unary
operation↑t applied to a usageU lifts its obligation levelup to t; it is defined inductively as:

↑t /0= /0 ↑t αo
κ .U = αmax(o,t)

κ .U ↑t (U1 | U2) = (↑t U1 | ↑t U2)

The↑t is extends to types/typing contexts as expected.Duality on usage types simply exchanges ? and !:

/0[] = /0[] ?o
κ .U [T̃] = !o

κ .U [T̃] !o
κ .U [T̃] = ?o

κ .U [T̃]

Operator “ ; ” in∆ = x : [T]αo
κ ; Γ, used in rules (Tπ -IN) and (Tπ -OUT), is such that the following hold:

dom(∆) = {x}∪dom(Γ) ∆(x) =

{
αo

κ .U [T̃] if Γ(x) =U [T̃]

αo
κ [T̃] if x /∈ dom(Γ)

∆(y) =↑κ+1 Γ(y) if y 6= x

The final required notion is that of areliable usage. It builds upon the following definition:

Definition 3.4. Let U be a usage. The input and outputobligation levels(resp. capability levels) of U,
written ob?(U) andob!(U) (resp.cap?(U) andcap!(U)), are defined as:

obα(αo
κ .U) = o capα(αo

κ .U) = κ
obα(U1 | U2) = min(obα(U1),obα(U2)) capα(U1 | U2) = min(capα(U1),capα(U2))

The definition of reliable usages depends on a reduction relation on usages, notedU →U ′. Intuitively,
U → U ′ means that if a channel of usageU is used for communication, then after the communication
occurs, the channel should be used according to usageU ′. Thus, e.g., ?oκ .U1 | ?o′

κ ′ .U2 reduces toU1 | U2.

Definition 3.5 (Reliability). We write conα(U) when obα(U) ≤ capα(U). We writecon(U) when
con?(U) andcon!(U) hold. Usage U isreliable, notedrel(U), if con(U ′) holds∀U ′ such that U→∗ U ′.
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(Tπ -NIL )

x : /0[] ⊢n
KB 0

(Tπ -RES)

Γ,x : U [T̃] ⊢n
KB P rel(U)

Γ ⊢n
KB (νx)P

(Tπ -PARn)
Γ1 ⊢n

KB P Γ2 ⊢n
KB Q

|Γ1∩Γ1| ≤ n

Γ1 | Γ2 ⊢n
KB P | Q

(Tπ -IN)

Γ, ỹ : T̃ ⊢n
KB P

x : ?0
κ [T̃] ; Γ ⊢n

KB x(ỹ).P

(Tπ -OUT)

Γ1 ⊢n
KB ṽ : T̃ Γ2 ⊢n

KB P

x : !0
κ [T̃] ; (Γ1 | Γ2) ⊢n

KB x〈ṽ〉.P

(Tπ -LVAL )
Γ ⊢n

KB v : Tj ∃ j ∈ I

Γ ⊢n
KB l j v : 〈l i : Ti〉i∈I

(Tπ -CASE)
Γ1 ⊢n

KB v : 〈l i : Ti〉i∈I

Γ2,xi : Ti ⊢n
KB Pi ∀i ∈ I

Γ1,Γ2 ⊢n
KB casevof{l i xi ⊲Pi}i∈I

Figure 5: Typing rules for theπ-calculus with usage types with degree of sharingn.

Typing Rules. The typing rules for the standardπ- calculus with usage types are given in Figure 5.
The only difference with respect to the rules in Kobayashi’ssystems [13, 15] is that we annotate typing
judgements with the degree of sharing, explicitly stated inrule (Tπ -PARn)–see below. Rule (Tπ -NIL) states
that the terminated process is typed under a terminated channel. Rule (Tπ -RES) states that process(νx)P
is well-typed if the usage forx is reliable (cf. Definition 3.5). Rules (Tπ - IN) and (Tπ -OUT) type input and
output processes in a typing context where the “ ; ” operator is used in order to increase the obligation
level of the channels in continuationP. Rules (Tπ - LVAL) and (Tπ - CASE) type a choice: the first types a
variant value with a variant type; the second types a case process using a variant value as its guard.

Given a degree of sharingn, rule (Tπ -PARn) states that the parallel composition of processesP andQ
(typable under contextsΓ1 andΓ2, respectively) is well-typed under the typing contextΓ1 | Γ2 only if
|Γ1∩Γ2| ≤ n. This allows to simply characterize the “concurrent cooperation” betweenP andQ. As a
consequence, ifP ⊢n

KB thenP ⊢k
KB, for anyk ≤ n. Observe that the typing rule for parallel composition

in [13,15] is the same as (Tπ -PARn), except for condition|Γ1∩Γ2| ≤ n, which is not specified.
The next theorems imply that well-typed processes by the type system in Figure 5 are deadlock-free.

Theorem 3.6(Type Preservation for Usage Types). If Γ ⊢n
KB P and P→ Q, thenΓ′ ⊢n

KB Q for someΓ′

such thatΓ → Γ′.

Theorem 3.7(Deadlock Freedom). If /0⊢n
KB P and either P≡ (ν x̃)(x(z̃).Q | R) or P≡ (ν x̃)(x〈ṽ〉.Q | R),

then P→ Q, for some Q.

Corollary 3.8. If /0⊢n
KB P, then P is deadlock-free, in the sense of Definition 3.3.

Theorem 3.2 (progress for the linear logic system) and Theorem 3.7 (deadlock freedom for the stan-
dardπ-calculus) have a rather similar formulation: both properties state that processes can always reduce
if they are well-typed (under the empty typing context) and have an appropriate structure (i.e., condition
live(P) in Theorem 3.2 and conditionP≡ (ν x̃)(x(z̃).Q | R) or P≡ (ν x̃)(x〈ṽ〉.Q | R) in Theorem 3.7).

3.2.3 Encodings of Processes and Types

Encoding of Processes. To relate classes of processes obtained by the different type systems given so
far, we rewrite a session typed or C-typed process into a usage typed process by following a continuation-
passing style: this allows us to mimic the structure of a session or C-type by sending its continuation as
a payload over a channel. This idea, suggested in [14] and developed in [8], is recalled in Figure 6.
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Jx〈v〉.PK f , (νc) fx〈v,c〉.JPK f ,{x7→c}
Jx(y).PK f , fx(y,c).JPK f ,{x7→c}
Jx⊳ l j .PK f , (νc) fx〈l j c〉.JPK f ,{x7→c}

Jx⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I K f , fx(y). caseyof{l i c⊲ JPiK f ,{x7→c}}i∈I

J(νxy)PK f , (νc)JPK f ,{x,y7→c}
JP | QK f , JPK f | JQK f

Figure 6: Encoding of session processes intoπ-calculus processes.

JendKsu = /0[]

J?T.SKsu = ?o
κ [JTKsu,JSKsu]

J!T.SKsu = !o
κ [JTKsu,JSKsu]

J&{l i : Si}i∈I Ksu = ?o
κ [〈l i : JSiKsu〉i∈I ]

J⊕{l i : Si}i∈I Ksu = !o
κ [〈l i : JSiKsu〉i∈I ]

JendKc = •
J?T.SKc = JTKc OJSKc
J!T.SKc = JTKc⊗ JSKc

J&{l i : Si}i∈I Kc = &{l i : JSiKc}i∈I

J⊕{l i : Si}i∈I Kc = ⊕{l i : JSiKc}i∈I

Figure 7: Encodings of session types into usage types (Left)and C-types (Right).

Encoding of Types. We formally relate session types and logic propositions to usage types by means
of the encodings given in Figure 7. The former one, denoted asdenotedJ·Ksu, is taken from [8].

Definition 3.9. Let Γ be a session typing context. The encodingJ·K f into usage typing context andJ·Kc
into C-typing context is inductively defined as follows:

J /0K f = J /0Kc , /0 JΓ,x : TK f , JΓK f , fx : JTKsu JΓ,x : TKc , JΓKc,x : JTKc

Lemma 3.10(Duality and encoding of session types). Let T,S be finite session types.
Then: (i) T = S if and only ifJTKc = JSKc; (ii) T = S if and only ifJTKsu = JSKsu.

On Deadlock Freedom by Encoding. The next results relate deadlock freedom, typing and encoding.

Proposition 3.11. Let P be a deadlock-free session process, thenJPK f is a deadlock-freeπ-process.

Proof. Follows by the encoding of terms given in Figure 6, Definition2.5 and Definition 3.3.

Next we recall an important result relating deadlock freedom and typing, by following [4].

Corollary 3.12. Let⊢ST P be a session process. If⊢n
KB JPK f is deadlock-free then P is deadlock-free.

4 A Hierarchy of Deadlock-Free Session Typed Processes

Preliminaries. To formally define the classesL andK , we require some auxiliary definitions. The
following translation addresses minor syntactic differences between session typed processes (cf. § 2)
and the processes typable in the linear logic interpretation of session types (cf. § 3.1). Such differences
concern output actions and the restriction operator:

Definition 4.1. Let P be a session process. The translation{{·}} is defined as

{{x〈y〉.P}} = x(z).([z↔y] | {{P}}) {{(νxy)P}} = (νw){{P}}[w/x][w/y] w 6∈ fn(P)

and as an homomorphism for the other process constructs.
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Let J·Kc denote the encoding of session types into linear logic propositions in Figure 7 (right). Recall
thatJ·K f stands for the encoding of processes andJ·Ksu for the encoding of types, both defined in [8], and
given here in Figure 6 and Figure 7 (left), respectively. We may then formally define the languages under
comparison as follows:

Definition 4.2 (Typed Languages). The languagesL andKn (n≥ 0) are defined as follows:

L =
{

P | ∃Γ. (Γ ⊢ST P∧ {{P}} ⊢CH JΓKc)
}

Kn =
{

P | ∃Γ, f . (Γ ⊢ST P∧ JΓK f ⊢n
KB JPK f )

}

Main Results. Our first observation is that there are processes inK2 but not inK1:

Lemma 4.3. K1 ⊂ K2.

Proof. K2 contains (deadlock-free) session processes not captured in K1. A representative example is:

P2 = (νa1b1)(νa2b2)(a1(x). a2〈x〉 | b1〈n〉. b2(z))

This process is not inK1 because it involves the composition of two parallel processes which share two
sessions. As such, it is typable in⊢n

KB (with n≥ 2) but not in⊢1
KB.

The previous result generalizes easily, so as to define a hierarchy of deadlock-free, session processes:

Theorem 4.4. For all n ≥ 1, we have thatKn ⊂ Kn+1.

Proof. Immediate by considering one of the following processes, which generalize processP2 in
Lemma 4.3:

Pn+1 = (νa1b1)(νa2b2) · · · (νan+1bn+1)(a1(x). a2〈x〉. · · · . an+1〈y〉 | b1〈n〉. b2(z). · · · bn+1(z))

Qn+1 = (νa1b1)(νa2b2) · · · (νan+1bn+1)(a1(x). a2〈x〉. · · · . an+1(y) | b1〈n〉. b2(z). · · · bn+1〈n〉)

To distinguishKn+1 from Kn, we considerPn+1 if n+1 is even andQn+1 otherwise.

One main result of this paper is thatL andK1 coincide. Before stating this result, we make the
following observations. The typing rules for processes inL do not directly allow free output. How-
ever, free output is representable (and typable) by linear logic types by means of the transformation in
Definition 4.1. Thus, considered processes are not syntactically equal. InL there is cooperating compo-
sition (enabled by rule (T-cut) in Figure 3); independent composition can only be enabled by rule (T-mix).
Arbitrary restriction is not allowed; only restriction of parallel processes.

The following property is key in our developments: it connects our encodings of (dual) session
types into usage types with reliability (Definition 3.5), a central notion to the type system for deadlock
freedom in Figure 5. Recall that, unlike usage types, there is no parallel composition operator at the level
of session types.

Proposition 4.5. Let T be a session type. Thenrel(JTKsu | JTKsu) holds.

Proof (Sketch).By induction on the structure of session typeT and the definitions ofJ·Ksu and predicate
rel(·), using Lemma 3.10 (encodings of types preserve session typeduality). See [9] for details.

We then have the following main result, whose proof is detailed in [9]:

Theorem 4.6. L = K1.
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Therefore, we have the following corollary, which attests that the class of deadlock-free session
processes naturally induced by linear logic interpretations of session types is strictly included in the class
induced by the indirect approach of Dardha et al. [8] (cf. § 3.2).

Corollary 4.7. L ⊂ Kn, n> 1.

The fact that (deadlock-free) processes such asP2 (cf. Lemma 4.3) are not inL is informally discussed
in [3, §6]. However, [3] gives no formal comparisons with other classes of deadlock-free processes.

5 Rewriting Kn into L

The hierarchy of deadlock-free session processes established by Theorem 4.4 issubtlein the following
sense: ifP∈ Kk+1 but P 6∈ Kk (with k ≥ 1) then we know that there is a subprocess ofP that needs to
be “adjusted” in order to “fit in”Kk. More precisely, we know that such a subprocess ofP must become
more independent in order to be typable under the lesser degree of sharingk.

Here we propose arewriting procedurethat converts processes inKn into processes inK1 (that
is, L , by Theorem 4.6). The rewriting procedure follows a simple idea: given a parallel process as
input, return as output a process in which one of the components is kept unchanged, but the other is
replaced by parallel representatives of the sessions implemented in it. Such parallel representatives are
formally defined as characteristic processes and catalyzers, introduced next. The rewriting procedure is
type preserving and satisfies operational correspondence (cf. Theorems 5.8 and 5.10).

5.1 Preliminaries: Characteristic Processes and Catalyzers

Before presenting our rewriting procedure, let us first introduce some preliminary results.

Definition 5.1 (Characteristic Processes of a Session Type). Let T be a session type (cf. § 2). Given a
name x, the set ofcharacteristic processesof T , denoted{|T|}x, is inductively defined as follows:

{|end|}x =
{

P | P⊢CH x: •
}

{|?T.S|}x =
{

x(y).P | P⊢CH y:JTKc,x:JSKc
}

{|!T.S|}x =
{

x(y).(P | Q) | P∈ {|T|}y∧Q∈ {|S|}x
}

{|&{l i : Si}i∈I |}x =
{

x⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I | ∀i ∈ I . Pi ∈ {|Si |}x
}

{|⊕{l i : Si}i∈I |}x =
⋃

i∈I

{
x⊳ l i .Pi | Pi ∈ {|Si |}x

}

Definition 5.2 (Catalyzer). Given a session typing contextΓ, we define its associatedcatalyzeras a
process contextCΓ[·], as follows:

C /0[·] = [·] CΓ,x:T [·] = (νx)(CΓ[·] | P) with P∈ {|T|}x

We record the fact that characteristic processes are well-typed in the system of § 3.1:

Lemma 5.3. Let T be a session type. For all P∈ {|T|}x, we have: P⊢CH x : JTKc
We use{|T|}x ⊢CH x : JTKc to denote the set of processesP∈ {|T|}x such thatP⊢CH x : JTKc.

Lemma 5.4(Catalyzers Preserve Typability). Let Γ ⊢ST P andΓ′ ⊆ Γ. ThenCΓ′
[
P
]
⊢CH JΓKc \ JΓ′Kc.

Corollary 5.5. Let Γ ⊢ST P. ThenCΓ
[
P
]
⊢CH /0.
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5.2 Rewriting Kn in L

We start this section with some notations. First, in order torepresent pseudo-non deterministic binary
choices between two equally typed processes, we introduce the following:

Notation 5.6. Let P1, P2 be two processes such that k6∈ fn(P1,P2). We write P1 ‖k P2 to stand for the
process(νk)(k⊳inx.0 | k⊲{inl : P1,inr : P2}), where labelinx stands for eitherinl or inr.

Clearly, since session execution is purely deterministic,notationP1 ‖k P2 denotes that eitherP1 or
P2 will be executed (and that the actual deterministic choice is not relevant). It is worth adding that
Caires has already developed the technical machinery required to include non deterministic behavior
into the linear logic interpretation of session types; see [1]. Casting our rewriting procedure into the
typed framework of [1], so as to consider actual non deterministic choices, is interesting future work.

We find it convenient to annotate bound names in processes with session types, and write(νxy : T)P
and x(y : T).P, for some session typeT. When the reduction relation involves a left or right choice
in a binary labelled choice, as in reductions due to pseudo-non deterministic choices (Notation 5.6), we
sometimes annotate the reduction as→inl or→inr. We letC denote aprocess context, i.e., a process with
a hole. And finally, for a typing contextΓ, we shall write{|Γ|} to denote the process∏(wi :Ti)∈Γ {|Ti |}wi .
We are now ready to give the rewriting procedure fromKn to L .

Definition 5.7 (RewritingKn intoL ). Let P∈Kn such thatΓ⊢ST P, for someΓ. The encodingLΓ⊢ST PM
is a process ofL inductively defined as follows:

Lx : end⊢ST 0M , 0

LΓ ⊢ST x〈v〉.P′M , x(z).
(
[v↔z] | LΓ′,x : S⊢ST P′M

)
Γ = Γ′,x : !T.S,v : T

LΓ ⊢ST x(y : T).P′M , x(y).LΓ′,x : S,y : T ⊢ST P′M Γ = Γ′,x : ?T.S

LΓ ⊢ST x⊳ l j .P
′M , x⊳ l j .LΓ′,x : Sj ⊢ST P′M Γ = Γ′,x : ⊕{l i : Si}i∈I

LΓ ⊢ST x⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I M , x⊲{l i : LΓ′,x : Si ⊢ST PiM}i∈I Γ = Γ′,x : &{l i : Si}i∈I

LΓ ⊢ST (ν x̃y : S̃)(P | Q)M , {|Γ2|} | Cz̃:S̃

[
LΓ1, x̃:S̃⊢ST PM[z̃/x̃]

]
Γ = Γ1◦Γ2 ∧Γ1, x̃ : S̃⊢ST P

‖k {|Γ1|} | Cz̃:Ṽ

[
LΓ2, ỹ:Ṽ ⊢ST QM[z̃/ỹ]

]
Γ2, ỹ : Ṽ ⊢ST Q∧Vi = Si

We illustrate the procedure in [9]. Notice that the rewriting procedure given in Definition 5.7 sat-
isfies the compositionality criteria given in [11]. In particular, it is easy to see that the rewriting of
a composition of terms is defined in terms of the rewriting of the constituent subterms. Indeed, e.g.,
LΓ1◦Γ2 ⊢ST (νxy : S)(P | Q)M depends on a context including bothLΓ1,x : S⊢ST PM andLΓ2,y : S⊢ST QM.

We present two important results about our rewriting procedure. First, we show it is type preserving:

Theorem 5.8(Rewriting is Type Preserving). Let (Γ ⊢ST P) ∈ Kn. Then,LΓ ⊢ST PM ⊢CH JΓKc.
Notice that the inverse of the previous theorem is trivial byfollowing the definition of typed encoding.
Theorem 5.8 is meaningful, for it says that the type interface of a process (i.e., the set of sessions im-
plemented in it) is not modified by the rewriting procedure. That is, the procedure modifies the process
structure by closely following the causality relations described by (session) types. Notice that causality
relations present in processes, but not described at the level of types, may be removed.

The rewriting procedure also satisfies an operational correspondence result. Let us writeΓ ⊢ST P1,P2

whenever bothΓ ⊢ST P1 andΓ ⊢ST P2 hold. We have the following auxiliary definition:
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Definition 5.9. Let P,P′ be such thatΓ ⊢ST P,P′. Then, we write P+ P′ if and only if P= C[Q] and
P′ = C[Q′], for some contextC, and there isΓ′ such thatΓ′ ⊢ST Q,Q′.
Theorem 5.10(Operational Correspondence). Let P∈ Kn such thatΓ ⊢ST P for someΓ. Then we have:

I) If P →P′ then there exist Q, Q′ s.t. (i) LΓ ⊢ST PM→inx→∗≡Q; (ii) Q +Q′; (iii) LΓ ⊢ST P′M→inx Q′.

II) If LΓ ⊢ST PM →inx→∗≡ Q then there exists P′ s.t. P→ P′ and Q+ LΓ ⊢ST P′M.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a formal comparison of fundamentally distinct type systems for deadlock-free, session
typed processes. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to establish precise relationships of
this kind. Indeed, prior comparisons between type systems for deadlock freedom are informal, given in
terms of representative examples typable in one type systembut not in some other.

An immediate difficulty in giving a unified account of different typed frameworks for deadlock free-
dom is the variety of process languages, type structures, and typing rules that define each framework.
Indeed, our comparisons involve: the framework of session processes put forward by Vasconcelos [19];
the interpretation of linear logic propositions as sessiontypes by Caires [1]; theπ-calculus with usage
types defined by Kobayashi in [13]. Finding some common ground for comparing these three frame-
works is not trivial—several translations/transformations were required in our developments to account
for numerous syntactic differences. We made an effort to follow the exact definitions in each framework.
Overall, we believe that we managed to concentrate on essential semantic features of two salient classes
of deadlock-free session processes, notedL andK .

Our main contribution is identifying thedegree of sharingas a subtle, important issue that underlies
both session typing and deadlock freedom. We propose a simple characterization of the degree of shar-
ing: in essence, it arises via an explicit premise for the typing rule for parallel composition in the type
system in [13]. The degree of sharing is shown to effectivelyinduce a strict hierarchy of deadlock-free
session processes inK , as resulting from the approach of [8]. We showed that the most elementary (and
non trivial) member of this hierarchy precisely corresponds toL –arguably the most canonical class of
session typed processes known to date. Furthermore, by exhibiting an intuitive rewriting procedure of
processes inK into processes inL , we demonstrated that the degree of sharing is a subtle criteria for
distinguishing deadlock-free processes. As such, even if our technical developments are technically sim-
ple, in our view they substantially clarify our understanding of type systems for liveness properties (such
as deadlock freedom) in the context ofπ-calculus processes.

As future work, we would like to obtainsemantic characterizationsof the degree of sharing, in
the form of, e.g., preorders on typed processes that distinguish when one process “is more parallel”
than another. We plan also to extend our formal relationships to cover typing disciplines withinfinite
behavior. We notice that the approach of [8] extends to recursive behavior [7] and that infinite (yet non
divergent) behavior has been incorporated into logic-based session types [18]. Finally, we plan to explore
whether the rewriting procedure given in § 5 could be adaptedinto adeadlock resolutionprocedure.
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We compare mechanisms forcompensation handlinganddynamic updatein calculi for concurrency.
These mechanisms are increasingly relevant in the specification of reliable communicating systems.
Compensations and updates are intuitively similar: both specify how the behavior of a concurrent
system changes at runtime in response to an exceptional event. However, calculi with compensations
and updates are technically quite different. We investigate therelative expressivenessof these calculi:
we develop encodings of core process languages with compensations into a calculus ofadaptable
processesdeveloped in prior work. Our encodings shed light on the (intricate) semantics of compen-
sation handling and its key constructs. They also enable thetransference of existing verification and
reasoning techniques for adaptable processes to core languages with compensation handling.

1 Introduction

Many software applications are based onlong-running transactions(LRTs). Frequently found in service-
oriented systems [8], LRTs are computing activities which extend in time and may involve distributed,
loosely coupled resources. These features sharply distinguish LRTs from usual (database) transactions.
One particularly delicate aspect of LRTs management is handling (partial) failures: mechanisms for de-
tecting failures and bringing the LRT back to a consistent state need to be explicitly programmed. As
designing and certifying the correctness of such mechanisms is error prone, the last decade has seen the
emergence of specialized constructs, such asexceptionsandcompensations, which offer direct program-
ming support. Our focus is in the latter: as their name suggests, compensation mechanisms are meant to
compensate the fact that an LRT has failed or has been aborted. Upon reception of an abortion or failure
signal, compensation mechanisms are expected to install and activate alternative behaviors for recovering
system consistency. Such a compensation behavior may be different from the LRT’s initial behavior.

A variety of calculi for concurrency with constructs for compensation handling has been pro-
posed (see, e.g., [1, 5, 8, 14]). Building upon the traditionand approach of mobile process calculi such
as theπ-calculus [16], they capture different forms of error recovery and offer reasoning techniques
(e.g., behavioral equivalences) on communicating processes with compensation constructs. The relative
expressive power of such proposals has also been studied [4,5, 12, 13]. On a related but different vein,
a calculus ofadaptable processeshas been put forward as a process calculus approach to specify the
dynamic evolution of interacting systems [2]. It is intended as a way of overcoming the limitations that
process calculi have for describing patterns of dynamic evolution. In this calculus, process behaviors may
be enclosed by nested, transparentlocations; actions of dynamic update are targeted to particular loca-
tions. This model allows us to represent a wide range of evolvability patterns for concurrent processes.
The theory of adaptable processes includes expressiveness, decidability, and verification results [2,3], as
well as the integration with structured communications governed by session types [9,10].

Adaptable processes specify forms of dynamic reconfiguration which are triggered by exceptional
events, not necessarily catastrophic. For instance, an external request for upgrading a working component
is an exceptional event which is hard to predict and entails amodification of the system’s behavior. Still,
it is certainly not an error or a failure. Thus, adaptation intuitively appears to us as a general phenomenon
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which includes the (negative) exceptional events dealt by compensations. That is, it should be possible to
represent failures and compensation activities as particular instances of the behaviors expressible in [2].

In this paper, we make this intuitive observation precise byencoding calculi with compensations
into adaptable processes. Our motivation is twofold. First, given the diversity of linguistic constructs for
compensations, understanding how they can be implemented as adaptable processes could shed new light
in their formal underpinnings. Since adaptable processes have a simple semantics (based on higher-order
process communication [17]), the envisaged encodings could suggest alternative semantics for existing
formalisms. Second, given that adaptable processes have been developed in several directions, encodings
of calculi with compensations into adaptable processes could enable the transference of, e.g., decidability
results or type systems, from adaptable processes to calculi with compensations.

As source languages in our study, we systematically consider the different classes of calculi with
compensations developed in [12], a work that offers a unifiedpresentation for many calculi proposed in
the literature. In particular, we consider processes withstaticanddynamiccompensations, each of them
with preserving, discarding, andabortingsemantics. (All these semantics are illustrated next.) As such,
we offer six different encodings into adaptable processes,each one equipped with appropriate opera-
tional correspondence results. The encodings are rather involved; in particular, representing preserving,
discarding, and aborting semantics by means of the transparent locations in [2] proved to be quite chal-
lenging. In our view, the intricate character of our representations into adaptable processes is directly
related to the intricate semantics of each of the forms of calculi with compensations.

This paper is structured as follows. § 2 illustrates primitives for adaptable processes and compen-
sation handling; § 3 formally presents the corresponding calculi. In § 4 we define and prove correct
encodings of processes with static compensations into adaptable processes. We consider aborting, pre-
serving, and discarding semantics. § 5 describes encodingsof processes with dynamic compensations.
§ 6 collects some concluding remarks. Due to space restrictions, omitted proofs can be found online [7].

2 Adaptable and Compensable Processes, By Example

We give an intuitive account of the calculus ofadaptable processes(introduced by Bravetti et al. [2]) and
of the core calculus with primitives forcompensation handling(as presented by Lanese et al. [12,13]).

Adaptable Processes. The calculus ofadaptable processeswas introduced in [2] as a variant of Mil-
ner’s CCS [15] (without restriction and relabeling), extended with the following two constructs, aimed
at representing the dynamic reconfiguration (or update) of active communicating processes:
1. A located process, denotedl [P], represents a processP which resides in a location calledl . Locations

aretransparent: the behavior ofl [P] is the same as the behavior ofP. Locations can also be arbitrarily
nested, which allows to organize process descriptions into meaningful hierarchical structures.

2. An update prefix l{(X).Q}—whereX is a process variable that occurs zero or more times inQ—
denotes an adaptation mechanism for processes located at locationl .

This way, in the calculus of adaptable process the possibility of updating a (located) process behavior is
given the same status as communication prefixes. Intuitively, an update prefix for locationl is able to
interact with a located process atl , updating its current behavior. This is captured by the reduction rule

C1
[
l [P]

]
|C2

[
l{(X).Q}.R

]
−→C1

[
Q{P/X}

]
|C2

[
R
]

whereC1 andC2 denotecontextswhich may describe, e.g., nested locations and parallel components.
Therefore, the adaptation mechanism (embodied byl{(X).Q}) moves to the place wherel [P] resides (C1
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above) and exercises a dynamic update there, as representedby substitutionQ{P/X}. As such, adaptation
is a form ofhigher-order process communication[17]. Observe thatQ may not containX, so the current
behavior atl (i.e.,P) may get erased as a result of the update. Notice also that this form of adaptation is
subjective: located processes are influenced by (unknown) update prefixes in their environment.

Compensable Processes.Our core process language with compensations is based on thecalculus
in [13] (a variant of the language in [12]). The languages in [12, 13] are appealing because they uni-
formly capture several different proposals for calculi with compensation handling. These calculi were
introduced as extensions of theπ-calculus [16] with primitives forstatic anddynamic recovery. How-
ever, in order to focus on the essentials of compensation handling primitives, in this presentation we
consider a variant of the languages in [12,13] without name mobility. There are three salient constructs:

1. Transaction scopes(or simplytransactions), denotedt[P,Q], wheret is a name andP,Qare processes;

2. Protected blocks, denoted〈Q〉, for some processQ;

3. Compensation updates, denotedinst⌊λX.Q⌋.P, whereP,Q are processes andX is a process variable
that occurs zero or more times inQ.

While transactions and protected blocks define static recovery mechanisms, compensation updates are
used to define dynamic recovery. We now gradually introduce these constructs and their main features.

Basic Intuitions. A transactiont[P,Q] consists of adefault activity Pwith a compensation activity Q.
Transactions can be nested, so processP in t[P,Q] may contain other transactions. Transactions can
be aborted: intuitively, processt[P,Q] behaves asP until anerror notification (abortion signal) arrives
along namet. Error notifications are simply output messages which can originate inside or outside the
transaction. To illustrate the simplest manifestation of compensations, we have the following transitions:

t[P,Q] | t.R
τ−→ Q | R t[t.P1 | P2 ,Q] | R

τ−→ Q | R

While the transition in the left shows how a transactiont can be aborted by an external signal, the tran-
sition in the right illustrate abortion due to an internal signal. In both cases, abortion leads to discarding
the default behavior of the transition, and the compensation activity is executed instead (Q in both cases).

Protected Blocks. The transitions above illustrate the different sources of abortion signals that lead to
compensation behaviors. One key element in calculi with compensations primitives areprotected blocks:
as their name suggests, these constructs protect a process from abortion signals. Similarly as locations,
protected blocks are transparent:Q and 〈Q〉 have the same behavior, but〈Q〉 cannot be affected by
abortion signals. Protected blocks are meant to prevent abortions after a compensation:

t2[P2 ,Q2] | t2
τ−→ 〈Q2〉

That is, the compensation behaviorQ2 will be immune to external errors thanks to protected blocks.
Consider now processt1

[
t2[P2 ,Q2] | t2.R1 ,Q1

]
, which includes a transaction namedt2 which is nested

inside t1. Although in previous examples the default behavior has been erased following an abortion
signal, the semantics of compensations actually may partially preserve such behavior. This is realized by
extraction functions, denotedextr(·). For the previous process, we have the following transition:

t1
[
t2[P2 ,Q2] | t2.R1 | R2 ,Q1

] τ−→ t1
[
〈Q2〉 | extr(P2) | R1 ,Q1

]

In case transactiont2 is aborted, its compensation behaviorQ2 will be preserved. Moreover, part of the
behavior ofP2 will be preserved as well: this is expressed by processextr(P2), which consists of at least
all protected blocks inP2; it may also contain some other processes, related to transactions (see next).
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We considerdiscarding, preserving, andaborting variants forextr(·); they define three different
semantics for compensations. NotedextrD(·), extrP(·), andextrA(·), respectively, these functions concern
mostly protected blocks and transactions. Given a processP, we would have:

• extrD(P) keeps only protected blocks inP. Other processes (including transactions) are discarded.

• extrP(P) keeps protected blocks and transactions at the top-level inP. Other processes are discarded.

• extrA(P) keeps protected blocks and nested transactions inP, including their respective compensation
activities. Other processes are discarded.

As an example, consider the processP= t
[
t1[P1 ,Q1] | t2[〈P2〉 ,Q2] | R | 〈P3〉 ,Q5

]
. We then have:

Discarding semantics:t | P
τ−→D 〈P3〉 | 〈Q5〉

Preserving semantics:t | P
τ−→P 〈P3〉 | 〈Q5〉 | t1[P1 ,Q1] | t2[〈P2〉 ,Q2]

Aborting semantics: t | P
τ−→A 〈P3〉 | 〈Q5〉 | 〈P2〉 | 〈Q1〉 | 〈Q2〉

Thus, the three different semantics implement different levels of protection. The discarding semantics
only concerns the compensation activity for transactiont and the protected block〈P3〉. The preserv-
ing semantics protects also the nested transactionst1 andt2; a process such asR, without an enclosing
protected block, is discarded. Finally, the aborting semantics preserves all protected blocks and compen-
sation activities in the default activity fort, including those in nested transactions, such as〈P2〉.
Dynamic Compensations. Up to here we have considered transactions withstatic compensations: while
the default behavior may change due to transaction abortion, the compensable behavior remains un-
changed. Given a transactiont[P,Q], usingcompensation updatesone may specify inP an update for
the compensation behaviorQ. This is achieved by the operatorinst⌊λX.Q⌋.P, whereλX.Q is a function
which represents the compensation update. As a simple example, consider the following transition:

t
[
inst⌊λX.R⌋.P1 | P2 ,Q

] τ−→ t
[
P1 | P2 ,R{Q/X}

]

This way,inst⌊λX.R⌋.P produces a new compensation behaviorR{Q/X} after an internal transition.
As variableX may not occur inR, this step may fully discard the previous compensation activity Q.

3 The Calculi

We introduce adaptable processes (§ 3.1) and compensable processes (§ 3.2). To focus on their essentials,
both calculi are defined as extensions of CCS [15] (no name passing involved). In both cases, we assume
a countable set of namesN, ranged over bya,b, l , t, . . . . As a convention, we use namesl , l ′, . . . to denote
locations (in adaptable processes) and namest, t ′, . . . to denote transactions (in compensable processes).

3.1 Adaptable Processes

The syntax of the calculus ofadaptable processesis defined byprefixesπ,π ′, . . . andprocesses P,Q, . . .:

π ::= a | a | l{(X).Q} P ::= l [P] | 0 | π.P | !P | P | Q | (νa)P | X

We consider input and output prefixes (noteda anda, respectively) and theupdate prefix l{(X).Q}, where
Q may contain zero or more occurrences ofprocess variable X. The syntax of processes includeslocated
processes(notedl [P] and intuitively motivated above) as well as usual CCS constructs for inaction, prefix
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(R-I/O)

E
[
C
[
a.P

]
| D

[
a.Q

]]
→ E

[
C
[
P
]
| D

[
Q
]] (R-UPD)

E
[
C
[
l [P]

]
| D

[
l{(X).Q}.R

]]
→ E

[
C
[
Q{P/X}

]
| D

[
R
]]

(R-PAR)
P→ P′

P | Q→ P′ | Q
(R-RES)

P→ P′

(νa)P→ (νa)P′ (R-STR)
P≡ P′ P′ → Q′ Q′ ≡ Q

P→ Q

Figure 1: Reduction semantics for adaptable processes.

(sequentiality), replication, parallel composition, andrestriction. We omit0 whenever possible; we write,
e.g., l{(X).P} instead ofl{(X).P}.0. Namea is bound in(νa)P and process variableX is bound in
l{(X).Q}; given a processP, its sets of free and bound names/variables—denotedfn(P), bn(P), fv(P),
and bv(P)—are as expected. We rely on expected notions ofα-conversion (noted≡α ) and process
substitution:P{Q/X} denotes the process obtained by (capture avoiding) substitution of Q for X in P.

The semantics of adaptable processes is given by a reductionsemantics, denoted→, and defined
as the smallest relation on processes induced by the rules inFigure 1. →∗ denotes the reflexive and
transitive closure of→. Reduction relies onstructural congruence, denoted≡, andcontexts, denoted
C,D,E. We define≡ as the smallest congruence on processes that satisfies the axioms:

P | Q≡ Q | P P | (Q | R)≡ (P | Q) | R P| 0≡ P
P≡ Q if P≡α Q (νa)0≡ 0 (νa)(νb)P≡ (νb)(νa)P
(νa)P | Q≡ (νa)(P | Q) if a /∈ fn(Q) (νa)l [P]≡ l [(νa)P] !P≡ P | !P

The syntax of monadic contexts (processes with a singlehole, denoted[•]) is defined as:

C ::= [•] | C | P | l
[
C
]

We writeC[P] to denote the process resulting from filling in all occurrences of [•] in contextC with
processP. We comment on rules in Figure 1. Rule (R-I/O) formalizes synchronization between process
a.P and processa.Q (enclosed in contextsC andD, respectively). Rule (R-UPD) formalizes the dynamic
update/evolvability of a locationl . The result of the synchronization between a located process l [P] and
an update prefixl{(X).Q} is the processQ{P/X}. This resulting process stays in the same context as
processl [P]. Rules (R-PAR), (R-RES), and (R-STR) are standard and/or self-explanatory.

3.2 Compensable Processes

The calculus ofcompensable processesextends CCS with constructs for transactions, protected blocks,
and compensation updates:

π ::= a | a P,Q ::= 0 | π.P | !P | (νa)P | P | Q | t[P,Q] | 〈Q〉 | X | inst⌊λX.R⌋.P

Prefixesπ include input and output actions. Processes for inaction (0), sequentiality (π.P), replication
(!P), restriction ((νa)P), and parallel composition (P | Q) are standard. We omit0 whenever possible.
Protected blocks〈Q〉, transactionst[P,Q], and compensation updatesinst⌊λX.R⌋.P have been already
motivated. Error notifications are simply output messages;they can be internal (coming from the default
activity) or external (coming from outside of the transaction). Namea is bound in(νa)P and variable
X is bound ininst⌊λX.R⌋; given a processP, its sets of free and bound names/variables—denoted
fn(P), bn(P), fv(P), andbv(P)—are as expected.α-conversion (noted≡α ) and substitutionP{Q/X}
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extrD(t[P,Q]) = 0 extrP(t[P,Q]) = t[P,Q] extrA(t[P,Q]) = extrA(P) | 〈Q〉
extr(〈P〉) = 〈P〉 extr(P | Q) = extr(P) | extr(Q) extr((νa)P) = (νa)extr(P)
extr(!P) = 0 extr(inst⌊λX.Q⌋.P) = 0 extr(π.P) = 0

Figure 2: Extraction functions.

are also as expected. We assume that protected blocks and transactions do not appear behind prefixes;
this is key to ensure encoding correctness. We shall say thatthe sub-calculus without compensation
updatesinst⌊λX.R⌋.P is the calculus withstatic compensations; the full calculus will be referred to as
the calculus withdynamic compensations. The following definitions apply uniformly to both.

Following [12,13], the semantics of compensable processesis given in terms of a Labeled Transition
System (LTS). Ranged overα ,α ′, the set of labels includesa, a, τ , andλX.Q. As in CCS,a denotes an
input action,a denotes an output action, andτ denotes synchronization (internal action). LabelλX.Q is
associated to compensation updates. Formally, we have three different LTSs, corresponding to processes
under discarding, preserving, and aborting semantics. Therefore, for eachκ ∈ {D,P,A}, we will have an
extraction functionextrκ(·) and a transition relation

α−−→κ . The different extraction functions are defined
in Fig. 2; the rules of the LTSs are given in Fig. 3. As a convention, whenever a notion coincides for the
three semantics, we shall avoid decorationsD, P, andA. This way, e.g., by writingextr(〈P〉) = 〈P〉 we
mean that the extraction function for protected blocks is the same for all three semantics.

We comment on the rules in Fig. 3. Axioms (L-OUT) and (L-IN) execute output and input prefixes,
respectively. Rule (L-REP) deals with replication, while rule (L-PAR) allows one parallel component
to progress independently. Rule (L-RES) is the standard rule for restriction: it states that a transition of
processP determines a transition of process(νa)P, where labelα provides that the restriction namea
does not occur insideα . Rule (L-COMM) defines communication ona. Rule (L-SCOPE-OUT) allows
the default activityP of a transaction to progress, provided that the performed action is not a compen-
sation update and that there is no pending compensation update to be executed. The latter is ensured by
conditionnoComp(P), defined in [7]: the condition is true if and only if processP does not have com-
pensation update which waits for execution. This means thata compensation update has priority over
other transitions; that is, if processP in transactiont[P,Q] has a compensation update at top-level then
it will be performed before any change of the current state. Rule (L-RECOVER-OUT) allows an external
process to abort a transaction via an output actiont. The resulting process contains two parts: the first
part is obtained from the default activityP of the transaction via the appropriate extraction function; the
second part corresponds to compensationQ which will be executed inside a protected block. Similarly,
rule (L-RECOVER-IN) handles abortion when the error notification comes from thedefault activityP of
the transaction. Rule (L-BLOCK) essentially specifies that protected blocks are transparent units. Ob-
serve that the actual semantics of protected blocks is defined via the extraction functionsextr(·). The
final two rules are peculiar of processes with dynamic compensations: while rule (L-INST) performs a
compensation update, rule (L-SCOPE-CLOSE) updates the compensation of a transaction.

We find it convenient to define structural congruence (≡) and contexts also for compensable pro-
cesses. We define≡ as the smallest congruence on processes that includes≡α and satisfies the axioms:

P | Q≡ Q | P P | (Q | R)≡ (P | Q) | R P| 0≡ P
(νa)(νb)P≡ (νb)(νa)P (νa)P | Q≡ (νa)(P | Q) if a /∈ fn(Q) (νa)0≡ 0
〈〈P〉〉 ≡ 〈P〉 〈(νa)P〉 ≡ (νa)〈P〉 〈0〉 ≡ 0
t[(νa)P,Q]≡ (νa)t[P,Q] if t 6= a, a /∈ fn(Q) (νa)a≡ 0
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(L-OUT)

a.P
a−→ P

(L-I N)

a.P
a−→ P

(L-REP)

P
α−→ P′

!P
α−→ P′ | !P

(L-PAR)

P
α−→ P′

P | Q
α−→ P′ | Q

(L-RES)

P
α−→ P′ α 6= a,a

(νa)P
α−→ (νa)P′

(L-COMM)

P
a−→ P′ Q

a−→ Q′

P | Q
τ−→ P′ | Q′

(L-SCOPE-OUT)

P
α−→ P′ α 6= λX.Q noComp(P)

t[P,Q]
α−→ t[P′ ,Q]

(L-RECOVER-OUT)
noComp(P)

t[P,Q]
t−→ extr(P) | 〈Q〉

(L-RECOVER-IN)

P
t−→ P′ noComp(P)

t[P,Q]
τ−→ extr(P′) | 〈Q〉

(L-BLOCK)

P
α−→ P′

〈P〉 α−→ 〈P′〉

(L-I NST)

inst⌊λX.Q⌋.P λX.Q−−−→ P

(L-SCOPE-CLOSE)

P
λX.R−−−→ P′

t[P,Q]
τ−→ t[P′ , R{Q/X}]

Figure 3: LTS for compensable processes. Symmetric variants of (L-PAR) and (L-COMM) are omitted.

An n-adic contextC[•1, . . . ,•n] is obtained from a process by replacingnoccurrences of0, that are neither
compensations nor in continuation of prefixes, with indexedholes[•1], . . . , [•n]. This way, for instance,
the syntax of monadic contexts is defined as:

C ::= [•] | 〈C〉 | t[C,P] | P |C | C | P | (νa)C.

We writeC[P] to denote the process resulting from filling in all occurrences of [•] in contextC with
processP. The following proposition is central to our operational correspondence statements.

Proposition 3.1. Let P be a compensable process. If P
τ−→ P′ then one of the following holds:

a) P≡ E[C[a.P1] | D[a.P2]] and P′ ≡ E[C[P1] | D[P2]],

b) P≡ E[C[t[P1 ,Q]] | D[t.R]] and P′ ≡ E[C[extr(P1) | 〈Q〉] | D[R]],

c) P≡C[t[D[t.P1] ,Q]] and P′ ≡C[extr(D[P1]) | 〈Q〉],
d) P≡ E[t[C′[inst⌊λX.R⌋.P],Q]] and P′ ≡ E[t[C′[P] , R{Q/X}]],

for some contexts C,C′,D, E, processes P1,P2,Q,R, and names a, t.

4 Encoding Static Compensation Processes

Here we present encodings of processes with static compensations into adaptable processes. We consider
discarding, preserving and aborting semantics. We adopt the following abbreviations for update prefixes:

• t{†} for the update prefixt{(Y).0} which “kills” location t, together with the process located att;

• t{P} for the update prefixt{(Y).P} (with Y 6∈ fv(P)) that replaces the current behavior att with P;

• t{id} for the update prefixt{(X).X} which deletes the location namet;

• t{(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn).R} for the sequential composition of updatest{(X1).t{(X2). · · · .t{(Xn).R}}}.
Basic Intuitions. We describe some commonalities in the encodings we are aboutto present. Unsur-
prisingly, the main challenge to encodability is in representing transactionst[P,Q] and protected blocks
〈R〉 as adaptable processes. Our strategy consists in representing P andQ independently, using located
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processes. Since locations are transparent units of behavior, this suffices for encodingP. However,
the encoding ofQ cannot freely execute unless an abortion signal (an output action) is received. Very
approximately, our encodings of protected blocks and transactions have the following structure:

J〈R〉Kt,ρ = pt,ρ
[
JRKε

]
(1)

Jt[P,Q]Kρ = t
[
JPKt,ρ

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(a)

| lt .π1. · · · .πk.pt
[
JQKt,ρ

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(b)

| t.lt .K︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c)

(2)

In our encodings we usepaths, finite sequences of names, denotedt1, t2, . . . , tn. The empty path is denoted
ε . Ranged overρ , paths capture the hierarchical structure of nested transactions. Using paths, for each
protected block, we maintain an association with the name ofits enclosing transaction. As such, the
encoding of a protected block associated to transactiont will be enclosed in a locationpt (see (1) above).
There could be more than one occurrence of such locations, asthe transaction’s body may contain several
protected blocks. The encoding of transactions, given in (2), consists of three parallel components:
• Component (a) is a location which contains the encoding of the default activity of the transaction; we

retain the name of the transaction in the source process.

• Component (b) represents the compensation activity of the transaction. It is given as a located process
at pt , and is protected by a number of prefixesπ1, · · · ,πk including an input prefixlt .

• Component (c) handles abortion signals. After synchronizing with an output ont, it synchronizes with
the input onlt in component (b). This releases a processK which “collects” all protected blocks in
the encoding ofP (which occur inside locations namedpt) but also the encoding of the compensation
activity Q. This collection process may involve synchronizations with π1, · · · ,πk in (b). Once all
protected blocks have been collected, locationt is destroyed.

This (very approximate) strategy is used in all of our encodings, with variations motivated by discarding,
preserving, and aborting semantics. Knowing the number of protected blocks to be collected is crucial
in this scheme. To this end, appropriate counting functionson the default activityP are defined.

The following remark defines some basic conditions on “reserved names” used in our encodings:
Remark 4.1. Let t be a name, then we know that there are names lt ,kt , pt and mt which are associated
with the name t. Also, if t1 6= t2 then lt1 6= lt2,kt1 6= kt2, pt1 6= pt2 and mt1 6= mt2.

4.1 Discarding Semantics

Before presenting the encoding, we introduce some auxiliary functions. First, we introduce a function
that counts the number of protected blocks in a process.
Definition 4.2 (Number of protected blocks). Let P be a compensable process. The number of protected
blocks in P, denoted bynpbD(P), is defined as follows:

npbD(P) =





1 if P = 〈P1〉
npbD(P1)+npbD(P2) if P = P1 | P2

npbD(P1) if P = (νa)P1

0 otherwise.

We shall define an encodingDJ·Kρ of compensable processes into adaptable processes, whereρ is a path
(a sequence of location names). The encoding of transactions requires an auxiliary encoding, denoted
D‖ · ‖n

ρ , loosely related to component (b) in (2). In case of an abortion signalt̄, D‖ · ‖n
ρ defines a process

that collects the encodings of then protected blocks included in the default activity (which isto be found
at ρ) as well as the encoding of the compensation activity. We defineD‖ · ‖n

ρ by induction onn:
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Definition 4.3 (Auxiliary Encoding). Let Q be a compensable process and letρ0 = t,ρ be a path. Also,
let n≥ 0. The processD‖Q‖n

ρ0
is defined as follows:

D‖Q‖0
t,ρ = lt .mt .pρ

[
DJQKε

]
| mt .kt .t{†}

D‖Q‖n
t,ρ = lt .pt,ρ

{
(X1, · · · ,Xn).z

{
pρ [X1] | · · · | pρ [Xn] | mt .pρ

[
DJQKε

]}}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†}) [n> 0]

(The definition ofDJ·Kρ is given next.) Consider the encoding oft[P,Q]: if P containsn top-level
protected blocks, then processDJt[P,Q]Kρ will include n successive update prefixes that will look forn
protected blocks at locationpt,ρ (the path points that they were enclosed witht) and move them to their
parent locationpρ . As thesen dynamic updates leave these located processes at locationt, an update on
z is introduced to take them out oft once then updates are executed.

We are now ready to introduce the encodingDJ·Kρ . Recall that we adhere to Remark 4.1:

Definition 4.4 (Encoding Discarding Semantics). Let P be a compensable process and letρ be a path.
The encodingDJ·Kρ of compensable processes into adaptable processes is defined as follows:

DJ〈P〉Kρ = pρ
[
DJPKε

]
DJt[P,Q]Kρ = t

[
DJPKt,ρ

]
| D‖Q‖npbD(P)t,ρ | t.lt .kt .0 DJ0Kρ = 0

DJP1 | P2Kρ = DJP1Kρ | DJP2Kρ DJπ.PKρ = π.DJPKρ DJ! PKρ =! DJPKρ DJ(νa)PKρ = (νa)DJPKρ

Key cases are encodings of protected blocks and transactions, as motivated earlier. Each protected block
is associated with a locationp indexed with the path to the protected block. A transaction is encoded as
the composition of three processes. The leftmost componentencodes the default activityP preserving
the nested structure. In case of an abortion signal ont, the rightmost component will execute the middle
component by sending messagelt . As already explained, this second component will find all the top-
level encodings of protected blocks ofP, moving them to locationspρ together with the encoding of
compensation activityQ. We may formalize these observations using the following lemma:

Lemma 4.5. Let t[P,Q] be a transaction with default activity P and compensation Q.Then we have:

t
[
DJPKt,ρ

]
| D‖Q‖npbD(P)t,ρ | lt .kt →∗ DJextrD(P)Kρ | DJ〈Q〉Kρ .

The following statement attests the operational correspondence for our encoding:

Theorem 4.6. Let P be a compensable process and letρ be an arbitrary path.

a) If P
τ−→D P′ thenDJPKρ →∗ DJP′Kρ .

b) If DJPKρ → Q then there is P′ such that P
τ−→D P′ and Q→∗ DJP′Kρ .

We illustrate our encoding by means of an example:

Example 4.7. Let P0 = t[R | 〈P〉 ,Q] | t be a compensable process withnpbD(R) = 0. Then

P0
τ−→D 〈P〉 | 〈Q〉. By expanding Def. 4.4, we obtain (recall that we omit0 whenever possible):

DJP0Kε = t
[
DJR | 〈P〉Kt,ε

]
| D‖Q‖1

t,ε | t.lt .kt | t

= t
[
DJRKt,ε | pt,ε

[
DJPKε

]]
| lt .pt,ε

{
(X).z

{
pε [X] | mt .pε

[
DJQKε

]}}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†}) | t.lt .kt | t

→∗ t
[
DJRKt,ε | z

{
pε [DJPKε ] | mt .pε

[
DJQKε

]}]
| z[0] | mt .kt .t{†} | kt →∗ pε

[
DJPKε

]
| pε

[
DJQKε

]

= DJ〈P〉 | 〈Q〉Kε
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4.2 Preserving Semantics

The encoding of compensable processes with preserving semantics is as the previous encoding. In this
case, since the extraction function keeps both protected blocks and top-level transactions (cf. Fig. 2), our
auxiliary encoding, denotedP‖·‖n,m

ρ , has two parameters:n denotes protected blocks andmdenotes top-
level transactions. We count protected blocks using Def. 4.2; to count transactions we use the following:

Definition 4.8 (Number of transactions). Let P be a compensable process. The number of transactions
which occur in P, denotednts(P), is defined as follows:

nts(P) =





nts(P1)+1 if P = t[P1 ,Q1]
nts(P1)+nts(P2) if P = P1 | P2

nts(P1) if P = (νa)P1

0 otherwise.

The encoding of the transaction bodyP with locationt that is nested in locationβρ .
Before giving the encodingPJ·Kρ , we define the auxiliary encodingP‖ · ‖n,m

ρ , whereρ is a path,n is the
number of protected blocks, andm is the number of transactions in the default activity.

Definition 4.9 (Auxiliary Encoding). Let Q be a compensable process and letρ0 = t,ρ be a path. Also,
let n,m≥ 0. The processP‖Q‖n,m

ρ0 is defined as follows:

P‖Q‖0,0
t,ρ = lt .mt .a.pρ

[
PJQKε

]
| mt .kt .t{†}

P‖Q‖1,0
t,ρ = lt .pt,ρ

{
(X1).z

{
a.pρ [X1] | mt .pρ [PJQKε ]

}}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†})

P‖Q‖0,1
t,ρ = lt .βt,ρ

{
(Y1).z

{
a.βρ

[
Y1
]
| mt .pρ

[
PJQKε

]}}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†})

P‖Q‖n,m
t,ρ = lt .pt,ρ

{
(X1, · · · ,Xn).βt,ρ

{
(Y1, · · · ,Ym).z

{
pρ [X1] | · · · | pρ [Xn]

| a.(βρ [Y1] | · · · | βρ [Ym]) | mt .pρ
[
PJQKε

]}}}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†}) [n,m> 0]

We may now define the encodingPJ·Kρ :

Definition 4.10 (Encoding Preserving). Let P be a compensable process and letρ be a path. The
encodingPJ·Kρ of compensable processes into adaptable processes is defined as

PJ〈P〉Kρ = pρ
[
PJPKε

]
PJt[P,Q]Kρ = βρ

[
t
[
PJPKt,ρ

]
| P‖Q‖npbP(P),nts(P)t,ρ | t.lt .kt . j

]
| j.βρ{id}.a

and as a homomorphism for the other operators.

The following lemma formalizes the execution of the encoding:

Lemma 4.11. Let t[P,Q] be a transaction with default activity P and compensation Q.Then we have:

βρ

[
t
[
PJPKt,ρ

]
| P‖Q‖npbP(P),nts(P)t,ρ | lt .kt . j

]
| j.βρ{id}.a→∗ PJextrP(P)Kρ | PJ〈Q〉Kρ .

We then have the following statement of operational correspondence:

Theorem 4.12.Let P be a compensable process and letρ an arbitrary path.

a) If P
τ−→P P′ thenPJPKρ →∗ PJP′Kρ .

b) If PJPKρ → Q then there is P′ such that P
τ−→P P′ and Q→∗ PJP′Kρ .
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Example 4.13. Let P0 be a compensable process in Example 4.7 with R= t1[P1 ,Q1] and
npbP(P1) = nts(P1) = 0. In the preserving semantics we have: P0

τ−→P t1[P1 ,Q1] | 〈P〉 | 〈Q〉. By
expanding Def. 4.10, we obtain:

PJP0Kε = βε

[
t
[
PJt1[P1 ,Q1] | 〈P〉Kt,ε

]
| P‖Q‖1,1

t,ε | t.lt .kt . j
]
| j.βε{id}.a | t̄

= βε

[
t
[
βt,ε

[
M
]
| j.βt,ε{id}.ā | pt,ε [PJPKε ]

]
| lt .pt,ε

{
(X1).βt,ε

{
(Y1).z

{
pε
[
X1

]
| a.βε

[
Y1
]

| mt .pε
[
PJQKε

]}}}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†}) | t.lt .kt . j

]
| j.βε{id}.a | t

→∗ βε

[
t
[
z
{

pε
[
PJPKε

]
| a.βε

[
M
]
| mt .pε

[
PJQKε

]}
| j.βt,ε{id}.ā

]
| z[0] | mt .kt .t{†} | kt . j

]

| j.βε{id}.a
→∗ βε

[
t
[
0 | j.βt,ε{id}.ā

]
| pε

[
PJPKε

]
| a.βε

[
M
]
| pε

[
PJQKε

]
| t{†} | j

]
| j.βε{id}.a

→∗ βε
[
M
]
| pε

[
PJPKε

]
| pε

[
PJQKε

]

where M= t1
[
PJP1Kt1,t,ε

]
| P‖Q1‖0,0

t1,t,ε | t1.lt1.kt1. j.

4.3 Aborting Semantics

We now discuss the encoding of compensable processes with abortion semantics. While preserving the
structure of the two encodings already presented, in this case the extraction function (cf. Fig. 2) add
some complications. We need to modify the function that counts the number of protected blocks in a
process; also, collecting encodings of (nested) protectedblocks requires so-calledactivation processes
which capture the hierarchical structure of nested transactions (cf. Def. 4.16).

Definition 4.14(Number of protected blocks). Let P be a compensable process. The number of protected
blocks in P, denoted bynpbA(P), is defined as follows:

npbA(P) =





1 if P = 〈P1〉
npbA(P1)+1 if P = t[P1 ,Q1]
npbA(P1)+npbA(P2) if P = P1 | P2

npbA(P1) if P = (νa)P1

0 otherwise.

We now define the auxiliary encoding, denotedA‖Q‖n
ρ . This process, as explained above, collects all

encoded protected blocks of a process, in a case that an errornotification is activated.

Definition 4.15(Auxiliary Encoding). Let Q be a compensable process and letρ0 = t,ρ be a path. Also,
let n≥ 0. The processA‖Q‖n

ρ0
is defined as follows:

A‖Q‖0
t,ρ = lt .mt .pρ

[
AJQKε

]
| mt .kt .t{†}.Γt,ρ

A‖Q‖n
t,ρ = lt .pt,ρ

{
(X1, · · · ,Xn).z{pρ [X1] | · · · | pρ [Xn] | mt .pρ

[
AJQKε

]
}
}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†}.Γt,ρ ) [n> 0]

whereΓt,ρ = γt1{(Z1).γt1[(ν lt)(νkt)(Z1 | lt .kt)]}. · · · .γtn{(Zn).γtn[(ν lt)(νkt)(Zn | lt .kt)]}.γt{†}.

To appropriately collect nested protected blocks, we definea so-calledactivation processthat captures
the hierarchical structure of nested transactions.

Definition 4.16(Activation Process). Let St(P) denote thecontainment structureof compensable process
P, i.e., the labeled tree (with root t) in which nodes are labeled with transaction names and sub-trees
capture transaction nesting. Theactivation processfor P, denotedTt(P), is the sequential process
obtained by a post-order search in St(P) in which the visit to a node labeled ci adds prefixeslci .kci .
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This way, e.g., givenP = a
[
c[P1 ,Q2] | P2 ,Q1

]
| b
[
P3 | d

[
P4 ,Q4

]
| e
[
P5 ,Q5

]
,Q3

]
we will have the acti-

vation processTt(P) = lc.kc.la.ka.ld.kd.le.ke.lb.kb.lt .kt .
Now we have all necessary definitions for introducing of the encodingAJ·Kρ of compensable pro-

cesses into adaptable processes with respect to aborting semantics. Notice the use of activation processes
in the encoding of transactions:

Definition 4.17(Encoding Aborting). Let P be a compensable process and letρ be a path. The encoding
AJ·Kρ of compensable processes into adaptable processes is defined as

AJ〈P〉Kρ = pρ
[
AJPKε

]
AJt[P,Q]Kρ = t

[
AJPKt,ρ

]
| A‖Q‖npbA(P)t,ρ | γt

[
t.Tt(P)

]

and as a homomorphism for the other operators.

With respect to previous encodings, the encoding for aborting semantics differs in the rightmost process
of the encoding. In this case, the activation processTt(P) searches the subtree of the transaction body to
activate the middle components of all nested transactions insidet.

The following correctness statements follow the same ideasas in the two previous encodings. In the
sequel, we write≈ to denote a (weak) behavioral equivalence that abstracts from internal transitions (due
to the synchronizations added by the activation process).

Lemma 4.18. Let t[P,Q] be a transaction with default activity P and compensation Q.Then we have:

t
[
AJPKt,ρ

]
| A‖Q‖npbA(P)t,ρ | γt

[
Tt(P)

]
→∗ AJextrA(P)Kρ | AJ〈Q〉Kρ | Γt,ρ | γt

[
0
]
.

Theorem 4.19.Let P be a compensable process and letρ be an arbitrary path.

a) If P
τ−→A P′ thenAJPKρ →∗ AJP′Kρ .

b) If AJPKρ → Q then there is P′ such that P
τ−→A P′ and Q→∗ Q′ and Q′ ≈ AJP′Kρ .

5 Encoding Dynamic Compensation Processes

We discuss how to extend the previous encodings to account for compensation updatesinst⌊λY.R⌋.P.
Due to space constraints, we only describe required extensions to previously given definitions/statements.

Discarding Semantics. We first have the following extension to Def. 4.2:

Definition 5.1 (Number of protected blocks). Let P be a compensable process such that P=
inst⌊λY.R⌋.P1. The number of protected blocks in P, denoted bynpb(P), is equal tonpb(P1).

The definition of the auxiliary encoding, given in Def. 4.3, is extended as follows:

Definition 5.2 (Auxiliary encoding). Let Q be a compensable process and letρ0 = t,ρ be a path. Also,
let n≥ 0. The processdD‖Q‖n

ρ0
is defined inductively on n as follows:

d
D‖Q‖0

t,ρ = lt .mt .pρ
[
u[ f .g]

]
| mt .kt .t{†} | v[u{(Z).(Z | v1[DJQKε ] | f .v1{id}.v{id}.g)}]

d
D‖Q‖n

t,ρ = lt .pt,ρ

{
(X1, · · · ,Xn).z

{
pρ [X1] | · · · | pρ [Xn] | mt .pρ

[
u[ f .g]

]}}

.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†}) | v
[
u{(Z).(Z | v1[DJQKε ] | f .v1{id}.v{id}.g)}

]
[n> 0]
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Based on the above modifications, the encoding of processes with dynamic compensations is obtained
by extending Def. 4.4 with the following:

DJYKρ = Y

DJinst⌊λY.R⌋.PKt,ρ = u[0] | v1{(Y).g.v{(X).X | v[u{(Z).(Z |
v1[DJRKρ ] | f .v1{id}.v{id}.g)}]} | DJPKt,ρ}. f .(v[0] | v1[0])

We then have the following property:
Lemma 5.3. Let t[P,Q] be a transaction with default activity P and compensation Q.Then we have:

t
[
DJPKρ

]
| dD‖Q‖npbD(P)t,ρ | lt .kt →∗ DJextrD(P)Kρ | DJ〈P〉Kρ

Lemma 5.4. If R is a compensable process such that all free occurrences of process variable X in it are
replaced with a process Q then the following encoding holds:JR{Q/X}Kρ = JRKρ{JQKρ/X}.

Operational correspondence for the extended encoding follows from the following theorem:
Theorem 5.5. Let P be a compensable process and letρ be an arbitrary path.

a) If P
τ−→D P′ then there is an adaptable process P′′ such thatDJPKρ →∗ P′′ and P′′ ≈ DJP′Kρ .

b) If DJPKρ → Q then there is P′ such that P
τ−→D P′ and Q→∗ DJP′Kρ .

Preserving Semantics. The function that counts the number of protected blocks ininst⌊λY.R⌋.P is
the same as in Def. 5.1, while a function that counts the number of transactions is defined next.
Definition 5.6 (Number of transactions). Let P be a compensable process such that P= inst⌊λY.R⌋.P1.
The number of transactions which occur in P, denotednts(P), is equal tonts(P1).

We have the following extension of Def. 4.9:
Definition 5.7 (Auxiliary encoding). Let Q be a compensable process and letρ0 = t,ρ be a path. Also,
let n,m≥ 0. The processdP‖Q‖n,m

ρ0 is defined as follows:

d
P‖Q‖0,0

t,ρ = lt .mt .a.pρ
[
u[ f .g]

]
| mt .kt .t{†} | v

[
u{(Z).(Z | v1[PJQKε ] | f .v1{id}.v{id}.g)}

]

d
P‖Q‖1,0

t,ρ = lt .pt,ρ

{
(X1).z

{
a.pρ [X1] | mt .pρ [u[ f .g]]

}}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†})

| v[u{(Z).(Z | v1[PJQKε ] | f .v1{id}.v{id}.g)}]
d
P‖Q‖0,1

t,ρ = lt .βt,ρ

{
(Y1).z

{
a.βρ

[
Y1
]
| mt .pρ

[
u[ f .g]

]}}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†})

| v
[
u{(Z).(Z | v1[PJQKε ] | f .v1{id}.v{id}.g)}

]

d
P‖Q‖n,m

t,ρ = lt .pt,ρ

{
(X1, · · · ,Xn).βt,ρ

{
(Y1, · · · ,Ym).z

{
pρ [X1] | pρ [X2] | · · · | pρ [Xn]

| a.(βρ [Y1] | · · · | βρ [Ym]) | mt .pρ
[
u[ f .g]

]}}}
.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†}) | v

[
u{(Z).(Z | v1[PJQKε ]

| f .v1{id}.v{id}.g)}
]

[n,m> 0]

We then have the following extended correctness statements:
Lemma 5.8. Let t[P,Q] be a transaction with default activity P and compensation Q.Then we have:

βρ

[
t
[
PJPKt,ρ

]
| dP‖Q‖npbP(P),nts(P)t,ρ | lt .kt . j

]
| j.βρ{id}.a→∗ PJextrP(P)Kρ | PJ〈Q〉Kρ

Theorem 5.9. Let P be a compensable process and letρ be an arbitrary path.

a) If P
τ−→P P′ then there is an adaptable process P′′ such thatPJPKρ →∗ P′′ and P′′ ≈ PJP′Kρ .

b) If PJPKρ → Q then there is P′ such that P
τ−→P P′ and Q→∗ PJP′Kρ .
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Aborting Semantics. The encoding of processes with dynamic compensations and aborting semantics
is obtained by extending Def. 4.17 with the encodings of process variables and compensation updates,
which are the same as in discarding and preserving semantics. The function that counts protected blocks
in compensation updatesnpb(inst⌊λY.R⌋.P) is as in Def. 5.1. We require an extension to Def. 4.15:

Definition 5.10 (Auxiliary encoding). Let Q be a compensable process and letρ0 = t,ρ be a path. Also,
let n≥ 0. The processdA‖Q‖n

ρ0
is defined as follows:

d
A‖Q‖0

t,ρ = lt .mt .pρ
[
u[ f .g]

]
| mt .kt .t{†}.Γt,ρ | v[u{(Z).(Z | v1[AJQKε ] | f .v1{id}.v{id}.g)}]

d
A‖Q‖n

t,ρ = lt .pt,ρ

{
(X1, · · · ,Xn).z{pρ [X1] | pρ [X2] | · · · | pρ [Xn] | mt .pρ

[
u[ f .g]

]
}
}

.(z[0] | mt .kt .t{†}.Γt,ρ ) | v[u{(Z).(Z | v1[AJQKε ] | f .v1{id}.v{id}.g)}] [n> 0]

We then have the following extended correctness statements:

Lemma 5.11. Let t[P,Q] be a transaction with default activity P and compensation Q. We have:

t
[
AJPKt,ρ

]
| dA‖Q‖npbA(P)t,ρ | γt

[
Tt(P)

]
→∗ AJextrA(P)Kρ | AJ〈Q〉Kρ | Γt,ρ | γt

[
0
]
.

Theorem 5.12.Let P be a compensable process and letρ be an arbitrary path.

a) If P
τ−→A P′ then there is an adaptable process P′′ such thatAJPKρ →∗ P′′ and P′′ ≈ AJP′Kρ .

b) If AJPKρ → Q then there is P′ such that P
τ−→A P′ and Q→∗ AJP′Kρ .

6 Concluding Remarks

We have compared, from the point of view of relative expressiveness, two related and yet fundamentally
different process models: the calculus ofcompensable processes(introduced in [12]) and the calculus of
adaptable processes(introduced in [2]). We provided encodings of processes with static and dynamic
compensations (under discarding, preserving, and aborting semantics) into adaptable processes. Our
encodings not only are a non trivial application of process mobility as present in adaptable processes;
they also shed light on the intricate semantics of compensable processes. As encoding criteria, we have
considered compositionality and operational correspondence (up-to weak equivalences), as in [11]. It
would be insightful to establish encoding correctness withrespect to all the criteria in [11].

Our study opens several interesting avenues for future work. Having addressed the encodability of
compensable processes into adaptable processes, we plan toconsider the reverse direction, i.e., encod-
ings of adaptable processes into compensable processes. Weconjecture that an encoding of adaptable
process into a language with static compensations does not exist: compensation updatesinst⌊λX.Q⌋.P
seem essential to model an update prefixl{(X).Q}.P—the semantics of both constructs induces pro-
cess substitutions. Still, even by considering a language with dynamic compensations, an encoding of
adaptable processes is far from obvious, because the semantics of compensation updates dynamically
modifies the behavior of the compensation activity, the inactive part of a transaction. Formalizing these
(non) encodability claims is interesting future work. Another promising direction is to cast our encod-
ability results into variants of adaptable and compensableprocesses withsession types: a candidate for
source language could be the typed calculus withinteractional exceptionsdeveloped in [6]; as target
language, we plan to consider extensions of adaptable processes with session types [9,10].
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Probabilistic transition system specifications (PTSSs) in the ntµfθ/ntµxθ format provide structural
operational semantics for Segala-type systems that exhibit both probabilistic and nondeterministic
behavior and guarantee that bisimilarity is a congruence for all operator defined in such format. Start-
ing from the ntµfθ/ntµxθ, we obtain restricted formats that guarantee that three coarser bisimulation
equivalences are congruences. We focus on (i) Segala’s variant of bisimulation that considers com-
bined transitions, which we call here convex bisimulation; (ii) the bisimulation equivalence resulting
from considering Park & Milner’s bisimulation on the usual stripped probabilistic transition system
(translated into a labelled transition system), which we call here probability obliterated bisimulation;
and (iii) a probability abstracted bisimulation, which, like bisimulation, preserves the structure of the
distributions but instead, it ignores the probability values. In addition, we compare these bisimulation
equivalences and provide a logic characterization for each of them.

1 Introduction

Structural operational semantics (SOS for short) [24] is a powerful tool to provide semantics to program-
ming languages. In SOS, process behavior is described using transition systems and the behavior of a
composite process is given in terms of the behavior of its components. SOS has been formalized using
an algebraic framework as Transition Systems Specifications (TSS) [6, 7, 14, 15, 23, etc.]. Basically, a
TSS contains a signature, a set of actions or labels, and a set of rules. The signature defines the terms
in the language. The set of actions represents all possible activities that a process (i.e., a term over the
signature) can perform. The rules define how a process should behave (i.e., perform certain activities)
in terms of the behavior of its subprocesses, that is, the rules define compositionally the transition sys-
tem associated to each term of the language. A particular focus of these formalizations was to provide
a meta-theory that ensures a diversity of semantic properties by simple inspection on the form of the
rules. (See [1, 2, 23] for overviews.) One of such kind of properties is to ensure that a given equivalence
relation is a congruence for all operators whose semantics is defined in a TSS whose rules complies to a
particular format. These so called congruence theorems have been proved for a variety of equivalences
in the non-probabilistic case [6, 14, 15, etc.].

∗Supported by ANPCyT project PICT-2012-1823, SeCyT-UNC program 05/BP12 and their related projects, and EU 7FP
grant agreement 295261 (MEALS).
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The introduction of probabilistic process algebras motivated the need for a theory of structural op-
erational semantics to define probabilistic transition systems. Few earlier results appeared in this di-
rection [4, 5, 17, 18] presenting congruence theorems for Larsen & Skou bisimulation equivalence [19].
Most of these formats have complicated restrictions that extend to sets of rules due to the fact that they
considered transitions labeled both with an action and a probability value. By using a more modern
view of probabilistic transition systems (where the target of the transition is a probability distribution on
states) we manage to obtained the most general format for bisimulation equivalence, which we called
ntµfθ/ntµxθ, following the nomenclature of [14, 15].

Starting from the ntµfθ/ntµxθ format, in this paper we define formats to guarantee that three coarser
versions of bisimulation equivalence are congruences for all operator definable in the respective format.
The first relation we focus on is Segala’s variant of bisimulation that considers combined transitions, here
called convex bisimulation [25]. The second relation we explore originates here and we call it probability
abstracted bisimulation. Like bisimulation and unlike convex bisimulation, it preserves the structure of
the distributions of each transition, but instead, it ignores the probability values. This relation preserves
the fairness introduced by the probability distributions. Finally, we study the bisimulation equivalence
resulting from considering Park & Milner’s bisimulation [22] on the usual stripped probabilistic transition
system (translated into a labeled transition system). Here we call it probability obliterated bisimulation.
This is the usual way to abstract probabilities, but it has the drawback that it breaks the basic fairness
provided by probabilistic choices.

Apart from presenting congruence theorems for all previously mentioned bisimulation equivalences,
we briefly study alternative definitions of these bisimulations, compare them with each other, and pro-
vide logical characterizations, which are particularly new here for probability abstracted and probability
obliterated bisimulation equivalences.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 recalls the type of algebraic structure and Sec. 3 provides
the basic notions and results of probabilistic transition system specifications (PTSS). Sec. 4 presents the
different bisimulation equivalences and a brief study of them, including their logical characterizations.
The study of all the PTSS formats and the respective congruence theorems is given in Sec. 5. The paper
concludes in Sec 6.

2 Preliminaries

Let S = {s,d} be a set denoting two sorts. Elements of sort s ∈ S are intended to represent states in
the transition system, while elements of sort d ∈ S will represent distributions over states. We let σ
range over S . An S -sorted signature is a structure (F,ar), where (i) F is a set of function names, and
(ii) ar : F→ (S ∗×S ) is the arity function. The rank of f ∈ F is the number of arguments of f , defined by
rk( f ) = n if ar( f ) = σ1 . . .σn→ σ. (We write “σ1 . . .σn→ σ” instead of “(σ1 . . .σn,σ)” to highlight that
function f maps to sort σ.) Function f is a constant if rk( f ) = 0. To simplify the presentation we will
write an S -sorted signature (F,ar) as a pair of disjoint signatures (Σs,Σd) where Σs is the set of operations
that map to s and Σd is the set of operations that map to d. LetV andVd be two infinite sets of S -sorted
variables where V,Vd,F are all mutually disjoint. We use x,y,z (with possible sub- or super-scripts) to
range overV, µ,ν to range overVd and ζ to range overV∪Vd.

Definition 1. Let Σs and Σd be two signatures as before and let V ⊆V and D ⊆Vd. We simultaneously
define the sets of state terms T (Σs,V,D) and distribution terms T (Σd,V,D) as the smallest sets satisfying:
(i) V ⊆ T (Σs,V,D); (ii) D ⊆ T (Σd,V,D); (iii) f (ξ1, · · · , ξrk( f )) ∈ T (Σσ,V,D), if ar( f ) = σ1 . . .σn → σ and
ξi ∈ T (Σσi ,V,D).
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We let T(Σ) = T (Σs,V,Vd)∪T (Σd,V,Vd) denote the set of all open terms and distinguish the sets
T(Σs) = T (Σs,V,Vd) of open state terms and T(Σd) = T (Σd,V,Vd) of open distribution terms. Similarly,
we let T(Σ) = T (Σs,∅,∅)∪T (Σd,∅,∅) denote the set of all closed terms and distinguish the sets T(Σs) =

T (Σs,∅,∅) of closed state terms and T(Σd) = T (Σd,∅,∅) of closed distribution terms. We let t, t′, t1,. . .
range over state terms, θ, θ′, θ1,. . . range over distribution terms, and ξ, ξ′, ξ1,. . . range over any kind of
terms. WithV(ξ) ⊆V∪Vd we denote the set of variables occurring in term ξ.

Let ∆(T(Σs)) denote the set of all (discrete) probability distributions on T(Σs). We let π range over
∆(T(Σs)). For each t ∈ T(Σs), let δt ∈ ∆(T(Σs)) denote the Dirac distribution, i.e., δt(t) = 1 and δt(t′) = 0
if t and t′ are not syntactically equal. For X ⊆ T(Σs) we define π(X) =

∑
t∈X π(t). The convex combination∑

i∈I piπi of a family {πi}i∈I of probability distributions with pi ∈ (0,1] and
∑

i∈I pi = 1 is defined by
(
∑

i∈I piπi)(t) =
∑

i∈I(piπi(t)).
The type of signatures we consider has a particular construction. We start from a signature Σs of

functions mapping into sort s and construct the signature Σd of functions mapping into d as follows. For
each f ∈ Fs we include a function symbol f ∈ Fd with ar( f ) = d . . .d→ d and rk( f ) = rk( f ). We call f
the probabilistic lifting of f . (We use boldface fonts to indicate that a function in Σd is the probabilistic
lifting of another in Σs.) Moreover Σd may include any of the following additional operators: (i) δ with
arity ar(δ) = s→ d, and (ii)

⊕
i∈I[pi] with I being a finite or countable infinite index set,

∑
i∈I pi = 1,

pi ∈ (0,1] for all i ∈ I, and ar
(⊕

i∈I[pi]
)

= d|I|→ d. Notice that if I is countably infinite,
⊕

i∈I[pi] is
an infinitary operator.

Operators δ and
⊕

i∈I[pi] are used to construct discrete probability functions of countable support:
δ(t) is interpreted as a distribution that assigns probability 1 to the state term t and probability 0 to any
other term t′ (syntactically) different from t, and

⊕
i∈I[pi]θi represents a distribution that weights with pi

the distribution represented by the term θi. Moreover, a probabilistically lifted operator f is interpreted
by properly lifting the probabilities of the operands to terms composed with the operator f .

Formally, the algebra associated with a probabilistically lifted signature Σ = (Σs,Σd) is defined as
follows. For sort s, it is the freely generated algebraic structure T(Σs). For sort d, it is defined by the
carrier ∆(T(Σs)) and the following interpretation: ~δ(t)� = δt for all t ∈ T(Σs), ~

⊕
i∈I[pi]θi� =

∑
i∈I pi~θi�

for {θi | i ∈ I} ⊆ T(Σd), ~ f (θ1, . . . , θrk( f ))�( f (ξ1, . . . , ξrk( f ))) =
∏

σi=s~θi�(ξi) if for all j s.t. σ j = d, θ j = ξ j,
and ~ f (θ1, . . . , θrk( f ))�( f (ξ1, . . . , ξrk( f ))) = 0 otherwise. Here it is assumed that

∏∅ = 1. Notice that in the
semantics of a lifted function f , the big product only considers the distributions related to the s-sorted
positions in f , while the distribution terms corresponding to the d-sorted positions in f should match
exactly to the parameters of f .

A substitution ρ is a mapV∪Vd → T(Σ) such that ρ(x) ∈ T(Σs), for all x ∈ V, and ρ(µ) ∈ T(Σd), for
all µ ∈ Vd. A substitution is closed if it maps each variable to a closed term. A substitution extends to a
mapping from terms to terms as usual.

Finally, we remark a general property of distribution terms: let f ∈ Σs with ar( f ) =σ1 . . .σn→ s, and
let σ j = s; then f ∈ Σd is distributive w.r.t. ⊕ in the position j, i.e. ~ρ( f (. . . , ξ j−1,

⊕
i∈I[pi]θi, ξ j+1, . . .))� =

~ρ(
⊕

i∈I[pi] f (. . . , ξ j−1, θi, ξ j+1, . . .))� for any closed substitution ρ. The proof follows from the definition
of ~ �. However, notice that f does not distribute w.r.t. ⊕ in a position k such that σk = d.

3 Probabilistic Transition System Specifications

A (probabilistic) transition relation prescribes which possible activity can be performed by a term in a
signature. Such activity is described by the label of the action and a probability distribution on terms that
indicates the probability to reach a particular new term. We will follow the probabilistic automata style
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of probabilistic transitions [25] which are a generalization of the so-called reactive model [19].

Definition 2 (PTS). A probabilistic labeled transition system (PTS) is a triple (T(Σs),A,−→), where
Σ = (Σs,Σd) is a probabilistically lifted signature, A is a countable set of actions, and −→ ⊆ T(Σs)× A×
∆(T(Σs)), is a transition relation. We write t

a−→ π for (t,a,π) ∈ −→.

Transition relations are usually defined by means of structured operational semantics in Plotkin’s
style [24]. For PTS, algebraic characterizations of this style were provided in [8, 9, 21] where the term
probabilistic transition system specification was used and which we adopt in our paper.

Definition 3 (PTSS). A probabilistic transition system specification (PTSS) is a triple P = (Σ,A,R) where
Σ is a probabilistically lifted signature, A is a set of labels, and R is a set of rules of the form:

{tk ak−−→ θk | k ∈ K}∪ {tl bl−−→6 | l ∈ L}∪ {θ j(T j) ./ j q j | j ∈ J}
t

a−→ θ

where K,L, J are index sets, t, tk, tl ∈ T(Σs), a,ak,bl ∈ A, T j ⊆ T(Σs), ./ j ∈ {>,≥,<,≤}, q j ∈ [0,1] and
θ j, θk, θ ∈ T(Σd).

Expressions of the form t
a−→ θ, t

a−→6 , and θ(T ) ./ p are called positive literal, negative literal, and
quantitative literal, respectively. For any rule r ∈ R, literals above the line are called premises, notation
prem(r); the literal below the line is called conclusion, notation conc(r). We denote with pprem(r),
nprem(r), and qprem(r) the sets of positive, negative, and quantitative premises of the rule r, respectively.
In general, we allow the sets of positive, negative, and quantitative premises to be infinite.

Substitutions provide instances to the rules of a PTSS that, together with some appropriate machinery,
allow us to define probabilistic transition relations. Given a substitution ρ, it extends to literals as follows:
ρ(t

a−→6 ) = ρ(t)
a−→6 , ρ(θ(T ) ./ p) = ρ(θ)(ρ(T )) ./ p (where ρ(T ) = {ρ(t) | t ∈ T }), and ρ(t

a−→ θ) = ρ(t)
a−→ ρ(θ).

We say that r′ is a (closed) instance of a rule r if there is a (closed) substitution ρ so that r′ = ρ(r).
We say that ρ is a proper substitution of r if for all quantitative premises θ(T ) ./ p of r and all t ∈ T ,
~ρ(θ)�(ρ(t)) > 0 holds. We use only this kind of substitution in the paper.

In the rest of the paper, we will deal with models as symbolic transition relations in the set T(Σs)×
A×T(Σd) rather than the concrete transition relations in T(Σs)×A×∆(T(Σs)) required by a PTS. Hence
we will mostly refer with the term “transition relation” to the symbolic transition relation. In any case,
a symbolic transition relation induces always a unique concrete transition relation by interpreting every
target distribution term as the distribution it defines; that is, the symbolic transition t

a−→ θ is interpreted
as the concrete transition t

a−→ ~θ�. If the symbolic transition relation turns out to be a model of a PTSS
P, we say that the induced concrete transition relation defines a PTS associated to P.

To define an appropriate notion of model we consider 3-valued models. A 3-valued model partitions
the set T(Σs)×A×T(Σd) in three sets containing, respectively, the transition that are known to hold, that
are known not to hold, and those whose validity is unknown. Thus, a 3-valued model can be presented as
a pair 〈CT,PT〉 of transition relations CT,PT ⊆ T(Σs)×A×T(Σd), with CT ⊆ PT, where CT is the set of
transitions that certainly hold and PT is the set of transitions that possibly hold. So, transitions in PT\CT
are those whose validity is unknown and transitions in (T(Σs)× A×T(Σd)) \PT are those that certainly
do not hold. A 3-valued model 〈CT,PT〉 that is justifiably compatible with the proof system defined by
a PTSS P is said to be stable for P. (See Def. 5.)

Before formally defining the notions of proof and 3-valued stable model we introduce some notation.
Given a transition relation Tr ⊆ T(Σs)×A×T(Σd), t

a−→ θ holds in Tr, notation Tr |= t
a−→ θ, if t

a−→ θ ∈ Tr;
t

a−→6 holds in Tr, notation Tr |= t
a−→6 , if for all θ ∈ T(Σd), t

a−→ θ < Tr. A closed quantitative constraint
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θ(T ) ./ p holds in Tr, notation Tr |= θ(T ) ./ p, if ~θ�(T ) ./ p. Notice that the satisfaction of a quantitative
constraint does not depend on the transition relation. We nonetheless use this last notation as it turns out
to be convenient. Given a set of literals H, we write Tr |= H if for all φ ∈ H, Tr |= φ.

Definition 4 (Proof). Let P = (Σ,A,R) be a PTSS. Let ψ be a positive literal and let H be a set of literals.
A proof of a transition rule H

ψ from P is a well-founded, upwardly branching tree where each node is a
literal such that: (i) the root is ψ; and (ii) if χ is a node and K is the set of nodes directly above χ, then
one of the following conditions holds: (a) K = ∅ and χ ∈ H, or (b) χ = (θ(T ) ./ p) is a closed quantitative
literal such that ~θ�(T ) ./ p holds, or (c) K

χ is a valid substitution instance of a rule from R.
H
ψ is provable from P, notation P ` H

ψ , if there exists a proof of H
ψ from P.

Before, we said that a 3-valued stable model 〈CT,PT〉 for a PTSS P has to be justifiably compatible
with the proof system defined by P. By “compatible” we mean that 〈CT,PT〉 has to be consistent with
every provable rule. With “justifiable” we require that for each transition in CT and PT there is actually a
proof that justifies it. More precisely, we require that (a) for every certain transition in CT there is a proof
in P such that all negative hypotheses of the proof are known to hold (i.e. there is no possible transition in
PT denying a negative hypothesis), and (b) for every possible transition in PT there is a proof in P such
that all negative hypotheses possibly hold (i.e. there is no certain transition in CT denying a negative
hypothesis). This is formally stated in the next definition.

Definition 5 (3-valued stable model). Let P = (Σ,A,R) be a PTSS. A tuple 〈CT,PT〉 with CT ⊆ PT ⊆
T(Σs)×A×T(Σd) is a 3-valued stable model for P if for every closed positive literal ψ,
(a) ψ ∈ CT iff there is a set N of closed negative literals such that P ` N

ψ and PT |= N
(b) ψ ∈ PT iff there is a set N of closed negative literals such that P ` N

ψ and CT |= N.

The least 3-valued stable model of a PTSS can be constructed using induction [8, 11, 12].

Lemma 1. Let P be a PTSS. For each ordinal α, define the pair 〈CTα,PTα〉 as follows:

• CT0 = ∅ and PT0 = T(Σs)×A×T(Σd).

• For every non-limit ordinal α > 0, define:

CTα =
{
t

a−→ θ | for some set N of negative literals, P ` N
t

a−→θ and PTα−1 |= N
}

PTα =
{
t

a−→ θ | for some set N of negative literals, P ` N
t

a−→θ and CTα−1 |= N
}

• For every limit ordinal α, define CTα =
⋃
β<αCTβ and PTα =

⋂
β<αPTβ.

Then: 1. if β ≤ α, CTβ ⊆ CTα and PTβ ⊇ PTα, and 2. there is an ordinal λ such that CTλ = CTλ+1 and
PTλ = PTλ+1. Moreover, 〈CTλ,PTλ〉 is the least 3-valued stable model for P.

PTSSs with least 3-valued stable model that are also a 2-valued model are particularly interesting,
since this model is actually the only 3-valued stable model [7, 13]. A PTSS P is said to be complete
if its least 3-valued stable model 〈CT,PT〉 satisfies that CT = PT (i.e., the model is also 2-valued). We
associate a probabilistic transition system to each complete PTSS.

Definition 6. Let P be a complete PTSS and let 〈Tr,Tr〉 be its unique 3-valued stable model. We say that
Tr is the transition relation associated to P. We also define the PTS associated to P as the unique PTS
(T(Σs),A,−→) such that t

a−→ π if and only if t
a−→ θ ∈ Tr and ~θ� = π for some θ ∈ T(Σd).
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The different examples that we give in the rest of the papers are in terms of a basic probabilistic
process algebra. We introduce it here, but address the reader to [8] for an example of a PTSS with richer
operators. Signature Σs contains the constant 0, representing the stop process, for each action a ∈ A, a
unary probabilistic prefix operators a. with arity ar(a) = d→ s, and a binary operator +, the alternative
composition or sum, with arity ar(+) = ss→ s, while Σd contains the respective lifted signature, δ, and
all binary operators

⊕
i∈{1,2}[pi]θi which we denote by ⊕p. The semantics is defined with the usual rules:

a.µ
a−→ µ

x
a−→ µ

x + y
a−→ µ

y
a−→ µ

x + y
a−→ µ

4 Bisimulation relations

This work revolves around four different types of bisimulation relations: (i) the usual (strong) bisim-
ulation [19] relation on probabilistic system, in which each probabilistic transition should be matched
with a single probabilistic transition so that the distributions of both transitions agree on the probabili-
ties of jumping into equivalent states; (ii) the convex bisimulation [25] relation, in which the matching
is performed instead with a convex combination of transition relations; (iii) the probability abstracted
bisimulation, in which the matching is performed by a single transition so that the distributions of both
transitions agree on jumping to the same equivalent classes of states but not necessarily with the same
probability value; and (iv) the probabilistic obliterated bisimulation, which represents the usual bisim-
ulation [22] once the probabilistic transition system is abstracted into a traditional labeled transition
system in the usual way.

To our knowledge, the probability abstracted bisimulation originates here. Its intention is to strictly
preserve the probabilistic structure of a system without caring about the probability values. Thus, prob-
ability abstracted bisimulation is consistent with any bisimulation preserving quantitative properties that
only tests for positive quantifications, rather than a particular value. Instead, this kind of properties are
not preserved by the probabilistic obliterated bisimulation as it is shown below in this section.

In the following we introduce all these relations and discuss their relationship as well as alternative
definitions. For the rest of the section we assume given a PTS P = (T(Σs),A,−→).

Given a relation R ⊆ T(Σs)×T(Σs), a set Q ⊆ T(Σs) is R-closed if for all t ∈ Q and t′ ∈ T(Σs), t R t′

implies t′ ∈ Q (i.e. R(Q) ⊆ Q). It is easy to verify that if two relations R,R′ ⊆ T(Σs)×T(Σs) are such that
R′ ⊆ R, then if Q ⊆ T(Σs) is R-closed, it is also R′-closed.

Definition 7. A relation R ⊆ T(Σs)×T(Σs) is a bisimulation if it is symmetric and for all t, t′ ∈ T(Σs),
a ∈ A, and π ∈ ∆(T(Σs)), t R t′ and t

a−→ π imply that there exists π′ ∈ ∆(T(Σs)) s.t. t′
a−→ π′ and π R π′,

where π R π′ if and only if for all R-closed Q ⊆ T(Σs), π(Q) = π′(Q). The relation ∼, called bisimilarity
or bisimulation equivalence, is defined as the smallest relation that includes all bisimulations.

A combined transition t
a−→c π is defined whenever there is a family {πi}i∈I ⊆ ∆(T(Σs)) and a family

{pi}i∈I ⊆ [0,1] such that t
a−→ πi for all i ∈ I,

∑
i∈I pi = 1 and π =

∑
i∈I piπi.

Definition 8. A relation R ⊆ T(Σs)×T(Σs) is a convex bisimulation if it is symmetric and for all t, t′ ∈
T(Σs), a ∈ A, and π ∈ ∆(T(Σs)), t R t′ and t

a−→ π imply that there exists π′ ∈ ∆(T(Σs)) s.t. t′
a−→c π

′ and
π R π′. The relation ∼c, called convex bisimilarity or convex bisimulation equivalence, is defined as the
smallest relation that includes all convex bisimulations.

Definition 9. A relation R ⊆ T(Σs)×T(Σs) is a probability abstracted bisimulation if it is symmetric and
for all t, t′ ∈T(Σs), a ∈ A, and π ∈∆(T(Σs)), t R t′ and t

a−→ π imply that there exists π′ ∈∆(T(Σs)) s.t. t′
a−→ π′
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and for all R-closed Q ⊆ T(Σs), π(Q) > 0 iff π′(Q) > 0. The relation ∼a, called probability abstracted
bisimilarity or probability abstracted bisimulation equivalence, is defined as the smallest relation that
includes all probability abstracted bisimulations.

Notice that the transfer property in this last case follows the same structure as the bisimulation, only
that it only requires that π(Q) > 0 iff π′(Q) > 0 for all R-closed, instead of π(Q) = π′(Q).

Definition 10. A relation R ⊆ T(Σs)×T(Σs) is a probability obliterated bisimulation if it is symmetric
and for all t, t′ ∈ T(Σs), a ∈ A, and π ∈ ∆(T(Σs)), t R t′ and t

a−→ π imply that for all R-closed Q ⊆ T(Σs)
with π(Q) > 0, there exists π′ ∈ ∆(T(Σs)) s.t. t′

a−→ π′ and π′(Q) > 0. The relation ∼o, called probability
obliterated bisimilarity or probability obliterated bisimulation equivalence, is defined as the smallest
relation that includes all probability obliterated bisimulations.

Compare this last definition with Def. 9. While for probability abstracted bisimulation we require
that there is a single matching transition t′

a−→ π′ so that π′ gives some positive probability to all R-closed
sets exactly whenever π does, the definition of probability obliterated bisimulation permits to choose
different matching transitions for each R-closed set that measures positively on π.

It is well known that ∼ and ∼c are equivalences relations and that they also are, respectively, a
bisimulation relation and a convex bisimulation relation. The fact that ∼o is also an equivalence relation
and itself a probability obliterated bisimulation follows from Lemma 4 which state that it agrees with Park
& Milner’s bisimulation. The same properties can be proven for probability abstracted bisimulation:

Lemma 2. ∼a is an equivalence relation and is itself a probability abstracted bisimulation.

Similarly to the bisimulation [3, Prop 3.4.4], the probability abstracted bisimulation has a character-
ization in terms of an abstract weight function. This alternative characterization is the one used in the
proof of Theorem 4 and that is why we present it in this paper.

Given a relation R ⊆ T(Σs)×T(Σs), we define ≡w
R∈ ∆(T(Σs))×∆(T(Σs)) as follows. For all π,π′ ∈

∆(T(Σs)), π ≡w
R π
′ if there is an abstract weight function w : (T(Σs)×T(Σs))→ [0,1] s.t. for all t, t′ ∈ T(Σs),

(i) w(t,T(Σs)) > 0 iff π(t) > 0, (ii) w(T(Σs), t′) > 0 iff π′(t′) > 0, and (iii) w(t, t′) > 0 implies t R t′.

Lemma 3. For all t, t′ ∈ T(Σs), t ∼a t′ if and only if there is a symmetric relation R ⊆ T(Σs)×T(Σs) with
t R t′ such that for all t1, t2 ∈ T(Σs), a ∈ A, and π1 ∈ ∆(T(Σs)), t1 R t2 and t1

a−→ π1 imply that there exists
π2 ∈ ∆(T(Σs)) s.t. t2

a−→ π2 and π1 ≡w
R π2.

The next lemma shows that the probability obliterated bisimulation agrees with Park & Milner’s
bisimulation. Denote t

a
 t′ iff there is π such that t

a−→ π and π(t′) > 0. Notice that this notation precisely
defines the usual abstraction of probabilistic transition systems into labeled transition systems in which
all information regarding the probability distribution is lost except from the fact that one state can reach
another state with positive probability after a transition.

Lemma 4. For all t, t′ ∈ T(Σs), t ∼o t′ iff there is a symmetric relation R ⊆ T(Σs)×T(Σs) with t R t′ s.t. for
all t1, t2, t′1 ∈ T(Σs) and a ∈ A, t1 R t2 and t1

a
 t′1 imply that there exists t′2 ∈ T(Σs) s.t. t2

a
 t′2 and t′1 R t′2.

Finally we state the relation among the different bisimulations

Lemma 5. The following inclusions hold and are proper: ∼ ( ∼c ( ∼o and ∼ ( ∼a ( ∼o. Besides ∼c and
∼a are incomparable.

In fact the results can be proved stronger as we explain in the following. Any bisimulation relation
is also a convex bisimulation, which follow from the fact that t

a−→ π implies t
a−→c π. Any convex bisim-

ulation is also a probability obliterated bisimulation since t
a−→c π with π(Q) > 0 implies that there is a
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π′ such that t
a−→ π′ and π′(Q) > 0. Any bisimulation is also a probability abstracted bisimulation since

π R π′ implies π(Q) > 0 iff π′(Q) > 0 for all R-closed Q. Finally, any probability abstracted bisimulation
is also a probability obliterated bisimulation since, for a given π and R, the existence of a π′ s.t. t′

a−→ π′

and π(Q) > 0 iff π′(Q) > 0 for all R-closed Q, guarantees that, for all R-closed Q with π(Q) > 0 there is
a π′ s.t. t′

a−→ π′ and π′(Q) > 0.
Notice that t1 = a.(b.0) + a.(c.0) and t2 = t1 + a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0) are convex bisimilar but not probabil-

ity abstracted bisimilar. Besides, notice that t3 = a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0) and t4 = a.(b.0⊕0.1 c.0) are probability
abstracted bisimilar but not convex bisimilar. These examples not only show that ∼c and ∼a are incom-
parable, but also that all stated inclusions are proper.

In the rest of the section we present logical characterizations for the different bisimulation equiva-
lences. This work has already been done for bisimulation [10, 16] and convex bisimulation [16]. We
adopt here the two-level logic style of [10].

We define the logic Lb as the set of all formulas with the following syntax:

φ := > | 〈a〉ψ | 〈a〉cψ | ∧i∈I φi | ¬φ ψ := [φ]p | �i∈I ψi

where a ∈ A, p ∈ [0,1]∩Q, and I is any index set. The logic Lc contains all formulas of Lb without the
modality 〈a〉 . The logic La contains all formulas of Lb without modalities 〈a〉c and [ ]p for all p > 0
(i.e. it only accepts [ ]0 among this type of modalities.) Finally, the logic Lo contains all formulas of La

without
�

i∈I .
The semantics of Lb is defined with the satisfaction relation |= on a PTS P = (T(Σs),A,−→) as follows.

(i) t |= > for all t ∈ T(Σs) (v) t |= ¬φ if t 6|= φ

(ii) t |= 〈a〉ψ if there is t
a−→ π s.t. π |= ψ (vi) π |= [φ]p if π({t ∈ T(Σs) | t |= φ}) > p

(iii) t |= 〈a〉cψ if there is t
a−→c π s.t. π |= ψ (vii) π |=�i∈I ψi if π |= ψi for all i ∈ I

(iv) t |= ∧
i∈I φi if t |= φi for all i ∈ I

The semantics of the other logics is defined in the same way but restricted to the respective operators.
For χ ∈ {b,c,a,o}, let Lχ(t) = {φ ∈ Lχ | t |= φ}, for all t ∈ T(Σs), and Lχ(π) = {ψ ∈ Lχ | π |= ψ}, for all

π ∈ ∆(T(Σs)). We write t1 ∼Lχ t2 iff Lχ(t1) = Lχ(t2) and π1 ∼Lχ π2 iff Lχ(π1) = Lχ(π2). Then, we have
the following characterization theorem.

Theorem 1. For all χ ∈ {b,c,a,o} and for all t1, t2 ∈ T(Σs), t1 ∼χ t2 iff t1 ∼Lχ t2 (where ∼b = ∼).

Let t1, t2, t3, and t4 be as before. Recall t1 ∼c t2 and t3 ∼a t4. Notice that 〈a〉([〈b〉>]0.5u [〈c〉>]0.5)
distinguish t1 from t2, while 〈a〉c([〈b〉>]0.5u [〈c〉>]0.5) is satisfied by both t1 and t2. That is why 〈a〉 is
not an operator of Lc. Notice [〈b〉>]0.5 distinguishes the distribution ~b.0⊕0.5 c.0� from ~b.0⊕0.1 c.0�,
while [〈b〉>]0 does not (but it does distinguish them from e.g. ~c.0�). Thus 〈a〉[〈b〉>]0.5 distinguishes
t3 from t4. That is why [ ]p is not an operator of La if p > 0. Finally, notice that 〈a〉([〈b〉>]0u [〈c〉>]0)
distinguishes t5 = a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0) from t6 = a.b.0 + a.c.0, and observe that t5 ∼o t6. However, neither
〈a〉[〈b〉>]0 nor 〈a〉[〈c〉>]0 can distinguish them. That is why

�

i∈I is not an operator of Lo.

5 Formats

In this section we introduce rule and specification formats that guarantee that each bisimulation equiva-
lences discussed in the previous section is a congruence for every operator whose semantics is defined
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within the respective rule of the specification format. In particular, the format ntµfθ/ntµxθ, which ensures
that bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for all operator in such format, has been already introduced
in [9] and finally revised in [8]. We present here its more general form.

The following definition is important to ensure a symmetric treatment of variables and terms within
the format. Let {Yl}l∈L be a family of sets of state term variables with the same cardinality. The l-th
element of a tuple ~y is denoted by ~y(l). For a set of tuples T = {~yi | i ∈ I} we denote the l-th projection
by Πl(T ) = {~yi(l) | i ∈ I}. Fix a set Diag{Yl}l∈L ⊆∏

l∈L Yl such that: (i) for all l ∈ L, Πl(Diag{Yl}l∈L) = Yl;
and (ii) for all ~y, ~y′ ∈ Diag{Yl}l∈L, (∃l ∈ L : ~y(l) = ~y′(l)) ⇒ ~y = ~y′. Property (ii) ensures that different
tuples ~y, ~y′ ∈ Diag{Yl}l∈L differ in all positions, and by property (i) every variable of every Yl is used in
(exactly) one ~y ∈ Diag{Yl}l∈L. Diag stands for “diagonal”, following the intuition that each ~y represents a
coordinate in the space

∏
l∈L Yl, so that Diag{Yl}l∈L can be seen as the line that traverses the main diagonal

of the space. Therefore, notice that, for Yl = {y0
l ,y

1
l ,y

2
l , . . .}, a possible definition for the set Diag{Yl}l∈L is

{(y0
1,y

0
2, . . . ,y

0
L), (y1

1,y
1
2, . . . ,y

1
L), (y2

1,y
2
2, . . . ,y

2
L), . . .}. In addition, we use the following notation: t(ζ1, . . . , ζn)

denotes a term that only has variables in the set {ζ1, . . . , ζn}, that is V(t(ζ1, . . . , ζn)) ⊆ {ζ1, . . . , ζn}, and
moreover, t(ζ′1, . . . , ζ

′
n) denotes the same term as t(ζ1, . . . , ζn) in which each variable ζi has been replaced

by ζ′i .

Definition 11. Let P = (Σ,A,R) be a PTSS. A rule r ∈ R is in ntµfθ format if it has the following form

⋃
m∈M{tm(~z)

am−−→ µ~zm |~z ∈ Z} ∪
⋃

n∈N{tn(~z)
bn−−→6 |~z ∈ Z} ∪ {θl(Yl) Dl,k pl,k | l ∈ L,k ∈ Kl}

f (ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f ))
a−→ θ

with Dl,k ∈ {>,≥} for all l ∈ L and k ∈ Kl, and Z = Diag{Yl}l∈L ×∏
ζ∈W {ζ}, with W ⊆ V∪Vd\⋃l∈L Yl, In

addition, it has to satisfy the following conditions:
1. Each set Yl should be at least countably infinite, for all l ∈ L, and the cardinality of L should be

strictly smaller than that of the Yl’s.
2. All variables ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f ) are different.
3. All variables µ~zm, with m ∈ M and ~z ∈ Z, are different and {ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f )}∩ {µ~zm |~z ∈ Z,m ∈ M} = ∅.
4. For all l ∈ L, Yl∩{ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f )} = ∅, and Yl∩Yl′ = ∅ for all l′ ∈ L, l , l′.
5. For all m ∈ M, the set {µ~zm |~z ∈ Z}∩

(V(θ)∪ (
⋃

l∈LV(θl))∪W
)

is finite.
6. For all l ∈ L, the set Yl∩ (V(θ)∪⋃

l′∈LV(θl′)
)

is finite.
A rule r ∈ R is in ntµxθ format if its form is like above but has a conclusion of the form x

a−→ θ and,
in addition, it satisfies the same conditions as above, except that whenever we write {ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f )}, we
should write {x}. P is in ntµfθ format if all its rules are in ntµfθ format. P is in ntµfθ/ntµxθ format if all
its rules are in either ntµfθ format or ntµxθ format.

The rationale behind each of the restrictions are discussed in [8] in depth (see also [9]). In the
following we briefly summarize it. Variables ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f ) in the source of the conclusion, all variables
µ~zm in the target of the positive premises, and all variables in the sets Yl, l ∈ L, as part of the measurable
sets in the quantitative premises, are binding. That is why all of them are requested to be different,
which is stated in conditions 2, 3, and 4. If Yl is finite, quantitative premises will allow to count the
minimum number of terms that gather certain probabilities. This goes against the spirit of bisimulation
that measures equivalence classes of terms regardless of the size of them. Therefore Yl needs to be infinite
(condition 1). Condition 5 ensures that, for each m ∈ M there are sufficiently many distribution variables
in the set {µ~zm |~z ∈ Z} to be freely instantiated. The use of a distribution variable in a quantitative premise
may disclose part of the structural nature of the distribution term that substitutes such variable. Thus, for
instance, if all variables µ~zm are used in different quantitative premises together with some lookahead, we
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may restrict the syntactic form of the eventually substituted distribution terms, hence revealing unwanted
differences. A similar situation arises with the use of variables in Yl for all l ∈ L, hence condition 6. The
precise understanding of conditions 5 and 6 requires a rather lengthy explanation that is beyond the scope
of this paper. The reader is referred to [8, 9] for details.

All congruence theorems in this article apply only to PTSSs whose rules are well-founded. A rule r
is well-founded if there is no infinite backward chain in the dependency graph Gr = (V,E) of r defined by
V =V∪Vd and E = {〈ζ,µ〉 | (t a−→ µ) ∈ pprem(r), ζ ∈V(t)}∪{〈ζ,y〉 | (θ(Y)D p) ∈ qprem(r), ζ ∈V(θ),y ∈ Y}.
A PTSS is called well-founded if all its rules are well-founded.

The full proof of the following theorem can be found in [8].

Theorem 2. Let P = (Σ,A,R) be a complete well-founded PTSS in ntµfθ/ntµxθ format. Then, the bisimu-
lation equivalence is a congruence for all operators defined in P.

The ntµfθ/ntµxθ format is still too general to preserve the other (weaker) bisimulation equivalences
presented in Sec. 4. In the reminder of the section, we will discuss through appropriate examples how
the ntµfθ/ntµxθ format should be further restricted or modified so that the other bisimulation equivalences
are congruences for the resulting restricted formats.

We focus first on convex bisimulation. For this consider the terms t1 = a.(b.0) + a.(c.0) and t2 =
t1 + a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0). Notice that t1 ∼c t2. Consider a possible extension of our running example with a
unary operator f with the following ntµfθ rule:

x
a−→ µ µ(Y) ≥ 0.5 {y b−→ µy | y ∈ Y} µ(Y′) ≥ 0.5 {y′ c−→ µy′ | y′ ∈ Y′}

f (x)
a−→ 0

(1)

Since t2
a−→ (b.0⊕0.5 c.0), f (t2)

a−→ 0. However it is easy to see that f (t1) cannot perform any transition.
Therefore f (t1) 6∼c f (t2).

The problem arises precisely because, in order to show that t1 ∼c t2, transition t2
a−→ (b.0⊕0.5 c.0) is

matched with the appropriate convex combination of the transitions t1
a−→ b.0 and t1

a−→ c.0. Thus, we
need that a quantitative premise guarantees that the test is produced on a convex combination of target
distributions rather than on a single target distribution. An appropriate modification of such rule would
be to replace it by a family of rules of the form

{x a−→ µn | n∈N}
(⊕

n∈N[pn]µn
)
(Y) ≥ 0.5 {y b−→ µy | y∈Y}

(⊕
n∈N[pn]µn

)
(Y′) ≥ 0.5 {y′ c−→ µy′ | y′∈Y′}

f (x)
a−→ 0

,

one for each {pn}n∈N such that
∑

n∈N pn = 1 and each pi ∈ [0,1]∩Q.
Consider now that the semantic of f is defined by the rule

x
a−→ µ

f (x)
a−→ a.µ

(2)

and notice that f (t2)
a−→ a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0). However, the only two possible transitions for f (t1) are f (t1)

a−→
a.b.0 and f (t1)

a−→ a.c.0, and there is no p ∈ [0,1] such that a.b.0⊕p a.c.0 ∼c a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0). For this
reason, we will require that a target of a positive premise does not appear in a d-sorted position of a
subterm in the target of the conclusion.

For the next example, we consider an additional unary d-sorted operator g and the following rules

x
a−→ µ g(µ)

b−→ µ′

f (x)
a−→ 0

µ(Y) > 0 {y b−→ µ | y ∈ Y} µ(Y ′) > 0 {y′ c−→ µ′ | y′ ∈ Y ′}
g(µ)

b−→ 0
(3)
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Notice that g(b.0⊕0.5 c.0)
b−→ 0. Therefore f (t2)

a−→ 0. However, neither g(b.0) nor g(c.0) can perform any
transition, and as a consequence f (t1) cannot perform any transition either. Hence, f (t1) 6∼c f (t2). For
this reason we will require that a target of a positive premise does not appear in the source of a positive
or negative premise.

Suppose now that g is a binary s-sorted operator and consider the following rules

x
a−→ µ

f (x)
a−→ g(µ,µ)

x1
b−→ µ1 x2

c−→ µ2

g(x1, x2)
a−→ 0

(4)

Notice that the only possible transitions for f (t1) are f (t1)
a−→ g(b.0, b.0) and f (t1)

a−→ g(c.0, c.0). More-
over, notice that g(b.0, b.0)∼c g(c.0, c.0)∼c 0. However, f (t2)

a−→ g(b.0⊕0.5 c.0, b.0⊕0.5 c.0), and it is not
difficult to see that g(b.0⊕0.5 c.0, b.0⊕0.5 c.0) ∼c (a.0⊕0.25 0). Therefore, f (t1) 6∼c f (t2). In this case, the
problem seems to arise because the same distribution variable occurs in the target of the conclusion of the
first rule in two different s-sorts positions of the target distribution term. However, the problem is not so
general. Notice that if the target in the conclusion is replaced by the term g(µ, c.0)⊕p g(b.0,µ) we would
have f (t1) ∼c f (t2). The difference arises from the fact that in the interpretation of g(θ,θ) the probability
distribution ~θ� multiplies with itself. This is not the case in the interpretation of g(θ, c.0)⊕p g(b.0, θ)
where the two instances of ~θ� are summed up. Thus, we will actually request that the target of the
conclusion is linear with respect to each distribution variable on a target of a positive premise.

Definition 12. A distribution term θ ∈ T(Σd) is linear for a set V ⊆Vd if (i) θ ∈ T(Σd)∪Vd∪{δ(x) | x ∈V}.
(ii) θ =

⊕
i∈I[pi]θi and θi is linear for V, for all i ∈ I, (iii) θ = f (θ1, . . . , θn), for all i ∈ I, θi is linear for V,

andV(θi)∩V(θ j)∩V = ∅, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and i , j,

Definition 13. Let P = (Σ,A,R) be a PTSS. A rule r ∈ R is in convex ntµfθ format if has the form

⋃
m∈M{tm(~z)

am−−→ µ~zm |~z ∈ Z}
⋃

n∈N{tn(~z)
bn−−→6 |~z ∈ Z}

⋃
m̃∈M̃{tm̃(~zm̃)

am̃−−→ µm̃
i | i ∈ N}

⋃
m̃∈M̃{

(⊕
i∈N[pm̃

i ]µm̃
i
)
(Yl) Dl,k pl,k | l ∈ Lm̃,k ∈ Kl}

f (ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f ))
a−→ θ

with L = ∪m̃∈M̃Lm̃, Lm̃∩Lm̃′ = ∅ whenever m̃ , m̃′, Dl,k ∈ {>,≥} for all l ∈ L and k ∈ Kl,Z = Diag{Yl}l∈L×∏
ζ∈W {ζ}, with W ⊆ V∪Vd\⋃l∈L Yl. In addition, it should also satisfy conditions 1 to 6 in Def. 11 and

the following extra conditions:
7. For every m̃ ∈ M̃, the family {pm̃

i }i∈N ⊆ [0,1]∩Q and
∑

i∈N pm̃
i = 1

8. For every m̃ ∈ M̃, there is exactly one j ∈N such that µm̃
j = µ~zm for some m ∈ M and ~z ∈ Z, in which

case also tm̃(~zm̃)
am̃−−→ µm̃

j = tm(~z)
am−−→ µ~zm. Moreover {µm̃

i | i ∈N}∩{µm̃′
i | i ∈N} = ∅ for all m̃ , m̃′, and

{µm̃
i | i ∈ N}∩ {ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f )} = ∅.

9. No variable µ~zm, with m ∈ M and ~z ∈ Z, appears in the source of a premise (i.e. in the set W) or in
a d-sorted position of a subterm in the target of the conclusion θ.

10. θ is linear for {µ~zm | m ∈ M,~z ∈ Z}.
A rule r ∈ R is in convex ntµxθ format if its form is like above but has a conclusion of the form x

a−→ θ and
it satisfies the same conditions, except that whenever we write {ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f )}, we should write {x}. A set
of convex ntµfθ/ntµxθ rules R is convex closed if for all r ∈ R, for any term

⊕
i∈N[pm̃

i ]µm̃
i appearing in a

quantitative premise of r and any family {qi}i∈N ⊆ [0,1]∩Q such that
∑

i∈N qi = 1, then the rule r′ obtained
by replacing each occurrence of

⊕
i∈N[pm̃

i ]µm̃
i in r by

⊕
i∈N[qi]µm̃

i is also in R. A PTSS P = (Σ,A,R) is
in convex ntµfθ/ntµxθ format if all rules in R are in convex ntµfθ/ntµxθ format and R is convex closed.
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The problem indicated in rule (1) is attacked with the requirement of having sets {tm̃(~zm̃)
am̃−−→ µm̃

i | i ∈
N} as positive premises with which the convex closures

⊕
i∈N[pm̃

i ]µm̃
i can be constructed, plus the request

that the set of rules is convex closed. Notice that condition 8 states that these sets of positive premises
are only used to construct such distribution terms and are only linked to the “actual” positive premises in⋃

m∈M{tm(~z)
am−−→ µ~zm |~z ∈ Z} through a single transition tm̃(~zm̃)

am̃−−→ µm̃
j .

Rules like (2) and the left rule on (3) are excluded on condition 9 since no variable of a positive
premise can be used in the source of a premise (excluding (3)) or in a d-sort position in the target of the
conclusion (excluding (2)). Finally, rules like on the left of (4) are excluded by requesting that the target
of the conclusion is linear (condition 10).

Now, we can state the congruence theorem for convex bisimulation equivalence.
Theorem 3. Let P be a complete well-founded PTSS in convex ntµfθ/ntµxθ format. Then, convex bisimu-
lation equivalence is a congruence for all operators defined by P.

We focus now on the probability abstracted bisimulation. Notice that the terms t3 = a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0)
and t4 = a.(b.0⊕0.1 c.0) are probability abstracted bisimilar, i.e., t3 ∼a t4. Consider now the unary operator
f whose semantics is defined with rule (1). It should not be difficult so see that f (t3)

a−→ 0 while f (t4)
cannot perform any transition. Therefore f (t3) 6∼a f (t4). The problem is a consequence of the fact that
the quantitative premises are tested against non-zero values which may distinguish distributions with the
same support set but mapping into different probability values. Thus, in order to preserve probability
abstracted bisimulation equivalence, the only extra restriction that we ask to a rule in ntµfθ/ntµxθ format
is that none of its quantitative premises test against a value different from 0.
Definition 14. A PTSS P = 〈Σ,A,R〉 is in probability abstracted ntµfθ/ntµxθ format if it is in ntµfθ/ntµxθ
format and for every rule r ∈ R and quantitative premise θ(Y) D p ∈ qprem(r), p = 0.

The proof of the congruence theorem for probability abstracted bisimulation equivalence (Theorem 4
below) follows closely the lines of the proof of Theorem 2 as given in [8].
Theorem 4. Let P be a complete well-founded PTSS in probability abstracted ntµfθ/ntµxθ format. Then,
the probability abstracted bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for all operators defined in P.

Given the alternative definition of the probability obliterated bisimulation provided by Lemma 4, we
will now consider simpler definitions for the quantitative premises for the rule format associated to this
relation. Thus, we consider quantitative premises of the form θ({y}) D p rather than θ(Y) D p.

Taking t3 and t4 as before, we have that t3 ∼o t4. The same example of the unary operator f , whose
semantics is defined with a conveniently modify rule (1), shows that f (t3) 6∼a f (t4) and hence the need
that the quantitative premises can only be tested against 0.

Let t5 = a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0) and t6 = a.b.0+a.c.0, and observe that t5 ∼o t6. Take rule (2) as the semantic
definition for f . Notice that f (t5)

a−→ a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0) is the only transition for f (t5), while the only
possible transitions for f (t6) are f (t6)

a−→ a.b.0 and f (t6)
a−→ a.c.0. Since a.b.0 6∼o a.(b.0⊕0.5 c.0) 6∼o a.c.0,

f (t5) 6∼o f (t6). Like for the convex bisimulation case, this shows that the target of a positive premise
cannot appear in a d-sorted position of a subterm in the target of the conclusion.

Suppose now that the semantics of f is defined with the rule

x
a−→ µ µ({y1}) > 0 µ({y2}) > 0 y1

b−→ µ1 y2
c−→ µ2

f (x)
a−→ 0

(5)

Notice that f (t5) 6∼o f (t6) since f (t5)
a−→ 0 while f (t6) cannot perform any transition. This is due to the

fact that, by allowing the same distribution variable µ to occur in different quantitative premises, we gain
some knowledge of the structure of (the instance of) µ, in particular of its support set.
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Consider now that f is defined with the left rule in (3) and g with an appropriate modification of the
right rule in (3). Notice that f (t5)

a−→ 0 but f (t6) cannot perform any transition. Thus f (t5) 6∼o f (t6). In
this case, we are also gaining knowledge of the support set of µ, but this time through the rule associated
to the operator g. Therefore we require that a target of a positive premise does not appear in the source
of a positive or negative premise.

Consider now the rules

x
a−→ µ µ({y}) > 0 y

b−→ µ′

f (x)
a−→ g(µ)

x
c−→ µ

g(x)
c−→ 0

(6)

Notice that the only transition for f (t5) is f (t5)
a−→ g(b.0⊕0.5 c.0) and the only transition for f (t6) is

f (t6)
a−→ g(b.0). Then f (t5)

a
 g(c.0)

c
 0 while f (t6)

a
 g(b.0) is the only possible “obliterated” transi-

tion for f (t6). Then f (t5) 6∼o f (t6). This is an alternative way of gaining information on the support set of
a possible instance of µ in (6): on the one hand, by the quantitative premise on the first rule, we deduce
that such instance has an element in the support set that performs a b-transition and, on the other hand,
by having µ as an argument in the target of the conclusion, we may gather extra information from the
same instance of µ through the rules for the semantics of the target of the conclusion (in this case, that µ
has another element in the support set that performs a c-transition.) Therefore, we forbid that the target
of a positive premise is both tested in a quantitative premise and used in the target of the conclusion.

Notice that the example in rules (4) also apply for probability obliterated bisimulation since t1 ∼o

t2 but f (t1) 6∼o f (t2) with exactly the same explanation. Thus, we also request that the target of the
conclusion is linear for all distribution variables on targets of positive premises.

Finally, consider a modification (4) where the left rule is instead

x
a−→ µ g(µ,µ)({y}) > 0 y

a−→ µ′

f (x)
a−→ 0

(7)

It should not be difficult to observe that f (t5)
a−→ 0 but f (t6) cannot perform any transition. Thus f (t5) 6∼o

f (t6). For this reason we also require that the quantitative premises only allow linear distribution terms.

Definition 15. Let P = (Σ,A,R) be a well-founded PTSS. A rule r ∈ R is in probability obliterated ntµfθ
format if it has the form

⋃
m∈M{tm

am−−→ µm} ∪ ⋃
n∈N{tn

bn−−→6 } ∪ ⋃
l∈L{θl({yl}) > 0}

f (ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f ))
a−→ θ

where all variables ζ1, . . . , ζrk( f ), µm, with m ∈ M, and yl, with l ∈ L, are different and the following
restrictions are satisfied:

1. For all m ∈ M,V(tm)∩{µm′ | m′ ∈ M} = ∅. Similarly, for all n ∈ N,V(tn)∩{µm′ | m′ ∈ M} = ∅.
2. For all l ∈ L, θl is linear for {µm′ |m′ ∈M} and, moreover, for all l, l′ ∈ L with l , l′,V(θl)∩V(θl′)∩
{µm | m ∈ M} = ∅.

3. θ is linear for {µm′ | m′ ∈ M}, V(θ)∩ (⋃
l∈LV(θl)

)∩ {µm | m ∈ M} = ∅, and no variable µm appear
in a d-sorted position of a subterm of the target of the conclusion θ.

A rule is in probability obliterated ntµxθ format if its form is like above but has a conclusion of the form
x

a−→ θ. P is in probability obliterated ntµfθ/ntµxθ format if all its rules are in probability obliterated
ntµfθ/ntµxθ format.
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Condition 1 limits the form to exclude rules like the one on the left of (3). Condition 2 requires that
the distribution terms on the quantitative premises are linear (excluding (6)), and that they do not share
distributions variables on the target of positive premises (excluding (5)). Finally, condition 3 request that
the target of the conclusion is linear (excluding (4)) and does not have targets of positive premises on
d-sorted positions (excluding (2)) nor if they are used in quantitative premises (excluding (6)).

Finally, we state the congruence theorem for probability obliterated bisimulation equivalence.

Theorem 5. Let P be a complete well-founded PTSS in probability obliterated ntµfθ/ntµxθ format. Then,
probability obliterated bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for all operators defined by P.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this article, we presented three new rule formats that preserve three different bisimulation equivalences
coarser than Larsen & Skou’s bisimulation. These formats are more restricted variants of the ntµfθ/ntµxθ
format and notably, all of them can be seen as generalizations of the non-probabilistic ntyft/ntyxt for-
mat [7, 14]. For completeness we mention two other similar results on PTSSs that fall out of Larsen &
Skou’s bisimulation. They are [20], that presents a format for rooted branching bisimulation, and [26],
that presents a format for non-expansiveness of ε-bisimulations.

Prior to the congruence theorems, we presented the different bisimulation equivalences, compare
them, and, in particular, we gave a logic characterization for each of them. The intention of presenting
these logic characterizations is to use them as the basis for the proof of full abstraction theorems (see,
e.g., [8,9,14,15].) Full abstraction theorems are somewhat dual to the congruence theorems. An equiva-
lence relation is fully abstract with respect to a particular format and an equivalence relation ≡ if it is the
largest relation included in ≡ that is a congruence for all operators definable by any PTSS in that format.
In particular we are interested when ≡ is the coarsest reasonable behavioral equivalence, namely, (pos-
sibilistic) trace equivalence. We are busy now on trying to prove this results for the formats presented
here using the logic characterization as a means to construct the so called testers. As the current point
of our investigation, we do not foresee major problems for all relations except for convex bisimulation
equivalences, for which we may need to relax some of the conditions of the convex ntµfθ/ntµxθ format.
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Encodings or the proof of their absence are the main way to compare process calculi. To analyse
the quality of encodings and to rule out trivial or meaningless encodings, they are augmented with
quality criteria. There exists a bunch of different criteria and different variants of criteria in order
to reason in different settings. This leads to incomparable results. Moreover it is not always clear
whether the criteria used to obtain a result in a particular setting do indeed fit to this setting. We show
how to formally reason about and compare encodability criteria by mapping them on requirements
on a relation between source and target terms that is induced by the encoding function. In particular
we analyse the common criteria full abstraction, operational correspondence, divergence reflection,
success sensitiveness, and respect of barbs; e.g. we analyse the exact nature of the simulation relation
(coupled simulation versus bisimulation) that is induced by different variants of operational corre-
spondence. This way we reduce the problem of analysing or comparing encodability criteria to the
better understood problem of comparing relations on processes.

1 Introduction

Encodings are used to compare process calculi and to reason about their expressive power. Encodability
criteria are conditions that limit the existence of encodings. Their main purpose is to rule out trivial
or meaningless encodings, but they can also be used to limit attention to encodings that are of special
interest in a particular domain or for a particular purpose. These quality criteria are the main tool in
separation results, saying that one calculus is not expressible in another one; here one has to show that
no encoding meeting these criteria exists. To obtain stronger separation results, care has to be taken in
selecting quality criteria that are not too restrictive. For encodability results, saying that one calculus is
expressible in another one, all one needs is an encoding, together with criteria testifying for the quality
of the encoding. Here it is important that the criteria are not too weak.

In the literature various different criteria and different variants of the same criteria are employed
to achieve separation and encodability results [6, 13, 15, 17, 18, 14, 3, 19, 2, 8, 24, 7]. Some criteria,
like full abstraction or operational correspondence, are used frequently. Other criteria are used to en-
force a property of encodings that might only be necessary within a certain domain. For instance, the
homomorphic translation of the parallel operator—in general a rather strict criterion—was used in [17]
to show the absence of an encoding from the synchronous into the asynchronous π-calculus, because
this requirement forbids for the introduction of global coordinators. Thus this criterion is useful when
reasoning about the concurrent behaviour of processes, although it is in general too strict to reason about
their interleaving behaviour. Unfortunately it is not always obvious or clear whether the criteria used
to obtain a result in a particular setting do indeed fit to this setting. Indeed, as discussed in [24], the
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†NICTA is funded by the Australian Government through the Department of Communications and the Australian Research
Council through the ICT Centre of Excellence Program.
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homomorphic translation of the parallel operator forbids more than global coordinators, i.e., is too strict
even in a concurrent setting.

The different purposes of encodability criteria lead to very different kinds of conditions that are
usually hard to analyse and compare directly. In fact even widely used criteria—as full abstraction—
seem not to be fully understood by the community, as the need for articles as [9, 20] shows. In contrast
to that, relations on processes—such as simulations and bisimulations—are a very well studied and
understood topic (see for example [5]). Moreover it is natural to describe the behaviour of terms, or
compare them, modulo some equivalence relation. Also many encodability criteria, like operational
correspondence, are obviously designed with a particular kind of relation between processes in mind.
Therefore, in order to be able to formally reason about encodability criteria, to completely capture and
describe their semantic effect, and to analyse side conditions of combinations of criteria, we map them
on conditions on relations between source and target terms.

We consider the disjoint union PS ]PT of the terms or processes from the source and target lan-
guages of an encoding. Then we describe the effect an encodability criterion C has on the class of
permitted encoding functions in terms of a relation RJ·K that relates at least all source terms to their
literal translations, i.e., contains the pair (S,JSK) for all source terms S. If the encodability criterion
C is defined w.r.t. some additional relations on the source or target languages, as it is the case for full
abstraction and operational correspondence, we usually also include these relations in RJ·K. In order to
completely capture the effect of a criterion C we aim at iff-results of the form

J·K satisfies C iff there exists a relation RJ·K such that ∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K and P
(
RJ·K

)
,

where P is the condition that captures the effect of C. For example, an encoding reflects divergence iff
there exists a relation RJ·K such that ∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K and RJ·K reflects divergence.

We illustrate this approach by applying it to some very common criteria. We start with divergence
reflection in §3.1, because it is simple and well understood. Accordingly, we do not gain significant
new insights, but it suits us very well to introduce our approach. In the same way success sensitiveness
and respect of barbs are analysed. We then switch to the criteria full abstraction in §3.2 and operational
correspondence in §3.3, which are possibly not completely understood yet. In particular, we show a
connection between full abstraction and transitivity, and prove to which kinds of simulation relations
common variants of operational correspondence are linked. In §4 we analyse the effects of combining
the above criteria. Since we first map the criteria to conditions on relations between source and target
terms, analysing their combined effect requires us to identify a suitable witness relation for the combined
conditions. Combining divergence reflection and success sensitiveness is simple, as illustrated in §4.1.
Combining these two criteria with operational correspondence (§4.2) is more elaborate. Finally we
analyse the effect of combining full abstraction with operational correspondence in §4.3.

All claims in this paper have been proved using the interactive theorem prover Isabelle/HOL [16].
The Isabelle implementation of the theories is available in the ‘Archive of Formal Proofs’ at

http://afp.sourceforge.net/entries/Encodability_Process_Calculi.shtml.

2 Technical Preliminaries

We analyse criteria used to reason about the quality of encodings between process calculi. We do not
force any limitations on the considered calculi. A process calculus is a language LC = (PC, 7−→C)
consisting of a set of terms PC—its syntax—and a relation on terms 7−→C ⊆PC×PC—its semantics.
The elements of PC are called process terms or shortly processes or terms.
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Here we assume that the semantics of the language is provided as a so-called reduction semantics,
because in the context of encodings the treatment of reductions is simpler—the consideration of la-
belled semantics and of criteria using labelled steps is left for further work. A step P 7−→C P′ is an
element (P,P′) ∈ 7−→C. Let Z=⇒C denote the reflexive and transitive closure of 7−→C. We write P 7−→C

if ∃P′. P 7−→C P′ and P 7−→C
ω if P can do an infinite sequence of steps. A term P such that P 7−→C

ω is
called divergent.

Languages can be augmented with (a set of) relations RC ⊆P2
C on their processes. If R ⊆ B2 is

a relation and B′ ⊆ B, then R�B′ = {(x,y) | x,y ∈ B′∧ (x,y) ∈R } denotes the restriction of R to the
domain B′. A relation R preserves some condition P : B→ B (with B representing the Booleans) if
whenever (P,Q) ∈R and P satisfies P then Q satisfies P. A relation R reflects P if whenever (P,Q) ∈R
and Q satisfies P then also P satisfies P. Finally R respects a condition P if R preserves and reflects it.
We use r(·), s(·), and t(·) to denote the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure of a binary relation,
respectively.

Relations on process terms are an important tool to reason about processes and languages. Of special
interest are simulation relations; in particular bisimulations. R is a bisimulation if any two related pro-
cesses mutually simulate their respective sequences of steps, such that the derivatives are again related.

Definition 2.1 (Bisimulation) R is a (weak reduction) bisimulation if for each (P,Q) ∈R:
• P Z=⇒ P′ implies ∃Q′. Q Z=⇒ Q′∧ (P′,Q′) ∈R
• Q Z=⇒ Q′ implies ∃P′. P Z=⇒ P′∧ (P′,Q′) ∈R

Two terms are bisimilar if there exists a bisimulation that relates them.

The definition of a strong (reduction) bisimulation is obtained by replacing all Z=⇒ by 7−→ in the above
definition, i.e., a strong bisimulation requires that a step has to be simulated by a single step. Coupled
similarity is strictly weaker than bisimilarity. As pointed out in [21], in contrast to bisimilarity it allows
for intermediate states in simulations: states that cannot be identified with states of the simulated term.
Each symmetric coupled simulation is a bisimulation.

Definition 2.2 (Coupled Simulation) A relation R is a (weak reduction) coupled simulation if both
(∃Q′. Q Z=⇒ Q′∧ (P′,Q′) ∈R) and (∃Q′. Q Z=⇒ Q′∧ (Q′,P′) ∈R) whenever (P,Q) ∈R and P Z=⇒ P′.
Two terms are coupled similar if they are related by a coupled simulation in both directions.

An encoding from LS = (PS, 7−→S) into LT = (PT, 7−→T) relates two process calculi. We call
LS the source and LT the target language. Accordingly, terms of PS are source terms and of PT
target terms. In the simplest case an encoding from LS into LT is an encoding function J·K : PS→PT
from source terms into target terms. Sometimes an encoding is defined by several functions, such as the
encoding function and the renaming policy used in the framework of [8]. Else we identify an encoding
with its encoding function.

An encodability criterion is a predicate on encoding functions, used to reason about the quality of
encodings. We analyse such criteria by mapping them on requirements on relations RJ·K ⊆ (PS]PT)

2

on the disjoint union of the source and target terms of the considered encodings J·K. To simplify the
presentation we assume henceforth that PS ∩PT = /0 and thus PS ]PT = PS ∪PT. The Isabelle
proofs do not rely on such an assumption. We say that a condition P : (PS]PT)→ B is preserved
by an encoding if for all source terms S that satisfy P, the condition P also holds for JSK. A condition
is reflected by an encoding if whenever JSK satisfies it, then so does S. Finally an encoding respects a
condition if it both preserves and reflects it.
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3 Analysing Encodability Criteria

An encoding function J·K : PS→PT maps source terms on target terms. Thereby it induces a relation on
the combined domain of source and target terms that relates source terms with their literal translations.
We start with this relation, i.e., in the simplest case we map an encodability criterion to a requirement on
a relation RJ·K ⊆ (PS]PT)

2 that contains at least the pairs (S,JSK) for all source terms S ∈PS. If we
consider a criterion that is defined w.r.t. some relations on the source or target, we will also include these
relations in RJ·K, possibly closing the latter under reflexivity, symmetry, and/or transitivity.

Alternatively, we could require that RJ·K relates source terms and their literal translations in both
directions, meaning that (S,JSK) ∈ RJ·K and (JSK ,S) ∈ RJ·K for all source terms S ∈PS. However,
this condition limits our analysis to properties that are respected. It does not allow us to reason about
properties like divergence reflection, where some condition need only to be reflected but not necessarily
be preserved, or vice versa. Accordingly we follow the first approach.

3.1 Divergence Reflection and Observables

We start with divergence reflection as defined in [8], because it is often easy to establish and well under-
stood. An encoding reflects divergence if it does not introduce divergence, i.e., if all divergent translations
result from divergent source terms.

Definition 3.1 (Divergence Reflection) An encoding J·K : PS →PT reflects divergence if JSK 7−→T
ω

implies S 7−→S
ω for all source terms S ∈PS.

We can reformulate this criterion as follows: An encoding reflects divergence if it reflects the pred-
icate λP. P 7−→ω . To analyse this criterion it suffices to consider the relation {(S,JSK) | S ∈PS }. It is
obvious that an encoding reflects divergence iff {(S,JSK) | S ∈PS } reflects divergence, i.e., reflects
the predicate λP. P 7−→ω . In fact we can generalise this case. If an encodability criterion can be
described by the preservation or reflection of a predicate, then an encoding satisfies this criterion iff
{(S,JSK) | S ∈PS } preserves or reflects this predicate. Of course direction “if” holds for any relation
that contains at least the pairs (S,JSK). We use the relation {(S,JSK) | S ∈PS } as a witness and it allows
us to analyse the combination of different criteria later.

Lemma 3.2 (Preservation) Let P : (PS]PT)→ B be a predicate. An encoding preserves the predi-
cate P iff ∃RJ·K.

(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RJ·K preserves P.

We obtain a similar result if we replace the unary predicate P(·) by the binary predicate P(·, ·) of type
(PS]PT)×T → B for some arbitrary type T to represent predicates with several parameters. More-
over we obtain the same result for either reflection or respect instead of preservation.

Accordingly an encoding reflects divergence, i.e., the predicate λP. P 7−→ω , iff there exists a relation
RJ·K that relates at least each source term to its literal translation and reflects this predicate.

Lemma 3.3 (Divergence Reflection) An encoding J·K : PS→PT from LS into LT reflects divergence
iff ∃RJ·K.

(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RJ·K reflects divergence.

In a similar way we can deal with the criterion barb sensitiveness. A barb is a property of a process
that is treated as an observable, and whose reachability should be respected by an encoding. We assume
that B is a set of barbs that contains at least all barbs of the source and the target language. Moreover we
assume that each language L specifies its own predicate · ↓L · such that P↓L a returns true if P ∈PL
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and P has the barb a in L . If a barb a is not relevant or present in a language L then P↓L a does not hold
for any P ∈PL . We use P⇓L a if P reaches the barb a in L , i.e., P⇓L a , ∃P′.P Z=⇒L P′∧P′ ↓L a.

An encoding weakly respects source term barbs iff it respects the predicate λP a. P⇓ a. This holds
iff {(S,JSK) | S ∈PS } respects this predicate, which in turn is the case iff there exists a relation RJ·K
that relates at least each source term to its literal translation and respects this predicate.

Lemma 3.4 (Barb Sensitiveness) Assume LS and LT each define a predicate · ↓ · : P ×B → B.
J·K : PS→PT weakly respects barbs iff ∃RJ·K.

(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RJ·K weakly respects barbs.

Again we obtain a similar result if we replace respect by preservation or reflection or if we consider the
existence instead of the reachability of barbs.

However, only very few encodings directly preserve or reflect barbs. More often barbs are translated,
as for example in the encodings between different variants of the π-calculus in [15, 23] or the two
translations from CSP into variants of CCS with name passing in [10]. Since we do not fix the definition
of ·↓L ·, this can for instance be expressed by adapting this predicate in the target language.

In a similar way we can deal with the criterion success sensitiveness. This criterion was proposed
by Gorla as part of his encodability framework [8]. An encoding is success sensitive if it respects reach-
ability of a particular process X that represents successful termination, or some other form of success,
and is added to the syntax of the source as well as the target language. We write P↓X to denote the fact
that P is successful—however this predicate might be defined in the particular source or target language.
Reachability of success is then defined as P⇓X, ∃P′. P Z=⇒ P′∧P′↓X. An encoding is success sensitive
if each source term and its translation answer the test for reachability of success in the same way.

Definition 3.5 (Success Sensitiveness) Let LS and LT each define a predicate ·↓X: P→B. An encod-
ing J·K : PS→PT is success sensitive if, for all S ∈PS, S⇓X iff JSK⇓X.

Accordingly, an encoding is success sensitive iff it respects the predicate λP. P⇓X. This is the case iff
{(S,JSK) | S ∈PS } respects this predicate, which in turn is the case iff there exists a relation RJ·K that
relates at least each source term to its literal translation and respects this predicate.

Lemma 3.6 (Success Sensitiveness) Assume LS and LT each define a predicate · ↓X: P → B. An
encoding J·K : PS→PT is success sensitive iff ∃RJ·K.

(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RJ·K respects λP. P⇓X.

Success sensitiveness links source term behaviours to behaviours of target terms. If the source and
the target language are very different, they can impose quite different kinds of behaviour that might be
hard to compare directly. For example, observables in the π-calculus refer to the existence of unguarded
input or output prefixes [11], whereas in the core of mobile ambients there are no in- or outputs but only
ambients and action prefixes that describe the entering, leaving, and opening of an ambient [4]. Success
sensitiveness allows to compare such languages by introducing a new kind of barb that can be understood
in both calculi. If we want to compare two languages that are very similar, such as two variants of the
same calculus, we can demand stricter encodability criteria and compare their barbs directly.

Next we concentrate on criteria that cannot be expressed simply by the preservation or reflection of
some predicate.

3.2 Full Abstraction

Full abstraction was probably the first criterion that was widely used to reason about the quality of
encodings [26, 12, 22]. This criterion is defined w.r.t. a relation RS ⊆P2

S on source terms and a relation
RT ⊆P2

T on target terms. An encoding is fully abstract w.r.t. RS and RT if two source terms are related
by RS iff their literal translations are related by RT.
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Definition 3.7 (Full Abstraction) An encoding J·K : PS→PT is fully abstract w.r.t. the relations RS ⊆
P2

S and RT ⊆P2
T if, for all S1,S2 ∈PS, (S1,S2) ∈RS iff (JS1K ,JS2K) ∈RT.

There are a number of trivial full abstraction results, i.e., results that hold for all (or nearly all) encodings
(see e.g. [9, 20]). In particular, for each encoding and each target term relation RT ⊆P2

T there exits a
source term relation RS ⊆P2

S , namely {(S1,S2) | (JS1K ,JS2K) ∈RT }, such that the encoding is fully
abstract w.r.t. RS and RT. For each injective encoding and each source term relation RS ⊆P2

S , there
exits RT ⊆P2

T, namely {(JS1K ,JS2K) | (S1,S2) ∈RS }, such that the encoding is fully abstract w.r.t. RS
and RT. Accordingly we consider full abstraction w.r.t. fixed source and target term relations.

As suggested above, we map this criterion on a relation that relates at least each source term to its
literal translation and includes the relations RS and RT. If we additionally add pairs of the form (JSK ,S)
for all S ∈PS, we make an interesting observation. If we surround the pair (S1,S2) ∈RS by the pairs
(JS1K ,S1) and (S2,JS2K) and add transitivity we obtain the pair (JS1K ,JS2K). Similarly, from transitivity,
(S1,JS1K), (JS1K ,JS2K), and (JS2K ,S2) we obtain the pair (S1,S2). Because of this, an encoding is fully
abstract w.r.t. the preorders RS and RT iff there exists a transitive relation RJ·K that relates at least each
source term to its literal translation in both directions, such that the restriction of RJ·K to source/target
terms is RS/RT.

Lemma 3.8 (Full Abstraction) J·K : PS→PT is fully abstract w.r.t. the preorders RS⊆P2
S and RT⊆

P2
T iff ∃RJ·K.

(
∀S. (S,JSK) ,(JSK ,S) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RS = RJ·K�PS ∧RT = RJ·K�PT ∧RJ·K is transitive.

Thus an encoding is fully abstract w.r.t. RS and RT if the encoding function combines the relations RS
and RT in a transitive way.

In order to allow combinations with criteria like divergence reflection, i.e., predicates that are not
respected but preserved or reflected, we get rid of the requirement on the pairs (JSK ,S). Therefore we
consider the symmetric closure of RJ·K. An encoding is fully abstract w.r.t. the equivalences RS and RT
iff there exists a relation RJ·K that relates at least each source term to its literal translation, such that the
restriction of the symmetric closure of RJ·K to source/target terms is RS/RT and the symmetric closure
of RJ·K is a preorder.

Lemma 3.9 (Full Abstraction) An encoding J·K : PS →PT is fully abstract w.r.t. the equivalences
RS ⊆ P2

S and RT ⊆ P2
T iff ∃RJ·K.

(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RS = s

(
RJ·K

)
�PS ∧RT = s

(
RJ·K

)
�PT ∧

s
(
RJ·K

)
is a preorder.

Since it is always possible to construct a relation that includes RS, RT, and pairs (S,JSK), the crucial
requirement on the right-hand side is transitivity. A discussion of this criterion and references to earlier
such discussions can be found in [22, 9].

3.3 Operational Correspondence

To strengthen full abstraction it is often combined with operational correspondence. This criterion re-
quires that source terms and their translations ‘behave’ similar, by requiring that steps are preserved and
reflected modulo some target term relation RT ⊆P2

T. Intuitively an encoding is operational correspond-
ing w.r.t. RT if each source term step is simulated by its translation, i.e., J·K does not remove source
behaviour (completeness), and each step of the target is part of the simulation of a source term step,
i.e., J·K does not introduce new behaviour (soundness). There are a number of different variants of this
criterion. We consider three unlabelled variants [15, 8]. In particular the last variant, proposed in [8],
was used for numerous encodability and separation results.
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Definition 3.10 (Operational Correspondence) An encoding J·K : PS→PT is strongly operationally
corresponding w.r.t. RT ⊆P2

T if it is:
Strongly Complete: ∀S,S′. S 7−→S S′ implies (∃T. JSK 7−→T T ∧ (JS′K ,T ) ∈RT)
Strongly Sound: ∀S,T. JSK 7−→T T implies (∃S′. S 7−→S S′∧ (JS′K ,T ) ∈RT)

J·K : PS→PT is operationally corresponding w.r.t. RT ⊆P2
T if it is:

Complete: ∀S,S′. S Z=⇒SS′ implies (∃T. JSK Z=⇒TT ∧ (JS′K ,T ) ∈RT)
Sound: ∀S,T. JSK Z=⇒TT implies (∃S′. S Z=⇒SS′∧ (JS′K ,T ) ∈RT)

J·K : PS→PT is weakly operationally corresponding w.r.t. RT ⊆P2
T if it is:

Complete: ∀S,S′. S Z=⇒SS′ implies (∃T. JSK Z=⇒TT ∧ (JS′K ,T ) ∈RT)
Weakly Sound: ∀S,T. JSK Z=⇒TT implies (∃S′,T ′. S Z=⇒SS′∧T Z=⇒TT ′∧ (JS′K ,T ′) ∈RT)

Again this criterion is trivial if we do not fix the target term relation. Each encoding is operational
corresponding w.r.t. the universal relation on target terms.

The formulation of operational correspondence (in all its variants) strongly reminds us of simulation
relations on processes, such as bisimilarity. Obviously this criterion is designed in order to establish
a simulation-like relation between source and target terms. We now determine the exact nature of this
relation. The first two variants exactly describe strong and weak bisimilarity up to RT. More precisely,
an encoding is operational corresponding w.r.t. a preorder RT that is a bisimulation iff there exists a
preorder RJ·K, such as t(r({(S,JSK) | S ∈PS }∪RT)), that is a bisimulation, relates at least all source
terms to their literal translations, and such that RT =RJ·K�PT , and for all pairs (S,T ) ∈RJ·K it holds that
(JSK ,T ) ∈RT. The last condition is necessary to ensure operational correspondence, and RT =RJ·K�PT

ensures that RT is a bisimulation if RJ·K is. Accordingly, operational correspondence ensures that source
terms and their translations are bisimilar.

Lemma 3.11 (Operational Correspondence) An encoding J·K : PS→PT is operational correspond-
ing w.r.t. a preorder RT ⊆P2

T that is a bisimulation iff ∃RJ·K.
(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RT = RJ·K�PT

∧
(
∀S,T. (S,T ) ∈RJ·K→ (JSK ,T ) ∈RT

)
∧RJ·K is a preorder and a bisimulation.

We obtain the same result if we replace operational correspondence by strong operational correspondence
and bisimulation by strong bisimulation.

Weak and strong bisimilarity are often considered as the standard reference relations for calculi like
the π-calculus. Thus the above result imposes an important property for the comparison of languages.
If bisimilarity is the standard reference relation, i.e., if we usually do not record differences between
terms that cannot be observed by bisimilarity, then an encoding that ensures that source terms and their
translations are bisimilar strongly validates the claim that the target language is at least as expressive as
the source language. Nonetheless, comparisons of different languages are very often considered only
modulo weak operational correspondence and not operational correspondence. As discussed in [21, 10],
relating source terms and their literal translations by a bisimulation does not allow for intermediate states,
i.e., states that occur in simulations of source term steps and thus intuitively are in between two source
term translations but are not related to source terms themselves. Intermediate states result from partial
commitments. If a source term can evolve to one of three different derivatives, operational correspon-
dence (in all variants) ensures that the translation has the same possible evolutions. But operational
correspondence requires that the decision on which of the three possibilities is chosen is done in a single
step. Weak operational correspondence allows for partial commitments, where a first step may rule out
one possibility but not decide on one of the remaining two. Thus weak operational correspondence is
much more flexible and allows to encode source term concepts that have no direct counterpart in the
target.
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Obtaining a result similar to Lemma 3.11 for weak operational correspondence is not that easy. Again
this criterion is linked to a simulation condition on relations between source and target terms up to RT,
but weak operational correspondence does not directly map to a well-known kind of simulation relation.
It is linked to a simulation relation that is in between coupled similarity and bisimilarity. We call it
correspondence similarity.

Definition 3.12 (Correspondence Simulation) A relation R is a (weak reduction) correspondence sim-
ulation if for each (P,Q) ∈R:
• P Z=⇒ P′ implies ∃Q′. Q Z=⇒ Q′∧ (P′,Q′) ∈R
• Q Z=⇒ Q′ implies ∃P′′,Q′′. P Z=⇒ P′′∧Q′ Z=⇒ Q′′∧ (P′′,Q′′) ∈R

Two terms are correspondence similar if a correspondence simulation relates them.

Just as coupled similarity, correspondence similarity allows for intermediate states that result from partial
commitments, but in contrast to coupled similarity these intermediate states are not necessarily covered
in the relation. Correspondence similarity is obviously strictly weaker than bisimilarity, but it implies
coupled similarity.

Lemma 3.13 For each correspondence simulation R there exists a coupled simulation R ′ such that
∀(P,Q) ∈R. (P,Q) ,(Q,P) ∈R ′.

Correspondence simulation is linked to weak operational correspondence in the same way as bisim-
ilarity is linked to operational correspondence.

Lemma 3.14 (Weak Operational Correspondence) J·K : PS→PT is weakly operat. corresp. w.r.t. a
preorder RT ⊆P2

T that is a correspondence simulation iff ∃RJ·K.
(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RT = RJ·K�PT

∧
(
∀S,T. (S,T ) ∈RJ·K→ (JSK ,T ) ∈RT

)
∧RJ·K is a preorder and a correspondence simulation.

Accordingly, weak operational correspondence ensures that source terms and their literal translations are
correspondence similar and thus coupled similar.

Correspondence similarity and coupled similarity are weaker than bisimilarity. Nevertheless, prov-
ing that a relation is a correspondence simulation and, even more, showing that a particular pair of terms
is contained in a correspondence simulation, can be more difficult than it is in the case of bisimula-
tion. Fortunately, encodings that satisfy only weak operational correspondence—and introduce partial
commitments—often do so w.r.t. a variant of bisimilarity. As example consider the de-centralised encod-
ing of [10]. It translates from CSP into asynchronous CCS with name passing and matching. [10] proves
that this encoding is operational corresponding w.r.t. a target term preorder RT that is a weak reduction
bisimulation. Thus, by Lemma 3.14, the encoding ensures that source terms and their literal translations
are correspondence similar, and thus coupled similar.

4 Combining Encodability Criteria

As done in [8], often several different criteria are combined to ensure the quality of an encoding. Of
course we have to ensure that the criteria we want to combine do not contradict each other and thus
trivially rule out any kind of encoding. Moreover, the combination of criteria might lead to unexpected
side effects, such that their combined effect on the quality of encodings is no longer obvious or clear.
One major motivation of our desire to analyse encodability criteria is to be able to formally compare
them and analyse side effects that result from their combinations.

In the previous section we derive iff-results linking a single criterion with the existence of a relation
between source and target terms satisfying specific conditions. Of course we can trivially combine two
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such results by considering two different source-target relations on the right-hand side. But this way
side effects that results from the combination of the criteria remain hidden. Instead we want to combine
the criteria into conditions of a single source-target relation. Therefore we need to find a witness, i.e., a
relation that satisfies the conditions of both relations.

4.1 Divergence Reflection and Success Sensitiveness

The combinations of criteria defined on the pairs of RJ·K—such as the preservation, reflection, or respect
of some predicate—are easy to analyse. Obviously an encoding reflects divergence and respects success
iff there exists a relation RJ·K that relates at least each source term to its literal translation and both reflects
divergence and respects success.

Lemma 4.1 Assume LS and LT each define a predicate↓X: P→B. J·K : PS→PT reflects divergence
and respects success iff ∃RJ·K.

(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RJ·K reflects divergence and respects success.

The⇐-direction of Lemma 4.1 is an immediate corollary of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6. For the other direction
we obtain from these lemmata two relations that satisfy the condition C , ∀S. (S,JSK) ∈ RJ·K and of
which one reflects divergence and the other respects success. We have to combine these two relations
into a single relation that satisfies all three conditions. If the latter two conditions are defined on the pairs
of the respective relations, this is always possible. The reason is that the condition C ensures that we can
use {(S,JSK) | S ∈PS } as a witness for both relations and thus as a witness for their combined effect.
More precisely, if there are two relations that both satisfy C and each satisfies a predicate about the pairs
of the respective relation, then there exists a single relation, namely {(S,JSK) | S ∈PS }, that satisfies all
three conditions.

Lemma 4.2 Let R1,R2⊆ (PS]PT)
2 and the predicates P1,P2 be such that ∀i∈{1,2} . ∀S. (S,JSK)∈

Ri and ∀i ∈ {1,2} . ∀(P,Q) ∈Ri. Pi((P,Q)). Then there exists a relation RJ·K ⊆ (PS]PT)
2 such that

∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K and ∀i ∈ {1,2} . ∀(P,Q) ∈RJ·K. Pi((P,Q)).

4.2 Adding Operational Correspondence

Gorla [8] combines five criteria to define ‘good’ encodings. Three of these—the ‘semantical’ ones—we
considered in Section 3: weak operational correspondence (called ‘operational correspondence’ in [8])
w.r.t. a relation RT, success sensitiveness, and divergence reflection. Gorla assumes that, ‘for the sake of
coherence’ as he claims, the relation RT never relates two process TP and TQ such that TP⇓X and TQ 6⇓X,
i.e., RT has to respect (reachability of) success. This allows us to find a witness relation to combine the
effect of weak operational correspondence and success sensitiveness. Our iff-result for weak operational
correspondence requires that this relation is a preorder, has to relate source terms with their literal transla-
tions, and satisfies RT =RJ·K�PT . Because of that, a minimal witness is t(r({(S,JSK) | S ∈PS }∪RT)).
This witness also satisfies ∀S,T. (S,T ) ∈ RJ·K → (JSK ,T ) ∈ RT. Without the condition that RT re-
spects success—or another suitable assumption—we cannot ensure that t(r({(S,JSK) | S ∈PS }∪RT))
respects success and thus we find no witness for the combination of the respective conditions.

Lemma 4.3 Assume LS,LT each define a predicate↓X: P→B. An encoding J·K : PS→PT is success
sensitive and weakly operational corresponding w.r.t. a preorder RT ⊆P2

T that is a success respecting
correspondence simulation iff ∃RJ·K.

(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RT = RJ·K�PT ∧ RJ·K respects success ∧(

∀S,T. (S,T ) ∈RJ·K→ (JSK ,T ) ∈RT
)
∧RJ·K is a preorder and a correspondence simulation.
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s1 s2

t1 t2
t3

LS = ({s1,s2 } ,{(s1,s1) ,(s1,s2)})
LT = ({ t1, t2, t3 } ,{(t1, t3) ,(t3, t3)})
RT = t(r({(t2, t3)}))
Js1K = t1 and Js2K = t2

Figure 1: Encoding satisfying operational correspondence and divergence reflection

We obtain a similar result if we replace weak operational correspondence and correspondence simulation
by operational correspondence and bisimulation. Similarly, we can replace weak operational correspon-
dence, correspondence simulation, and the predicate ⇓X in the definition of success sensitiveness by
strong operational correspondence, strong bisimulation, and ↓X. Also, in all variants of the above result
we can add on the left-hand side that the encoding as well as RT (weakly) respect barbs iff we add on
the right-hand side that RJ·K (weakly) respects barbs.

As an example we can consider—once more—the de-centralised encoding from CSP into a variant
of CCS of [10]. Additionally to operational correspondence w.r.t. a preorder RT that is a bisimulation,
[10] proves that this encoding satisfies success sensitiveness, divergence reflection, barb sensitiveness—
w.r.t. standard CSP barbs in the source and a notion of translated barbs in the target—and preservation
of distributability (a criterion defined in [25]). RT respects success and weakly respects barbs (but
does not reflect divergence). Thus the encoding ensures that source terms and their literal translations
are correspondence similar and thus coupled similar w.r.t. a relation that respects success and weakly
respects barbs.

Success sensitiveness significantly strengthens the requirements on a simulation relation like corre-
spondence simulation or bisimulation. Thus the combined effect—a success respecting correspondence
simulation—is stronger than the effects of both criteria considered in isolation—a correspondence simu-
lation and a success respecting relation. Accordingly, the framework of Gorla in [8] ensures that (among
other conditions) source terms and their literal translations are correspondence similar w.r.t. a success re-
specting relation and thus—to refer to a more established simulation relation—are coupled similar w.r.t.
a success respecting relation.

In [8] there is no such condition that links RT and divergence reflection. Requiring that RT reflects
divergence would e.g. exclude weak bisimulation. Since this relation is often referred to as the standard
relation for calculi as the π-calculus, excluding it would be too strict a requirement. As a consequence,
the criteria in [8] do not allow to combine the effects of weak operational correspondence and divergence
reflection into a single relation, as done for success sensitiveness. Consider the following counterexam-
ple, visualised in Figure 1. Obviously the encoding—indicated by the dotted line—satisfies operational
correspondence w.r.t. RT—indicated by the dashed line—and reflects divergence. But to relate s1 and
its literal translation Js1K = t1 by a correspondence simulation, we have to simulate the step s1 7−→S s2.
Therefore we need either the pair (s2, t3)—which can be obtained by including RT in RJ·K—or the pair
(s2, t1), but in either case the respective source-target relation does not reflect divergence. Thus in gen-
eral an encoding that satisfies the criteria of [8] induces a source-target relation that is a correspondence
simulation that only partially reflects divergence.

Of course particular encodings might satisfy stronger requirements than enforced by the minimal
setting in [8]. If the encoding is operational corresponding w.r.t. a relation that reflects divergence,
we can combine the effects of these two criteria in one relation. Accordingly, if an encoding reflects
divergence, respects success, and satisfies operational correspondence w.r.t. a preorder that is a success
respecting and divergence reflecting bisimulation, we can combine the conditions of all three relations
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as in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.4 Assume LS and LT each define a predicate ↓X: P → B. An encoding J·K : PS →PT
reflects divergence, respects success, and is operational corresponding w.r.t. a preorder RT ⊆P2

T that
is a success respecting and divergence reflecting bisimulation iff ∃RJ·K.

(
∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RT =

RJ·K�PT ∧
(
∀S,T. (S,T ) ∈RJ·K→ (JSK ,T ) ∈RT

)
∧RJ·K reflects divergence, respects success, and is a

preorder and a bisimulation.

Again we obtain similar results for weak operational correspondence and correspondence simulation as
well as for strong operational correspondence, strong bisimulation, and↓X.

4.3 Full Abstraction and Operational Correspondence

Before the framework in [8] was proposed, often a combination of full abstraction and operational cor-
respondence was used. For simplicity we switch to source-target relations that relate source terms and
their literal translations in both directions and assume that RS and RT are equivalences in the following.
Then a witness for the effect of operational correspondence is t(r({(S,JSK) ,(JSK ,S) | S ∈PS }∪RT)).
Since this relation is transitive, it indeed suffices as witness to combine the effects of full abstraction
and operational correspondence. The only obstacle left is that, to cover the effect of full abstraction, the
source-target relation should also include RS. Fortunately we do not have to include RS by construction,
because its inclusion is ensured by full abstraction and the inclusion of RT. For every encoding J·K that
is fully abstract w.r.t. RS and RT and for all transitive relations RJ·K that relate at least all source terms to
their literal translations in both directions, RJ·K contains RS iff the restriction of RJ·K to encoded source
terms contains the restriction of RT to encoded sources.

Lemma 4.5 Let J·K : PS →PT be an encoding that is fully abstract w.r.t. RS ⊆P2
S and RT ⊆P2

T
and let RJ·K ⊆ (PS]PT)

2 be transitive such that ∀S. (S,JSK) ,(JSK ,S) ∈RJ·K. Then RS = RJ·K�PS iff
∀S1,S2. (JS1K ,JS2K) ∈RT↔ (JS1K ,JS2K) ∈RJ·K.

Because of that an encoding is fully abstract w.r.t. RS and RT and operational corresponding w.r.t.
a bisimulation RT iff there exists a transitive bisimulation that relates source terms and their literal
translations in both directions and contains RS and RT.

Lemma 4.6 Let RS ⊆P2
S and RT ⊆P2

T be equivalences. An encoding J·K : PS →PT is fully ab-
stract w.r.t. RS and RT and operational corresponding w.r.t. RT and RT is a bisimulation iff ∃RJ·K.(
∀S. (S,JSK) ,(JSK ,S) ∈RJ·K

)
∧RS = RJ·K�PS ∧RT = RJ·K�PT ∧RJ·K is a transitive bisimulation.

So what do we gain by combining the two criteria, that we do not obtain from each of them in
isolation? In comparison to our iff-result for operational correspondence we add only the condition that
RS = RJ·K�PS . As a consequence RS has to be a bisimulation.

Full abstraction ensures that RS and RT have the same basic properties. For example, if we ei-
ther consider surjective encodings (∀T. ∃S. T = JSK) or restrict RT to encoded source terms ({(T1,T2) |
∃S1,S2. T1 = JS1K∧T2 = JS2K∧ (T1,T2) ∈ RT}), then RS is reflexive iff RT is reflexive, and similarly
for symmetry and transitivity. But properties such as being a bisimulation are not respected by full ab-
straction on its own. As counterexample consider the fully abstract but not operational corresponding
encoding in Figure 2. Here RS is a bisimulation but RT is not. By removing the arrow t2 7−→T t3 from
the target and adding it to the source s2 7−→S s3, the encoding remains fully abstract and RT becomes
a bisimulation but RS loses this property. Operational correspondence does not refer to a source rela-
tion RS and thus does not enforce any properties on this relation. But combining full abstraction with
operational correspondence w.r.t. a bisimulation RT enforces RS to be a bisimulation.
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s1 s2 s3

t1 t2 t3

LS = ({s1,s2,s3 } , /0)
LT = ({ t1, t2, t3 } ,{(t2, t3)})
RS = t(s(r({(s1,s2)}))) and RT = t(s(r({(t1, t2)})))
Js1K = t1, Js2K = t2, and Js3K = t3

Figure 2: Encoding satisfying full abstraction but not operational correspondence

Lemma 4.7 Let RS ⊆P2
S and RT ⊆P2

T be equivalences. If an encoding J·K : PS →PT is fully
abstract w.r.t. RS and RT and operational corresponding w.r.t. RT and RT is a bisimulation then RS is
a bisimulation.

To conclude that RS is a bisimulation iff RT is a bisimulation, we have to get rid of pairs in RT that do
not result from pairs of encoded source terms and their derivatives, because operational correspondence
provides no information about such pairs. The simplest way to do so, is to assume a surjective encoding.

Lemma 4.8 Let RS ⊆P2
S and RT ⊆P2

T be equivalences. If an encoding J·K : PS→PT is surjective
(∀T. ∃S. T = JSK), fully abstract w.r.t. RS and RT, and operational corresponding w.r.t. RT then:

RS is a bisimulation iff RT is a bisimulation

5 Conclusions

Within this paper we provide a number of results about different encodability criteria. In particular:
• We analyse divergence reflection, barb sensitiveness, success sensitiveness, full abstraction, and

operational correspondence as well as several combinations of these criteria.
• We prove that different variants of operational correspondence correlate with different kinds of

simulation relations from coupled similarity to strong bisimilarity.
• We define a new kind of simulation relation—correspondence similarity—that completely covers

the effect of weak operational correspondence as proposed in [8].
• We relate the combination of success sensitiveness and operational correspondence w.r.t. a bisimu-

lation with the existence of a success respecting bisimulation between source terms and their literal
translations.
• We show that for surjective encodings the combination of full abstraction w.r.t. RS and RT and

operational correspondence w.r.t. RT implies that RS is a bisimulation iff RT is a bisimulation.
In [7] a quality criterion for encodings was proposed that requires the translation JSK of a source term

S to be related to S according to a behavioural equivalence or preorder defined on a domain of interpre-
tation (such as labelled transition systems or reduction-based transition systems with barbs) that applies
to both languages. This behavioural relation has to be chosen with care and should be meaningful for the
application at hand. Possible choices include strong and weak barbed bisimilarity, barbed weak coupled
simulation equivalence, or (in between) our new correspondence preorder. Iff-results—as the results
above—relate these instances of the criterion discussed in [7] with other encodability criteria. In partic-
ular, by the results of Section 3, if an encoding satisfies the criterion of [7] w.r.t. (weak) bisimilarity, then
it also satisfies operational correspondence w.r.t. (weak) bisimilarity.1 Moreover, if an encoding satisfies
the criterion of [7] w.r.t. correspondence similarity, then it also satisfies weak operational correspondence
w.r.t. coupled similarity.2

1And by the results of Section 4 the bisimulation may be required to (weakly) respect barbs at both sides of the implication.
2We may not conclude that it also satisfies weak operational correspondence w.r.t. correspondence similarity, at least not

when also weakly respecting barbs. A counterexample can be found in Figure 3. There we have a weakly barb respecting
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s1

s2sa sc

t1

t2
t3

t4
t5ta tc

LS = ({s1,s2,sa,sc } ,{(s1,s2) ,(s2,sa) ,(s2,sc)})
sa ↓LS a sc ↓LS c s2 ↓LS b
LT = ({ t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, ta, tc } ,

{(t1, t3) ,(t2, t4) ,(t2, tc) ,(t3, t5) ,(t3, ta) ,(t4, ta) ,(t5, tc)})
ta ↓LT a tc ↓LT c t4 ↓LT b t5 ↓LT b
Rcorr. sim. = {(s1, t1) ,(s2, t2) ,(s2, t3) ,(sa, ta) ,(sc, tc)}
Js1K = t1, Js2K = t2, JsaK = ta, and JscK = tc

Figure 3: Encoding not satisfying weak operational correspondence w.r.t. to a correspondence simulation
that weakly respects barbs, even though Rcorr. sim. is a weakly barb respecting correspondence simulation
relating each source term with its encoding

The above results may leave the impression that we try to replace common encodability criteria by
conditions on relations between source terms and their translations. That is not the case. But we provide
alternative ways to prove different criteria. An example of how the above results can be used to reason
about the quality of an encoding are the two encodings of [10]. That paper analyses ways to encode
the CSP synchronisation mechanism following an approach of [21]. The latter shows that a central
encoding of a similar synchronisation mechanism ensures that source terms and their translations behave
bisimilar, whereas a decentralised encoding only ensures coupled similarity. Proving coupled similarity
can be more difficult than proving bisimilarity. Here our results allow to decrease the proof burden. With
Lemma 3.14 we can conclude from weak operational correspondence w.r.t. a bisimulation that source
terms and their literal translations are coupled similar, without having to deal with coupled similarity
directly. This way we have to deal with the difficult partial commitments, which are introduced by the
de-central implementation, only in operational correspondence and not when relating target terms.

In retrospective, mapping encodability criteria on requirements of a relation between source and tar-
get terms seems quite natural. Indeed the main challenge of the above presented iff-results was not in
proving them but in finding the exact matches between variants of the considered criteria and require-
ments on the relation. As a consequence we had to define a new kind of simulation relation to capture
the version of operational correspondence used in [8].

We do not claim that it is always simple to obtain iff-results as presented in this paper or that we
provide a strategy to obtain such results. Instead we claim that proving such results formally captures the
effect of a criterion on the quality of an encoding function and thus(1) helps us to understand a criterion,
(2) allows to identify unexpectedly strict or weak criteria (3) allows to compare (sets of) criteria, and
(4) allows to analyse the side effects that result from the combination of criteria. Analysing criteria this
way is not necessarily straightforward. To illustrate this, consider the requirement on the preservation of
the (degree of) distribution of a process (preservation of distributability). In the context of asynchronous
distributed systems this requirement is very important.

Several attempts to capture it were proposed in the literature. At least for the π-calculus, the most

correspondence simulation relating s2 with t2 and s2 with t3, but, due to the asymmetric nature of correspondence simulations,
there is no weakly barb respecting correspondence simulation relating t2 and t3.3 By Lemma 3.13 the terms t2 and t3 are weakly
barb respecting coupled similar, however.

3This example does not contradict the weakly barbed variant of Lemma 4.3, for its right-hand side does not hold. Namely,
the condition ∀S. (S,JSK) ∈RJ·K forces (s1, t1) ∈RJ·K, and thus, since RJ·K is a correspondence simulation, also (s2, t) ∈RJ·K
for some t ∈ {t1, t3, t5, ta, tc}. As s2 weakly respects barbs a and c, so must t, yielding t ∈ {t1, t3}. The requirement (S,T ) ∈
RJ·K→ (JSK ,T ) ∈RT yields (t2, t) ∈RJ·K, but there exists no correspondence simulation containing this pair.
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prominent candidate is the homomorphic translation of the parallel operator (JP | QK= JPK | JQK) as used
in [17]. [25] shows that this criterion is too strict by providing an encoding that preserves distributability
but does not translate the parallel operator homomorphically. Instead this encoding is compositional.
Compositionality requires that the translation of an operator is the same for all occurrences of that op-
erator in a term, i.e., it can be captured by a context. Compositionality is significantly weaker than the
homomorphic translation of the parallel operator but also forbids the introduction of global coordinators.
However, to ensure the preservation of distributability, this criterion is too weak. [25] claims to provide
a suitable criterion for the degree of distributability, but without a formal way to reason about the effect
of encodability criteria, there is no way to formally prove such a claim. Thus [25] can only provide
arguments and illustrations. The inability to formally prove it was one of the original motivations for the
present work. Unfortunately, analysing the three criteria compositionality, the homomorphic translation
of the parallel operator, and the preservation of distributability is not an easy task.

Compositionality obviously implies some kind of congruence property on encoded source term con-
texts, but it is not obvious how to turn this observation into an iff-result. To map the homomorphic
translation of the parallel operator on conditions on a relation between source and target terms, is even
more difficult. This criterion clearly implies some strong properties on such a relation, but it is not clear
which condition implies the homomorphic translation of the parallel operator. Because of that, we can-
not completely capture the effect of this criterion on the quality of an encoding. This explains why this
criterion was originally accepted as a criterion for the preservation of distributability. It is not easy to
capture the cases for which it is too strict. The criterion for the preservation of distributability proposed
in [25] can intuitively be understood as a concurrency respecting variant of operational correspondence.
It not only requires that the source term behaviour is preserved and reflected, but also that the simula-
tions of independent steps are independent. Thus analysing this criterion appears to require some kind of
simulation relations that not only consider interleaving semantics. We leave the analysis of these criteria
to further research.

All claims in this paper have been proved using the interactive theorem prover Isabelle/HOL. For
this purpose, a rich theory of encodability criteria was implemented. Since we do not force any assump-
tions on process calculi except that they consist of a set of processes, i.e., a type P , and a reduction
relation, i.e., a relation of type P2 = P ×P , this theory can be used to formally reason in Isabelle
about encodings for all kinds of source and target languages. A number of well-known process calculi
including the π-calculus can for instance be represented in the Psi-calculi framework [1]. Thus there are
Isabelle implementations of well-known process calculi that can directly be combined with our Isabelle
implementation to formally reason about encodings between such calculi.
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We study encodings from CSP into asynchronous CCS with name passing and matching, so in fact,
the asynchronousπ-calculus. By doing so, we discuss two different ways to map the multi-way
synchronisation mechanism of CSP into the two-way synchronisation mechanism of CCS. Both en-
codings satisfy the criteria of Gorla except for compositionality, as both use an additional top-level
context. Following the work of Parrow and Sjödin, the first encoding uses a centralised coordinator
and establishes a variant of weak bisimilarity between source terms and their translations. The sec-
ond encoding is decentralised, and thus more efficient, but ensures only a form of coupled similarity
between source terms and their translations.

1 Introduction

In the context of a scientific meeting on Expressiveness in Concurrency and Structural Operational Se-
mantics (SOS), likely very little needs to be said about the process algebras (or process calculi) CSP and
CCS. Too many papers have been written since their advent in the 70’s to be mentioned in our own pa-
per; it is instructive, though, and recommended to appreciate Jos Baeten’s historical overview [1], which
also places CSP and CCS in the context of other process algebras like ACP and the many extensions by
probabilities, time, mobility, etc. Here, we just select references that help to understand our motivation.

Differences. From the beginning, although CSP [8] and CCS [11] were intended to capture, describe
and analyse reactive and interactive concurrent systems, they were designed following rather different
philosophies. Tony Hoare described this nicely in his position paper [9] as follows: “A primary goal in the
original design of CCS was to discover and codify a minimal set of basic primitive agents and operators
. . . and a wide range of useful operators which have been studied subsequently are all definable in terms
of CCS primitives.” and “CSP was more interested in this broader range of useful operators, independent
of which of them might be selected as primitive.” So, at theirheart, the two calculi use two different
synchronisation mechanisms, one (CCS) using binary, i.e.,two-way, handshake via matching actions
and co-actions, the other (CSP) using multiway synchronisation governed by explicit synchronisation
sets that are typically attached to parallel composition. Another difference is the focus on Structural
Operational Semantics in CCS, and the definition of behavioural equivalences on top of this, while CSP
emphasised a trace-based denotational model, enhanced with failures, and the question on how to design
models such that they satisfy a given set of laws of equivalence.

Comparisons. From the early days, researchers were interested in more or less formal comparisons
between CSP and CCS. This was carried out by both Hoare [9] andMilner [12] themselves, where they
concentrate on the differences in the underlying design principles. But also other researchers joined the
game, but with different analysis tools and comparison criteria.

For example, Brookes [3] contributed a deep study on the relation between the underlying abstract
models, synchronisation trees for CCS and the failures model of CSP. Quite differently, Lanese and
Montanari [10] used the power to transform graphs as a measure for the expressiveness of the two calculi.

∗Supported by the DFG via project “Synchronous and Asynchronous Interaction in Distributed Systems”.
†Supported by the German Federal and State Governments via the Excellence Initiative (Institutional Strategy).
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Yet completely differently, Parrow and Sjödin [16,21] tried to find an algorithm to implement—best
in a fully distributed fashion—the multiway synchronisation operator of CSP (and its variant LOTOS
[2]) using the supposedly simpler two-way synchronisationof CCS. They came up with two candi-
dates—a reasonably simple centralised synchroniser, and aconsiderably less simple distributed syn-
chroniser1—and proved that the two are not weakly bisimilar, but rathercoupled similar, which is only
slightly weaker. Coupled simulation is a notion that Parrowand Sjödin invented for just this purpose,
but it has proved afterwards to be often just the right tool when analysing the correctness of distribution-
and divergence-sensitive encodings that involve partial commitments (whose only effect is to gradually
perform internal choices) [15].

The probably most recent comparison between CSP and CCS was provided by van Glabbeek [5].
As an example for his general framework to analyse the relative expressive power of calculi, he studied
the existence of syntactical translations from CSP into CCS, for which a common semantical domain is
provided via labelled transition systems (LTS) derived from respective sets of SOS rules. The comparison
is here carried out by checking whether a CSP term and its translation into CCS are distinguishable with
respect to a number of equivalences defined on top of the LTS. The concrete results are: (1) there is a
translation that is correct up to trace equivalence (and contains deadlocks), and (2) there is no translation
that is correct up to weak bisimilarity equivalence that also takes divergence into account.

Contribution. Given van Glabbeek’s negative result, and given Parrow and Sjödin’s algorithm, we
set out to check whether we can define a syntactical encoding from CSP into CCS—using Parrow and
Sjödin’s ideas—that is correct up to coupled similarity.2 We almost managed. In this paper, we report
on our current results along these lines: (1) Our encoding target is an asynchronous variant of CCS,
but enhanced with name-passing and matching, so it is in factan asynchronousπ-calculus; we kept
mentioning CCS in the title of this paper, as it clearly emphasises the origin and motivation of this work.
But, we couldnot do without name-passing. (2) We exhibit one encoding that isnot distributability-
preserving (so, it represents a centralised solution), butis correct up to weak bisimilarity and does not
introduce divergence. This does not contradict van Glabbeek’s results, but suggests that van Glabbeek’s
framework implies some form of distributability-preservation. (3) We exhibit another encoding thatis
distributability-preserving and divergence-reflecting,but is only correct up to coupled similarity.

Overview. We introduce the considered variants of CSP and CCS in§ 2. There we also introduce
the criteria—that are (variants of) the criteria in [6] and [20]—modulo which we prove the quality of
the considered encodings. In§ 3 we introduce the inner layer of our two encodings. It provides the
main machinery to encode synchronisations of CSP. We complete this encoding with an outer layer that
is either a centralised (§ 4) or a decentralised coordinator (§ 5). In § 6 we discuss the two encodings.
Missing proofs and some additional informations can be found in [7].

2 Technical Preliminaries

A process calculus(P, 7−→) consists of a setP of processes (syntax) and a reduction relation7−→⊆P2

(semantics). LetN be the countably-infinite set of names.τ 6∈ N denotes an internal unobservable ac-
tion. We usea,b,x, . . . to range over names andP,Q, . . . to range over processes. We useα ,β . . . to range
overN ∪{τ}. ã denotes a sequence of names. Let fn(P) and bn(P) denote the sets of free names and
bound names occurring inP, respectively. Their definitions are completely standard.We useσ ,σ ′,σ1, . . .

1Recently [4], a slight variant of the protocol behind this algorithm was used to implement the distributed compiler DLC
for a substantial subset of LNT (successor of LOTOS New Technology) that yields reasonably efficient C code.

2The idea and a first draft of the encoding were developed by Nestmann and van Glabbeek during a stay at NICTA, Sydney.
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to range over substitutions. A substitution is a mapping[x1/y1, . . . ,
xn/yn] from names to names. The appli-

cation of a substitution on a termP[x1/y1, . . . ,
xn/yn] is defined as the result of simultaneously replacing all

free occurrences ofyi by xi for i ∈{ 1, . . . ,n }. For all names inN \{ y1, . . . ,yn } the substitution behaves
as the identity mapping. The relation7−→ as defined in the semantics below defines the reduction steps
processes can perform. We writeP 7−→ P′ if (P,P′) ∈ 7−→ and callP′ a derivativeof P. Let Z=⇒ denote
the reflexive and transitive closure of7−→. P is divergentif it has an infinite sequence of stepsP 7−→ω .
We usebarbsor observablesto distinguish between processes with different behaviours. We writeP↓α
if P has a barbα , where the predicate·↓· can be defined differently for each calculus. MoreoverP has a
weak barbα , if P may reach a process with this barb, i.e.,P⇓α , ∃P′. P Z=⇒ P′∧P′↓α .

As source calculus we use the following variant of CSP [8].

Definition 1. The processesPCSPare given by

P ::= P‖AP | DIV | STOP | P⊓P | P/b | f (P) | X | µX ·P | �∑ i∈I ai → P

whereX ∈ X is a process variable,A⊆ N , andI is a finite index set.

P‖AQ is the parallel composition ofP andQ, whereP andQ can proceed independently except for
actionsa∈ A, on which they have to synchronise. DIV describesdivergence. STOP denotesinaction.
Internal choice P⊓Q reduces to eitherP or Q within a single internal step.Concealment P/b hides an
actionb and masks it asτ . Renaming f(P) for some f : N → N extended byf (τ) = τ behaves asP,
wherea is replaced byf (a) for all a∈ N . RecursionµX ·P describes a process behaving likeP with
every occurrence ofX being replaced byµX ·P. External choice�∑i∈I ai → Pi offers a selection of one
of theaction prefixes ai → · followed by the corresponding continuationPi, so it may perform anyai and
then behave likePi. Note that we enforce action prefixes to be syntactically part of an external choice
construct. As usual, we useM � N to denote binary external choice.

The CSP semantics is given by the following rules, using labelled steps
α−→ to define7−→:

E
b−→ E′

E/b
τ−→ E′/b

E
α−→ E′ (α 6= b)

E/b
α−→ E′/b

E
α−→ E′

f (E)
f (α)−→ f (E′)

M j
a−→ M′

j ( j ∈ I )

�∑ i∈I Mi
a−→ M′

j

(a→ E)
a−→ E µX ·E τ−→ E[µX ·E/X]

E
α−→ E′ (α 6∈ A)

E‖AF
α−→ E′‖AF

F
α−→ F ′ (α 6∈ A)

E‖AF
α−→ E‖AF ′

E
a−→ E′ F

a−→ F ′ (a∈ A)

E‖AF
a−→ E′‖AF ′

P
τ−→ P′

P 7−→ P′

DIV
τ−→ DIV E⊓F

τ−→ E E⊓F
τ−→ F

A barb of CSP is the possibility of a term, to perform an action, i.e.,P↓a , ∃P′. P
a−→ P′. Following the

definition of distributability in [20] a CSP termP is distributable intoP1, . . . ,Pn if P1, . . . ,Pn are unguarded
subterms ofP such that every action prefix inP occurs in exactly one of theP1, . . . ,Pn, where different
but equally-named action prefixes are distinguished and unguarded occurrences ofµX ·P′ may result in
several copies ofP′ within theP1, . . . ,Pn.

As target calculus we use an asynchronous variant of CCS [11]with name-passing and matching.

Definition 2. The processesPCCS are given by

P ::= P | P | (ν c̃)P | ∗c(x̃).P | c(x̃).P | c〈x̃〉 | [c= z]P | 0
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P | Q is the parallel composition ofP andQ, whereP andQ can either proceed independently or
synchronise on matching channels names.(ν c̃)P restricts the visibility of actions using names in ˜c to P.
c(x̃).P denotes input on channelc. c〈x̃〉 is output on channelc. Since there is no continuation, we
interpret this calculus as asynchronous. We use∗c(x̃).P to denotereplicated inputon channelc with the
continuationP. [x= y]P is the matching operator, ifx= y thenP is enabled.0 denotes inaction.

The CCS semantics is given by following transition rules:

P 7−→ P′

P | Q 7−→ P′ | Q
P 7−→ P′

(ν c̃)P 7−→ (ν c̃)P′
P≡ P′ P′ 7−→ Q′ Q′ ≡ Q

P 7−→ Q

∗c(x̃).P | c〈ỹ〉 7−→ ∗c(x̃).P | P[ỹ/x̃] c〈ỹ〉 | c(x̃).Q 7−→ P | Q[ỹ/x̃]

where≡ denotes structural congruence given by the rules:P | 0≡P, P | Q≡ Q | P, P | (Q | R)≡ (P | Q) |
R, (ν ã)0≡ 0, P | (ν ã)Q≡ (ν ã)(P | Q) if bn(ã) /∈ fn(P), and[x= x]P≡ P. As discussed in [20], a CCS
termP is distributable intoP1, . . . ,Pn if P≡ (ν x̃)(P1 | . . . | Pn).

Simulation Relations. The semantics of a process is usually considered modulo somebehavioural
equivalence. For many calculi,the standard reference equivalence is some form of weak bisimilarity.
In the context of encodings, the source and target language often differ in their relevant obervables, i.e.,
barbs. In this case, it is advantageous to use a variant of reduction bisimilarity. With Gorla [6], we add a
successoperatorX to the syntax of both CSP and CCS. SinceXcannot be further reduced, the semantics
is left unchanged in both cases. The test for the reachability of success is standard in both languages, i.e.,
P↓X , ∃P′. P ≡ X | P′. To obtain a non-trivial equivalence, we require that the bisimulation respects
success and the reachability of barbs. We use the standard definition of barbs in CSP, i.e., action prefixes.
Our encoding function will translate all source terms into closed terms, thus the standard definition of
CCS barbs would not provide any information. Instead we use anotion of translated barb (· ⇓T·U) that
reflects how the encoding function translates source term barbs. Its definition is given in Section 3.

Definition 3 (Bisimulation). A relationR ⊆ P2 is a (success-sensitive, [translated-]barb-respecting,
weak, reduction) bisimulationif, whenever(P,Q) ∈ R, then:

• P 7−→ P′ implies∃Q′. Q Z=⇒ Q′∧ (P′,Q′) ∈ R
• Q 7−→ Q′ implies∃P′. P Z=⇒ P′∧ (P′,Q′) ∈ R
• P⇓X iff Q⇓X
• P andQ reach the same (translated) barbs, where we use·⇓a for CSP and·⇓TaU for CCS

Two termsP,Q∈ P arebisimilar, denoted asP
�≈ Q, if there exists a bisimulation that relatesP andQ.

We use the symbol
�≈ to denote either bisimilarity on our target language CCS or on the disjoint union

of CSP and CCS that allows us to describe the relationship between source terms and their translations.
In the same way we define a corresponding variant of coupled similarity.

Definition 4 (Coupled Simulation). A relation R ⊆ P2 is a (success-sensitive, [translated-]barb-
respecting, weak, reduction) coupled simulationif, whenever(P,Q) ∈ R, then:

• P 7−→ P′ implies∃Q′. Q Z=⇒ Q′∧ (P′,Q′) ∈ R and∃Q′′. Q Z=⇒ Q′′∧ (Q′′,P′) ∈ R
• P⇓X iff Q⇓X
• P andQ reach the same (translated) barbs, where we use·⇓a for CSP and·⇓TaU for CCS

Two termsP,Q∈ P arecoupled similar, denoted asP
�≈cs Q, if there exists a coupled simulation that

relatesP andQ in both directions.

Encodings and Quality Criteria. We consider two different translations from (the above-defined vari-
ant of) CSP into (the above-defined variant of) CCS with name passing and matching. In this context, we
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refer to CSP terms assource termsPS and to CCS terms astarget termsPT. Encodings often translate
single source steps into a sequence or pomset of target steps. We call such a sequence or pomset asimu-
lation of the corresponding source term step. Moreover, we assume for each encoding the existence of a
so-called renaming policyϕ , i.e., a mapping of names from the source into vectors of target term names.

To analyse the quality of encodings and to rule out trivial ormeaningless encodings, Gorla [6] provide
a general framework comprising five quality criteria, whichhave afterwards been used in many papers.
In addition to our above-mentioned definition of process calculus, whough, Gorla requires the target
calculus to be equipped with a notion of behavioural equivalence≍ on target terms. Its purpose is to
describe the ‘abstract’ behaviour of a target process, where ‘abstract’ refers to an observer at the source
level. In [6], the equivalence≍ is often defined as a barbed equivalence (cf. [13]) or can be derived
directly from the reduction semantics, and it typically is acongruence, at least with respect to parallel
composition. Bisimilarity and coupled similarity are suchrelations on CCS terms. The criteria are:
(1) Compositionality: The translation of an operator op is the same for all occurrences of that oper-

ator in a term, i.e., it can be captured by a contextCop such that enc(op(x1, . . . ,xn,S1, . . . ,Sm)) =
C N

op(x1, . . . ,xn,enc(S1) , . . . ,enc(Sm)) for fn(S1)∪ . . .∪ fn(Sm) = N.
(2) Name Invariance: The encoding does not depend on particular names, i.e., foreverySandσ , it holds

that enc(σ (S)) ≡ σ ′ (enc(S)) if σ is injective and enc(σ (S)) ≍ σ ′ (enc(S)) otherwise, whereσ ′ is
such thatϕ(σ (n)) = σ ′ (ϕ(n)) for everyn∈ N .

(3) Operational Correspondence: Every computation of a source term can be simulated by its transla-
tion, i.e.,S Z=⇒S S′ implies enc(S) Z=⇒T≍ enc(S′) (completeness), and every computation of a target
term corresponds to some computation of the corresponding source term (soundness, compare to
Section 5).

(4) Divergence Reflection: The encoding does not introduce divergence, i.e., enc(S) 7−→ω
T impliesS 7−→ω

S .
(5) Success Sensitiveness: A source term and its encoding answer the tests for success in exactly the

same way, i.e.,S⇓X iff enc(S)⇓X.
Our encodings will satisfy all of these criteria except for compositionality, because both encodings

consists of two layers. [20] shows that the above criteria donot ensure that an encoding preserves distri-
bution and proposes an additional criterion for the preservation of distributability.

Definition 5 (Preservation of Distributability). An encoding enc(·) preserves distributabilityif for every
Sand for all termsS1, . . . ,Sn that are distributable withinSthere are someT1, . . . ,Tn that are distributable
within enc(S) such thatTi ≍ enc(Si) for all 1≤ i ≤ n.

Here, because of the choice of the source and the target language, an encoding preserves distributability
if for each sequence of distributable source term steps their simulations are pairwise distributable. In both
languages two alternative steps of a term are inconflict with each other if—for CSP—they reduce the
same action-prefix or—for CCS—they either reduce the same input using two outputs or they reduce the
same output using two [replicated] inputs. Two alternativesteps that are not in conflict aredistributable.

3 Translating the CSP Synchronisation Mechanism

CSP and CCS—or theπ-calculus—differ fundamentally in their communication and synchronisation
mechanisms. In CSP there is only a single kind of actionc→ ·, wherec is a name. Synchronisation is
implemented by the parallel operator·‖A· that in CSP is augmented with a set of namesA containing the
names that need to be synchronised at this point. By nesting parallel operators arbitrarily many actions
on the same name can be synchronised. In CCS there are two different kinds of actions: inputsc and
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outputsc. Again synchronisation is implemented by the parallel operator, but in CCS only a single input
and a single matching output can ever be synchronised withinone step.

To encode the CSP communication and synchronisation mechanisms in CCS with name passing we
make use of a technique already used in [17,19] to translate between different variants of theπ-calculus.
CSP actions are translated into action announcements augmented with a lock indicating, whether the
respective action was already used in the simulation of a step. The other operators of CSP are then
translated into handlers for these announcements and locks. The translation of sum combines several
actions under the same lock and thus ensures that only one term of the sum can ever be used. The
translation of the parallel operator combines announcements of actions that need to be synchronised
into a single announcement under a fresh lock, whose value isdetermined by the combination of the
respective underlying locks at its left and right side. Announcements of actions that do not need to be
synchronised are simply forwarded. A second layer—containing either a centralised or a decentralised
coordinator—then triggers and coordinates the simulationof source term steps.

Action announcements are of the forma〈c, r, l, r′〉: c is the translation of the source term action.r
is used to trigger the computation of the Boolean value ofl. The lock l evaluates to⊤ as long as the
respective translated action was not successfully used in the simulation of a step.r′ is used to guard the
encoded continuation of the respective source term action.In the case of a successful simulation attempt
involving this announcement, an outputr′〈⊤〉 allows to unguard the encoded source term continuation
and ensures that all following evaluations ofl return⊥. The messager′〈⊥〉 indicates an aborted simula-
tion attempt and allows to restorel for later simulation attempts. Once a lock becomes⊥, all request for
its computation return⊥.

Abbreviations. We introduce some abbreviations to simplify the presentation of the encodings. We use
[x∈ A]P , ∏a∈A [x= a]P

to test, whether an action belongs to the set of synchronisedactions in the encoding of the parallel
operator. As already done in [14,15] we use Boolean-valued locks to ensure that every translation of an
action is only used once to simulate a step.Boolean locksare channels on which only the Boolean values
⊤ (true) or⊥ (false) are transmitted. An unguarded output over a Booleanlock with value⊤ represents a
positive instantiation of the respective lock, whereas an unguarded output sending⊥ represents a negative
instantiation. At the receiving end of such a channel, the Boolean value can be used to make a binary
decision, which is done here within anIF-construct. This construct and according instantiations of locks
are implemented as in [14,15] using restriction and the order of transmitted values.

l〈⊤〉 , l(t, f ).t l〈⊥〉 , l(t, f ). f

l(b).IF b THEN P ELSE Q , (νt, f )
(
l〈t, f 〉 | t.P | f.Q

)

We observe that the Boolean values⊤ and⊥ are realised by a pair of links without parameters. Both
cases of theIF-construct operate as guard for its subtermsP andQ. The renaming policyϕ reserves the
namest and f to implement the Boolean values⊤ and⊥.

The Algorithm. The encoding functions introduce some fresh names, that arereserved for special
purposes. In Table 1 we list the reserved namesR and provide a hint on their purpose. Moreover
we reserve the names{ xi | i ∈ N } and assume an injective mappingϕ ′ : X → { xi | i ∈ N } that maps
process variables of CSP to distinct names. The renaming policy ϕ for our encodings is then a function
that reserves the names inR∪{ xi | i ∈ N } and translates every source term name into three target term
names. More precisely, chooseϕ : N → N 3 such that:

1. No name is mapped onto a reserved name, i.e.,ϕ(n)∩ (R∪{ xi | i ∈ N }) = /0 for all n∈ N .
2. No two different names are mapped to overlapping sets of names, i.e.,ϕ(n)∩ϕ(m) = /0 for all

n,m∈ N with n 6= m.
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reserved names purpose
a, a′ announce the ability to perform an action

c, cL , cR, z (translated) source term channel, channel from the left/right of a parallel operator
l, lL , lR lock, lock from the left/right of a parallel operator

l′ re-instantiate a positive sum lock
r, rL , rR request the computation of the value of a lock

r′, r′ i , r′L , r′R simulate a source term step and unguard the corresponding continuations
n order left announcements for the same channel that need to besynchronised
s, s′ distribute right announcements that need to be synchronised
b Boolean value (⊥ or⊤)
τ fresh name used to announceτ-steps that result from concealment

once used by the centralised encoding to avoid overlapping simulation attempts
m fresh names used to encode internal choice
d fresh names used to encode divergence

t, f used to encode Boolean values

Table 1: Reserved Names.

We naturally extend the renaming policy to sets of names, i.e., ϕ(X) , { ϕ(x) | x∈ X } if X ⊆ N .
Let ((x1, . . . ,xn)) .i , xi denote the projection of an-tuple to itsith element, if 1≤ i ≤ n. Moreover
(X) .i , { (x) .i | x∈ X } for a setX of n-tuples and 1≤ i ≤ n.

The inner part of our two encodings is presented in Figure 1. The most complex case is the translation
of the parallel operatorTP‖AQU that is based on the following four steps:

Step 1: Action announcements for channelsc /∈ A
In the case of actions on channelsc /∈ A—that do not need to be synchronised here—the encoding
of the parallel operator acts like a forwarder and transfersaction announcements of both its subtrees
further up in the parallel tree. Two different restrictionsof the channel for action announcements
a from the left sideTPU and the right sideTQU, allow to trace action announcements back to their
origin as it is necessary in the following case. In the present case we usea′ to bridge the action
announcement over the restrictions ona.

Step 2: Action announcements for channelsc∈ A
Actions c ∈ A need to be synchronised, i.e., can be performed only if both sides of the parallel
operator cooperate on this action. Simulating this kind of synchronisation is the main purpose of
the encoding of the parallel operator. The renaming policyϕ translates each source term name
into three target term names. The first target term name is used as reference to the original source
term name and transferred in announcements. The other two names are used to simulate the
synchronisation of the parallel operator in CSP. Announcements from the left are translated to
outputs on the respective second name and announcements from the right to the respective third
name. Restriction ensures that these outputs can only be computed by the current parallel operator
encoding. The translations of the announcements into different outputs for different source term
names allows us to treat announcements of different names concurrently using the termSynch(c),
wherec is a source term name.

Step 3: The termSynch(c)
In Synch(c) all announcements for the same source term namec from the left are ordered in order
to combine each left and each right announcement on the same name. Several such announcements
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TP‖AQU ,
(
νa′,(ϕ(A)) .2,(ϕ(A)) .3

)(

(νa)
(
TPU | ∗a(c, x̃).

(
[c∈ (ϕ(A)) .1] (ϕ(c)) .2〈x̃〉 | [c /∈ (ϕ(A)) .1]a′〈c, x̃〉

))

(νa)
(
TQU | ∗a(c, x̃).

(
[c∈ (ϕ(A)) .1] (ϕ(c)) .3〈x̃〉 | [c /∈ (ϕ(A)) .1]a′〈c, x̃〉

))

| ∏c∈ASynch(c) | ∗a′(x̃).a〈x̃〉
)

Synch(c) , (νn)
(
n〈(ϕ(c)) .3〉

| ∗n(s)
(
(ϕ(c)) .2

(
rL , lL, r

′
L
)
.
((

νs′
)(

∗ s
(
rR, lR, r

′
R
)
.
((

νr, l, r′
)(
a
〈
(ϕ(c)) .1, r, l, r′

〉
| Sim

)
| s′

〈
rR, lR, r

′
R
〉)

| (νs)
(
n〈s〉 | ∗s′(x̃).s〈x̃〉

)))))

Sim ,
(
ν l′

)(
l′ | ∗l′.

(
r.
(
rL | lL(b) .

(
IF b THEN

(
rR | lR(b) .

(
IF b

THEN
(
l〈⊤〉 | r′(b).

(
r′L〈b〉 | r′R〈b〉 | IF b THEN ∗ r.l〈⊥〉 ELSE l′

))

ELSE
(
l〈⊥〉 | r′L〈⊥〉

)
| ∗r.l〈⊥〉

))

ELSE
(
l〈⊥〉 | ∗r.l〈⊥〉

)))))

T�∑i∈I ci → PiU ,
(
νr, l, r′1, . . . , r′n

)(
r.l〈⊤〉

| ∏i∈I

(
a〈(ci) .1, r, l, r′ i〉 | ∗r′ i(b) .IF b THEN

(
TPiU | ∗r.l〈⊥〉

)
ELSE r.l〈⊤〉

))

T(P)/zU ,
(
νa′

)(
(νa,z)

(
TPU | ∗a(c, x̃).

(
[c= z]a′〈τ , x̃〉 | [c 6= z]a′〈c, x̃〉

))
| ∗a′(x̃).a〈x̃〉

)

T f (P)U ,
(
νa′

)(
(νa,z)

(
TPU | ∗a(c, x̃)

(
∏z/x∈ f [c= (ϕ(x)) .1]a′〈(ϕ(z)) .1, x̃〉

| [c /∈ dom( f )]a′〈c, x̃〉
))

| ∗a′(x̃).a〈x̃〉
)

TDIVU , (νd)
(
d | ∗d.d

)

TµX ·PU ,
(
νϕ ′(X)

)(
ϕ ′(X) | ∗ϕ ′(X).TPU

)

TXU , ϕ ′(X)

TP⊓QU , (νm)(m.TPU |m.TQU |m)

TSTOPU , 0

TXU ,X

where/∈ (ϕ(A)) .1 is short for∈ (fn(P)∪ fn(Q))\(ϕ(A)) .1, /∈ dom( f ) is short for∈ fn(P)\dom( f ), and
6= z is short for∈ fn(P)\{ z}.

Figure 1: An encoding from CSP into CCS with value passing (inner part).
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may result from underlying parallel operators, sums with similar summands, and junk left over
from already simulated source term steps. For each left announcement a fresh instance ofs is
generated and restricted. The namess and s′ are used to transfer right announcements to the
respective next left announcement, wheres′ is used to bridge over the restriction ons. This way
each right announcement will eventually be transferred to each left announcement on the same
name. Note that this kind of forwarding is not done concurrently but in the source language a term
P‖AQ also cannot perform two steps on the same namec∈ A concurrently. After combining a left
and a right announcement on the same source term name a fresh set of auxiliary variablesr, l, r′

is generated and a corresponding announcement is transmitted. The termSim reacts to requests
regarding this announcement and is used to simulate a step onthe synchronised action.

Step 4: The termSim
If a request reachesSim it starts questioning the left and the right side. First the left side is
requested to compute the current value of the lock of the action. Only if ⊤ is returned, the right
side is requested to compute its lock as well. This avoids deadlocks that would result from blindly
requesting the computation of locks in the decentralised encoding. If the locks of both sides are
still valid the fresh lockl returns⊤ else⊥ is returned. For each caseSim ensures that subsequently
requests will obtain an answer by looping withl′ or returning⊥ to all requests, respectively. The
messagesr′L〈⊥〉 and r′R〈⊥〉 cause the respective underlying subterms on the left and theright
side to do the same, whereasr′L〈⊤〉 andr′R〈⊤〉 cause the unguarding of encoded continuations as
result of a successful simulation of a source term synchronisation step.

Basic Properties and Translated Observables.The protocol introduced by the encoding function in
Figure 1 (and its outer parts introduced later) simulates a single source term step by a sequence of target
term steps. Most of these steps are merely pre- and post-processing steps, i.e., they do not participate in
decisions regarding the simulation of conflicting source term steps but only prepare and complete simula-
tions. Accordingly we distinguish betweenauxiliary steps—that are pre- and post-processing steps—and
simulation steps—that mark a point of no return by deciding which source term step is simulated. Note
that the points of no return and thus the definition of auxiliary and simulation steps is different in the two
variants of our encoding.

Auxiliary steps do not influence the choice of source terms steps that are simulated. Moreover they
operate on restricted channels, i.e., are unobservable. Accordingly they do not change the state of the

target term modulo the considered reference relations
�≈ and

�≈cs. We introduce some auxiliary lemmata
to support this claim.

The encodingT·U translates source term barbsc into free announcements with(ϕ(c)) .1 as first value
and a lockl as third value that computes to⊤. The two coordinators, i.e., outer encodings, we introduce
later, restrict the freea-channel ofT·U.

Definition 6 (Translated Barbs). Let T ∈PT such that∃S. TSU Z=⇒T T, ∃S. JSK Z=⇒T T, or∃S. LSM Z=⇒T

T. T has a translated barbc, denoted byT ↓TcU, if
• there is an unguarded outputa〈(ϕ(c)) .1, r, l, r′〉—on a free channela in the case ofT·U or the

outermost variant ofa in the case of the later introduced encodingsJ·K andL·M—in T or
• such an announcement was consumed to unguard anIF-construct testingl and this construct is still

not resolved inT
such that all locks that are necessary to instantiatel are positively instantiated.

Analysing the encoding function in Figure 1 we observe that an encoded source term has a translated
barb iff the corresponding source term has the corresponding source term barb.
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JPK , (νa,once)
(
TPU | once | ∗once.a

(
c, r, l, r′

)
.
(
r | l(b).

(
once | IF b THEN r′〈⊤〉

)))

Figure 2: Acentralisedencoding from CSP into CCS with value passing.

Observation 7. For all S∈ PS, it holdsS↓c iff TSU↓TcU.

All instances of success in the translation result from success in the source. More precisely the only
way to obtainX in the translation is byTXU , X.

Observation 8. For all S∈ PS, it holdsS↓X iff TSU↓X.

The encoding propagates announcements through the translated parallel structure. In the translation
of parallel operators it combines all left and right announcements w.r.t. to the same channel name, if this
channel needs to be synchronised. Therefore we copy announcements. We use locks carrying a Boolean
value to indicate whether an announcement was already used to simulate a source term step. These locks
carry⊤ in the beginning and are swapped to⊥ as soon as the announcement was used. In each state
there is at most one positive instantiation of each lock and as soon as a lock is instantiated negatively it
never becomes positive again.

Lemma 9. Let T∈ PT such that∃S. TSU Z=⇒T T. Then for each variant l of the namesl, lL, lR
1. there is at most one positive instantiation of l in T ,
2. if there is a positive instantiation of l in T then there is no other instantiation of l in T ,
3. if there is a negative instantiation of l in T then no derivative of T contains a positive instantiation

of l.

4 The Centralised Encoding

Figure 1 describes how to translate CSP actions into announcements augmented with locks and how the
other operators are translated to either forward or combinethese announcements and locks. With that
T·U provides the basic machinery of our encoding from CSP into CCS with name passing and matching.
However it does not allow to simulate any source term step. Therefore we need a second (outer) layer
that triggers and coordinates the simulation of source termsteps. We consider two ways to implement
this coordinator: a centralised and a decentralised coordinator. The centralised coordinator is depicted in
Figure 2.

The channelonce is used to ensure that simulation attempts of different source term steps cannot
overlap each other. For each simulation attempt exactly oneannouncement is consumed. The coordina-
tor then triggers the computation of the respective lock that was transmitted in the announcement. This
request for the computation of the lock is propagated along the parallel structure induced by the transla-
tions of parallel operators until—in the leafs—encodings of sums are reached. There the request for the
computation yields the transmission of the current value ofthe respective lock. While being transmitted
back to the top of the tree, different locks that refer to synchronisation in the source terms are combined.
If the computation of the lock results with⊤ at the top of the tree, the respective source term step is sim-
ulated. Else the encoding aborts the simulation attempt andrestores the consumed informations about
the values of the respective locks. In both cases a new instance ofonce allows to start the next simulation
attempt. Accordingly only some post-processing steps can overlap with a new simulation attempt.

As we prove below, the points of no return in the centralised encoding can result from the consump-
tion of action announcements by the outer encoding in Figure2 if the corresponding lock computes to
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⊤. Moreover the encoding of internal choice and divergence introduces simulation steps, namely all
steps on variants of the channelsm, d, andϕ ′(X). All remaining steps of the centralised encoding are
auxiliary.

Definition 10 (Auxiliary and Simulation Steps). A stepT 7−→T T ′ such that∃S∈ PS. JSK Z=⇒T T is
called asimulation step, denoted byT

7→7−→ T ′, if T 7−→ T ′ is a step on the outermost channela and the
computation of the value of the received lockl will return ⊤ or it is a step on a variant ofm, d, or ϕ ′(X).

Else the stepT 7−→T T ′ is called anauxiliary step, denoted byT
�7−→ T ′.

Let
�Z=⇒ denote the reflexive and transitive closure of

�7−→ and let
7→Z=⇒, �Z=⇒ 7→7−→ �Z=⇒. Auxiliary steps do

not change the state modulo
�≈.

Lemma 11. T
�7−→ T ′ implies T

�≈ T ′ for all target terms T,T′.

By distinguishing auxiliary and simulation steps, we can prove a condition stronger than operational
correspondence, namely that each source term step is simulated by exactly one simulation step.

Lemma 12. For all S,S′, it holds S7−→S S′ iff ∃T. JSK 7→Z=⇒ T ∧ JS′K �≈ T.

This direct correspondence between source term steps and the points of no return of their translation
allows us to prove a variant of operational correspondence that is significantly stricter than the variant
proposed in [6].

Definition 13 (Operational Correspondence).

An encoding enc(·) : PS → PT is operationally correspondingw.r.t.
�≈⊆ P2

T if it is:

Complete:∀S,S′. S Z=⇒S S′ implies∃T. JSK Z=⇒T T ∧ JS′K �≈ T

Sound: ∀S,T. JSK Z=⇒T T implies∃S′. S Z=⇒S S′∧ JS′K �≈ T

The ‘if’-part of Lemma 12 implies operational completenessw.r.t.
�≈ and the ‘only-if’-part contains the

main argument for operational soundness w.r.t.
�≈. HenceJ·K is operationally corresponding w.r.t. to

�≈.

Theorem 1. The encodingJ·K is operationally corresponding w.r.t. to
�≈.

To obtain divergence reflection we show that there is no infinite sequence of only auxiliary steps.
Then divergence reflection follows from the combination of this fact and Lemma 12.

Theorem 2. The encodingJ·K reflects divergence.

The encoding function ensures thatJSK has an unguarded occurrence ofX iff S has such an un-
guarded occurrence. Operational correspondence ensures thatSandJSK also answer the question for the
reachability ofX in the same way.

Theorem 3. The encodingJ·K is success sensitive.

In a similar way we can prove that a source term reaches a barb iff its translation reaches the respec-
tive translated barb.

Theorem 4. For all S,c, it holds S⇓c iff JSK⇓TcU.

As proved in [18], Theorem 1, the fact that
�≈ is success sensitive and respects (translated) barbs,

Theorem 3, and Theorem 4 imply that for allS it holds S and JSK are (success sensitive, (translated)

barb respecting, weak, reduction) bisimilar, i.e.,S
�≈ JSK. Bisimilarity is a strong relation between source

terms and their translation. On the other hand, because of efficiency, distributability preserving encodings
are more interesting. Because ofonce the encodingJ·K obviously does not preserve distributability.
As discussed in [16] bisimulation often forbids distributed encodings. Instead they propose coupled
simulation as a relation that still provides a strong connection between source terms and their translations
but is more flexible. Following the approach in [16] we consider a decentralised coordinator next.
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LPM , (νa)
(
TPU | ∗a

(
c, r, l, r′

)
.
(
r | l(b).IF b THEN r′〈⊤〉

))

Figure 3: Adecentralisedencoding from CSP into CCS with value passing.

5 The Decentralised Encoding

Figure 3 presents a decentralised variant of the coordinator in Figure 2. The only difference between the
centralised and the decentralised version of the coordinator is that the latter can request to check different
locks concurrently. TechnicallyJ·K andL·M differ only by the use ofonce. As a consequence the steps of
different simulation attempts can overlap and even (pre-processing) steps of simulations of conflicting
source term steps can interleave to a certain degree. Because of this effect,L·M does not satisfy the version
of operational correspondence used above forJ·K, but L·M satisfies weak operational correspondence that
was proposed in [6] as part of a set of quality criteria.

Since several announcements can be processed concurrentlyby the decentralised coordinator, here all
consumptions of announcements are auxiliary steps. Instead the consumption of positive instantiations
of locks can mark a point of no return. In contrast toJ·K not every point of no return inL·M unambiguously
marks a simulation of a single source term step, because in contrast toJ·K the encodingL·M introduces
partial commitments[17,19].

Consider the exampleE = (o→ P1 � p→ P2)‖{ o,p } (o→ P3 � p→ P4 � q→ P5).

JEK T �≈ JP2K

�≈ JP1K

�≈ JP3K

sim
o

simp

sim
q

E P2

P1

P3

o

p

q

LEM T · · ·

PC1

�≈ LP3M

�≈ LP1M

�≈ LP3M

simo

sim
q

sim
q

In the example, two sides of a parallel operator have to synchronise on either actionp, or actiono, or
actionq happens without synchronisation. In the centralised encoding JEK the use ofonce ensures that
different simulation attempts cannot overlap. Thus, only after finishing the simulation of a source term
step, the simulation of another source term step can be invoked. As a consequence each state reachable
from encoded source terms can unambiguously be mapped to a single state of the source term. This
allows us to use a stronger version of operational correspondence and, thus, to prove that source terms
and their translations are bisimilar. The corresponding 1-to-1 correspondence between source terms and

their translations is visualised by the first two graphs above, whereT
�≈ JEK.

The decentralised encodingLEM introduces partial commitments. Assume the translation ofa source
term that offers several alternative ways to be reduced. Then some encodings—as our decentralised
one—do not always decide on which of the source term steps should be simulated next. More precisely a
partial commitment refers to a state reachable from the translation of a source term in that already some
possible simulations of source term steps are ruled out, butthere is still more than a single possibility
left.

In the decentralised encoding announcements can be processed concurrently and parts of different
simulation attempts can interleave. The only blocking partof the decentralised encoding are conflicting
attempts to consume the same positive instantiation of a lock. In the presented example above there are
two locks; one for each side of the parallel operator. The simulations of the step ono andp need both of
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these locks, whereas to simulate the step onq only a positive instantiation of the right lock needs to be
consumed. By consuming the positive instantiation of the left lock in an attempt to simulate the step on
o, the simulation of the step onp is ruled out, but the simulation of the step onq is still possible. Since
either the simulation of the step ono or the simulation of the step onq succeeds, the simulation of the
step onp is not only blocked but ruled out. But the consumption of the instantiation of the left lock does
not unambiguously decide between the remaining two simulations. The intermediate state that results
from consuming the instantiation of the left lock and represents a partial commitment is visualised in the
right graph above by the statePC1.

Partial commitments forbid a 1-to-1 mapping between the states of a source term and its translations
by a bisimulation. But, as shown in [16], partial commitments do not forbid to relate source terms and
their translations by coupled similarity.

Whether the consumption of a positive instantiation of a lock is an auxiliary step—does not change

the state of the term modulo
�≈—, is a partial commitment, or unambiguously marks a simulation of a

single source term step depends on the surrounding term, i.e., cannot be determined without the context.
For simplicity we consider all steps that reduce a positive instantiation of a lock as simulation steps. Also
steps on variants of the channelsm, d, andϕ ′(X) are simulation steps, because they unambiguously mark
a simulation of a single source term step. All remaining steps of the decentralised encoding are auxiliary.

Definition 14 (Auxiliary and Simulation Steps). A stepT 7−→T T ′ such that∃S∈ PS. LSM Z=⇒T T is
called asimulation step, denoted byT

7→7−→ T ′, if T 7−→ T ′ reduces a positive instantiation of a lock or is
a step on a variant ofm, d, or ϕ ′(X).

Else the stepT 7−→T T ′ is called anauxiliary step, denoted byT
�7−→ T ′.

Again let
�Z=⇒ denote the reflexive and transitive closure of

�7−→ and let
7→Z=⇒, �Z=⇒ 7→7−→ �Z=⇒. Since aux-

iliary steps do not introduce partial commitments, they do not change the state modulo
�≈. The proof of

this lemma is very similar to the centralised case.

Lemma 15. T
�7−→ T ′ implies T

�≈ T ′ for all target terms T,T′.

In contrast to the centralised encoding, the simulation of asource term step in the decentralised
encoding can require more than a single simulation step and asingle simulation step not unambiguously
refers to the simulation of a particular source term step. The partial commitments described above forbid
operational correspondence, but the weaker variant proposed in [6] is satisfied. We call this variant weak
operational correspondence.

Definition 16 (Weak Operational Correspondence).

An encoding enc(·) : PS → PT is weakly operationally correspondingw.r.t.
�≈cs⊆ P2

T if it is:

Complete:∀S,S′. S Z=⇒S S′ implies∃T. LSM Z=⇒T T ∧ LS′M �≈cs T

Weakly Sound:∀S,T. LSM Z=⇒T T implies∃S′,T ′. S Z=⇒S S′∧T Z=⇒T T ′∧ LS′M �≈cs T ′

The only difference to operational correspondence is the weaker variant of soundness that allows for
T to be an intermediate state that does not need to be related toa source term directly. Instead there has
to be a way fromT to someT ′ such thatT ′ is related to a source term.

Theorem 5. The encodingL·M is weakly operational corresponding w.r.t. to
�≈.

As in the encodingJ·K, there is no infinite sequence of only auxiliary steps inLSM. Moreover each
simulation of a source term requires only finitely many simulation steps (to consume the respective
positive instantiations of locks). ThusL·M reflects divergence.
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Theorem 6. The encodingL·M reflects divergence.

The encoding function ensures thatLSM has an unguarded occurrence ofX iff Shas such an unguarded
occurrence. Operational correspondence again ensures that S andLSM also answer the question for the
reachability ofX in the same way.

Theorem 7. The encodingL·M is success sensitive.

Similarly, a source term reaches a barb iff its translation reaches the respective translated barb.

Theorem 8. For all S,c, it holds S⇓c iff LSM⇓TcU.

Weak operational correspondence does not suffice to establish a bisimulation between source terms

and their translations. But, as proved in [18], Theorem 5, the fact that
�≈ is success sensitive and respects

(translated) observables, Theorem 7, and Theorem 8 imply that ∀S. S and JSK are (success sensitive,

(translated) barbs respecting, weak, reduction) coupled similar, i.e.,S
�≈cs LSM.

It remains to show, thatL·M indeed preserves distributability. Therefore we prove that all blocking
parts of the encodingL·M refer to simulations of conflicting source term steps.

Theorem 9. The encodingL·M preserves distributability.

6 Conclusions

We introduced two encodings from CSP into asynchronous CCS with name passing and matching. As in
[16] we had to encode the multiway synchronisation mechanism of CSP into binary communications and,
similarly to [16], we did so first using a centralised controller that was then modified into a decentralised
controller. By doing so we were able to transfer the observations of [16] to the present case:

1. The centralised solution allows to prove a stronger connection between source terms and their
translations, namely by bisimilarity. Our decentralised solution does not relate source terms and
their translations that strongly and we doubt that any decentralised solution can do so.

2. Nonetheless, decentralised solutions are possible as presented by the second encoding and they
still relate source terms and their translations in an interesting way, namely by coupled similarity.

Thus as in [16] we observed a trade-off betweencentralisedbutbisimilar solutions on the one-hand side
anddecentralisedbut onlycoupled similarsolutions on the other side.

More technically we showed here instead a trade-off betweencentralised butoperationally corre-
spondingsolutions on the one-hand side andweakly operationally correspondingbut decentralised solu-
tions on the other side. The mutual connection between operational correspondence and bisimilarity as
well as between weak operational correspondence and coupled similarity is proved in [18].

Both encodings make strict use of the renaming policy and translate into closed terms. Hence the
criterion name invarianceis trivially satisfied in both cases. Moreover we showed thatboth encodings
aresuccess-sensitive, reflect divergence, and evenrespect barbsw.r.t. to the standard source term (CSP)
barbs and a notion of translated barbs on the target. The centralised encodingJ·K additionally satisfies a
variant ofoperational correspondencethat is stricter than the variant proposed in [6]. The decentralised
encodingL·M satisfiesweak operational correspondenceas proposed in [6] anddistributability preser-
vation as proposed in [20]. Thus both encodings satisfy all of the criteria proposed in [6] except for
compositionality. However in both cases the inner part is obviously compositional and the outer part
only adds a fixed context.
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Jay and Given-Wilson have recently introduced the Factorisation (or SF-) calculus as a minimal
fundamental model ofintensionalcomputation. It is a combinatory calculus containing a special
combinator,F, which is able to examine the internal structure of its first argument. The calculus is
significant in that as well as being combinatorially complete it also exhibits the property of structural
completeness, i.e. it is able to represent any function on terms definable using pattern matching on
arbitrary normal forms. In particular, it admits a term thatcan decide the structural equality of any
two arbitrary normal forms.

Since SF-calculus is combinatorially complete, it is clearly at least as powerful as the more
familiar and paradigmatic Turing-powerful computationalmodels ofλ -calculus and Combinatory
Logic. Its relationship to these models in the converse direction is less obvious, however. Jay and
Given-Wilson have suggested that SF-calculus is strictly more powerful than the aforementioned
models, but a detailed study of the connections between these models is yet to be undertaken.

This paper begins to bridge that gap by presenting a faithfulencoding of the Factorisation Cal-
culus into theλ -calculus preserving both reduction and strong normalisation. The existence of such
an encoding is a new result. It also suggests that there is, insome sense, an equivalence between
the former model and the latter. We discuss to what extent ourresult constitutes an equivalence by
considering it in the context of some previously defined frameworks for comparing computational
power and expressiveness.

1 Introduction

Mathematical models of computation are useful in studying the formal properties of programming prac-
tice. Indeed, the field of computing today arose partly out ofthe study of such abstract models: namely
Turing Machines [33], theλ -calculus [8], and Combinatory Logic [10], which are consequently consid-
ered to be archetypal computational models. It is standard practice to qualify the abilities, or expressive-
ness, of a formal model of computation by demonstrating thatit maysimulate(and be simulated by) the
operation of other formal models. This is the very essence ofthe notion ofTuring-completeness, which
encapsulates the intuition that a model may carry out any operation that is ‘effectively computable’. To
construct such a simulation one must first give an injective mapping, showing how the terms of the source
model may be represented by terms of the target. For example,this is the basis behind the process of
Gödelization and the Church encoding of natural numbers [22]. Two basic properties are then required:
that each atomic operational step of the source model is reflected by one or more steps of the target, and
that a program of the target modelterminateswhenever the corresponding source program does. The
former is a key ingredient of Landin’s influential work on comparing languages [25], while the latter is
used as a criterion for comparing expressiveness by, e.g., Felleisen [12]. Formal definitions of encodings
incorporating these properties, referred to as “faithful”, are already in use by the 90s, e.g. in [2], and are
now common (see e.g. [15]).



2 Encoding the Factorisation Calculus

Recently, Jay’s work on formal models of generic pattern matching [17] have led, in collaboration
with Given-Wilson, to the formulation of theFactorisation Calculus. This is a combinatory calculus
comprising two combinators: theS combinator, familiar from Combinatory Logic; and a newF combi-
nator. The purpose of the latter is to enable arbitrary (head) normal terms to befactorised, that is split
into their constituent parts, thereby allowing the examination of the internal structure of terms. This en-
dows Factorisation Calculus with an interesting and powerful property: that ofstructure completeness.
This means that any function on terms themselves definable bypattern matching overarbitrary normal
forms is representable. Thus, Factorisation Calculus can be viewed as a minimal, fundamental model
characterising not only the abstract notion ofpattern matchingbut alsointensional computation.

Jay and Given-Wilson show that Factorisation Calculus is Turing-complete, demonstrating a straight-
forward simulation of Combinatory Logic in their calculus.Moreover, due to its structural completeness,
there is a term of Factorisation Calculus which can decide the structural equality of any two arbitrary nor-
mal forms. Conversely, factorisation and structural equality of normal formscannotbe so represented in
λ -calculus and Combinatory Logic, thus these models arenotstructure complete. This hints at some sort
of disparity in the expressivity of the two models. In their original and subsequent research [18, 14, 19],
Jay and Given-Wilson speculate that the added expressive power may manifest itself in a non-existence
result for simulations of Factorisation Calculus inλ -calculus, but this is not pursued in detail.

We show that theredoesexist a simulation of Factorisation Calculus withinλ -calculus. The existence
of such a simulation has not been demonstrated before, and this is the primary contribution of our paper.
The simulation is made possible by a construction due to Berarducci and Böhm, which shows how to
encode a certain class of term rewriting systems withinλ -calculus. We show that Factorisation Calculus
can be simulated by such a term rewriting system, whence the result follows. In the classical framework,
our result signifies that Factorisation Calculus is no more powerful thanλ -calculus. Thus there appears to
be a mismatch between our result and the structure completeness property that the standard simulation-
based notion of equivalence does not account for. To begin totry and resolve this, we consider some
research in the literature which refines the concept of computational equivalence and discuss how our
result relates to this.

Outline The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 recalls Jay and Given-Wilson’s Fac-
torisation Calculus and its basic properties. Section 3 describes Berarducci and Böhm’s construction
for encoding so-called canonical rewrite systems within the λ -calculus. In Section 4 we present our
technical contribution: a simulation of the FactorisationCalculus in theλ -calculus via this construction.
Section 5 then discusses, in light of our results, how the relative expressiveness of Factorisation Calculus
andλ -calculus may be characterised. Section 6 concludes and remarks on areas for future work.

2 Factorisation Calculus

We begin by presenting Jay and Given-Wilson’s FactoriationCalculus itself, and review its principal
properties. Factorisation Calculus, or more accurately SF-calculus1, is a combinatory calculus whose
terms are those of the free algebra over the two-element signature containing the combinatorsS and
F, which each reduce upon being applied to three arguments. The former is the familiar combinator
from Combinatory Logic [10] which applies its first and second arguments to duplicates of its third.
The F combinator, on the other hand, introduces new capabilitiesin the form of factorisation: it is

1We may say that any combinatory calculus that is structure complete isa factorisation calculus.
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able to examine theinternal structure of its first argument and process its second and third in different
ways depending on whether that argument isatomic(i.e. itself a combinator) orcompound(i.e. a partial
application). To illustrate this, consider how theF combinator reduces in the following two instances:

FSMN → M F(SX)MN → NSX

Observe that when the first argument is atomic, it eliminatesits third argument and returns its second. On
the other hand, when the first argument is compound it eliminates its second argument andfactorisesthe
first into its left- and right-hand constituent components,passing theseseparatelyto its third argument.

Formally, SF-calculus is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1 (SF-calculus [18,§ 4]). The SF-calculus is a combinatory rewrite system over terms
(ranged over by uppercase roman letters M, N, etc.) given by the following grammar:

M, N ::= S | F | M N

Terms of the formS, F, SM, FM, SM N, or FM N (i.e. partially applied combinators) are calledfac-
torable forms. Reduction of terms is the smallest contextually closed binary relation→SF on terms (with
the reflexive transitive closure denoted by→∗

SF) satisfying:

SM N X →SF M X (N X)

FOM N→SF M if O is S or F

F(PQ)M N →SF N PQ if PQ is a factorable form

Reduction of SF-calculus is confluent, and theK combinator of Combinatory Logic can be repre-
sented in SF-calculus byFF (also, indeed, byFS). Thus, there is a trivial encoding of Combinatory
Logic in SF-calculus which preserves reduction and strong normalisation [14].

The behaviour of theF combinator gives SF-calculus anintensionalquality: one may define higher
order functions in SF-calculus which discriminate betweenfunctions whoseimplementationsare dif-
ferent even when those functions areextensionallyequal (i.e. produce identical outputs for identical
inputs). For example, for any normal formX, the termIX ≡ S(FF)X implements the identity function
(i.e. IX M →∗

SF M for all M) and thus all such terms are extensionally equal. However, an SF-termT can
be constructed which distinguishes them (by behaving asT IX →∗

SF X). Moreover, one can construct an
SF-term that can decide the equality of any twoarbitrary normal forms.

The intensional behaviour of SF-calculus is formally characterised by a property calledstructure
completeness, which captures the notion that everysymbolic computation(i.e. Turing-computable sym-
bolic function) on normal forms is represented by some term.

Definition 2.2 (Structure Completeness [18,§ 7-8]). Let C be a confluent combinatory calculus whose
terms include variables, with reduction relation→∗

C . Definepatternsto be thelinear normal forms
(i.e. containing no more than one occurrence of each variable), andmatchable formsto be partially
applied combinators.

1. Amatch{U/P} of a pattern P against a term U may be defined tosucceedwith a substitution of
terms for variables, orfail as follows (whereId denotes the identity function and⊎ the disjoint
union of substitutions with match failure as an absorbing element):

{U/x} = [U/x] {A/A}= Id

{U V/PQ}= {U/P}⊎{V/Q}
{U/P}= fail

(if A atomic)

(if U V a compound)

(otherwise, if U matchable)
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2. A caseis an equation of the form P= M where P is a pattern and M an arbitrary term, which
defines asymbolic functionG on terms byG (U) = σ (M) if {U/P} succeeds with substitutionσ ,
andG (U) =U if it fails.

3. A confluent combinatory calculus isstructure completeif for every pattern P and term M, there is
some term G such that GU→∗

C G (U) for every term U on whichG is defined; i.e. the symbolic
function defined by every case is represented by some term.

Structure completeness subsumes combinatorial completeness sinceλx.M is given by the casex= M.

Theorem 2.3([18, Cor. 8.4]). SF-calculus is structure complete.

TheF combinator itself represents a symbolic computationF , namely that of factorisation:

F (A, M, N) = M if A is atomic

F (PQ, M, N) = N PQ if PQ is compound

A significant (and arguably remarkable) fact is thatF cannot be represented in Combinatory Logic (for
definitions of atomic and compound appropriate thereto).

Theorem 2.4([18, Thm. 3.2]). Factorisation of SK-combinators is a symbolic computationthat is not
representable in Combinatory Logic.

The equality predicate on normal forms also has no representation in Combinatory Logic. Thus,
there exist (symbolic) functions, which are clearly ‘computable’ from an empirical point of view, that
are not (directly) representable in Combinatory Logic (there is also a similar result forλ -calculus [4]).
This result clearly points towards some form of added expressivity possessed by SF-calculus over the
archetypal computational models. It is to this issue that wewill return in Section 5.

3 Strongly Normalising Solutions of Equational Systems inλ -calculus

We now reiterate the interpretation result of Berarducci and Böhm [5], upon which our technical contri-
bution rests. Essentially, this result says that systems ofequations for a particular class of term algebras
can be given solutions in theλ -calculus such that the representation of each atomic term of the algebra
is strongly normalisingthus having anormal form. Moreover, when the set of equations is interpreted as
a rewrite system the encoding of terms preserves reduction and strong normalisation.

We assume the usual definitions of theλ -calculus without further explanation (readers may refer to
[4] for details), withΛ denoting the set of lambda terms,→∗

β denoting the (multi-step)β -reduction rela-
tion, and=β denotingβ -equality (i.e. the equivalence relation on lambda terms induced byβ -reduction).
Furthermore, we also assume the familiar algebraic notion of the set Ter(Σ) of (Σ-)termsover the signa-
ture (set offunction symbols, each with an associated arity)Σ. We can then also consider the setΛ(Σ)
of extendedlambda terms (i.e. lambda terms which may containΣ-terms); notice that both Ter(Σ) andΛ
are (strict) subsets ofΛ(Σ).
Definition 3.1 (Canonical Systems of Equations). Fix a signatureΣ and letE be a set of equations
between terms t∈ Ter(Σ). We say thatE is canonicalif Σ can be partitioned into two disjoint subsetsΣ0

andΣ1 (i.e. Σ = Σ0∪Σ1) such that: each equation inE is of the formf (c(x1, . . . ,xm),y1, . . . ,yn) = t with
c∈ Σ0 and f∈ Σ1 and where the variables x1, . . . ,xm,y1, . . . ,yn are all distinct and form a superset of the
variables in the term t; and for each distinct pair(c, f ) ∈ Σ0×Σ1 there is at most one equation inE of
this form. We say thatE is completeif for each distinct pair(c, f ) ∈ Σ0×Σ1 there is exactly one such
equation inE .
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Canonical systems of equations, then, partition the signature into a setΣ0 of (algebraic datatype)
constructors, andΣ1 of programsdefined by pattern matching over the constructors on the firstargument.
Notice that any incomplete canonical system of equations can trivially be made complete by adding
equations for the missing cases which simply project one of the function’s arguments2.

As an example of a canonical system of equations, we may observe that the usual recursive definition
of addition over the datatype of (Peano) natural numbers is such a system:

add(zero,x) = x add(succ (x),y) = succ(add(x,y))

We have a signature containing one function symboladd, one nullary constructorzero, and one unary
constructorsucc; moreover in this simple case, the equation system is already complete. In fact, every
partial recursive function (on natural numbers) can be defined by a canonical system of equations [5, 6].

Given an equational systemE over a signatureΣ, we can also take it to define a term rewriting system
on Ter(Σ) by reading each equation as arewrite rule, i.e. fi(c j(x1, . . . ,xm),y1, . . . ,yn)→ t. We will write
→E for the (one-step) reduction relation of the rewrite systemdefined byE in this way (i.e. the smallest
binary relation on terms satisfying the rewrite rules and closed under substitution and contexts), and→∗

E

for its reflexive, transitive closure (i.e. multi-step reduction). Ultimately, the aim is to interpret equational
systems (and their associated rewrite systems) withinλ -calculus.

Definition 3.2 (Interpretations). A representationof the signatureΣ is a functionφ : Σ → Λ from the
function symbols ofΣ to (closed) lambda terms, and induces a map(·)φ : Λ(Σ)→ Λ in the obvious way,
namely by xφ = x, (λx.M)φ = λx.Mφ , (MN)φ = MφNφ , and for f∈ Σ, f (t1, . . . , tn)

φ = φ( f ) t1φ . . . tnφ .
We say that a representationφ satisfies(or solves) E if for each equation t1 = t2 (and corresponding
rewrite rule t1 → t2) in E we have t1φ =β t2φ (and correspondingly also t1

φ →∗
β t2φ ). When a represen-

tation φ satisfiesE , we say thatφ is an interpretation(or a solution) of E within λ -calculus.

The following construction gives a special kind of representation for canonical systems of equations.

Definition 3.3 (Canonical Representations). Let E be a canonical system of equations that partitions
the signatureΣ into constructorsΣ0 = {c1, . . . ,cr} and programsΣ1 = { f1, . . . , fk}. Without loss of
generality we may assume thatE is complete, and so for each1≤ i ≤ k and1≤ j ≤ r let b(i, j) denote
the term t such that fi(c j(x1, . . . ,xm),y1, . . . ,yn) = t ∈ E .

We will make use of the following notational abbreviations:
- Let 〈t1, . . . , tn〉 denote the Church n-tuple, i.e.λx.xt1 . . . tn.
- LetΠn

k (where1≤ k≤ n) be the n-ary kth projection function, i.e.λx1 . . .xn.xk.
- For k≥ i > 1, let ti, . . . , tk, . . . , ti−1 denote the cyclic permutation of t1, t2, . . . , tk beginning with ti;

(in an abuse of notation we may also take ti, . . . , tk, . . . , ti−1 = t1, t2, . . . , tk when i= 1).
We now define two disjoint representationsϑ andζ for constructors and programs respectively.

(Representation of Constructors)For each1≤ i ≤ r, we define the representation of the constructor
ci as follows (where n is the arity of ci):

ϑ(ci) = λx1 . . .xn f . f Πr
i x1 . . .xn f

(Representation of Programs)We choose k distinct fresh variables v1, . . . ,vk not occurring inE and
fix a ‘pre-representation’,ψ , of Σ1 defined byψ( fi) = 〈vi , . . . ,vk, . . . ,vi−1〉 for each1 ≤ i ≤ k.

2Alternatively, one might want to introduce a new nullary constructor (denoting an ‘error’ value) and add equations for the
missing cases that simply return this value.
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Using this representation, and the representation of constructors defined above, we then define
k× r lambda terms t(i, j) (1≤ i ≤ k, 1≤ j ≤ r), using the equations inE as follows:

t(i, j) = λx1 . . .xmvi . . .vk . . .vi−1y1 . . .yn.(b(i, j)
ψ)ϑ

where fi(c j(x1, . . . ,xm),y1, . . . ,yn) = b(i, j) ∈ E is the equation defining the behaviour of fi when
given a datum constructed using cj as its first argument. We now define k terms, each one a
Church r-tuple collating the bodies of all the cases for one of the programs inΣ1, as follows:

ti = 〈t(i,1), . . . , t(i,r)〉

(where1≤ i ≤ k). Each program is then represented by a Church k-tuple containing the collated
representations of each program defintion, beginning with its own. That is,ζ is defined by:

ζ ( fi) = 〈ti , . . . , tk, . . . , ti−1〉 (1≤ i ≤ k)

The representationφ = ϑ ∪ζ is called acanonicalrepresentation ofΣ with respect toE .

To gain some insight into the construction defined above, onecan observe that it is related to an en-
coding of data attributed to Scott3 (and thus commonly referred to in the literature as the Scottencoding),
which has subsequently been developed by others (e.g. [30, 27, 16, 31]). In the more familiar ‘standard’
encoding of functions, a fixed-point combinator is used to solve any recursion in the definition. This has
the effect of making recursionexplicit, and thus the representations of recursive functions have infinite
expansions consisting of a ‘list’ of distinct instances of the function body, one for each recursive call
that may be made. Applying the function to a datum then corresponds to afold of the datum over this
list, which discards the remaining infinity of recursive calls once the base case is reached. Therefore, as
described by Böhm et al. [6,§3], in this scheme functions are ‘diverging objects which, when applied to
data, may “incidentally” converge’. In encodings of the Scott variety, the recursive nature of functions is
kept implicit and, while still triggered by application to a datum, only reproduced ‘on demand’. Hence
we obtain finite objects which now ‘may “incidentally” diverge’ when applied to data4.

To explicate the particular encoding specified by Definition3.3, we point out that the representation
of a constructor is a (lambda) function that takes in the appropriate number of arguments (thesub-data
of the datum that is subsequently constructed) and then waits to be given a function, which will be the
program to be executed. Now, looking at how the constructor representation uses this function argument,
we see that programs should expect to be given a projection function, followed by a number of sub-
data, and then they are also passeda copy of themselves. It is this final element which is the key to
Scott-type encodings, and allows recursion to be kept implicit. Looking now at the representation of
programs we see that they are Churchk-tuples containing an element for each program defined byE
(each of which is a Churchr-tuple, where each element is a representation of one of the cases of that
program’s definition). Thus the representation of each program contains the definition ofeveryprogram
defined byE ; in particular it will contain the definition of each programwhich it may itself invoke. To
illustrate in more detail how the encoding works, we can consider the general reduction sequence of a
term representing the application of some programprogi to some arguments, the first of which is a datum
constructed asc j (d1, . . . ,dm):

(progi (c j (d1, . . . ,dm))arg1 . . . argm)
φ = 〈ti , . . . , ti−1〉(c j (d1, . . . ,dm))

φ arg
φ
1 . . . argφ

m

3The citation can be found in Curry, Hindley and Seldin [11, p.504].
4This reversed form of the slogan is also due to Böhm et al., and illustrates the dual nature of the Scott and Church encodings.
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→∗
β (λx.xti . . . ti−1)(λ f . f Πr

jd1 . . .dm f )argφ
1 . . . argφ

m (1)

→β (λ f . f Πr
jd1 . . .dm f ) ti . . . ti−1arg

φ
1 . . . argφ

m (2)

→β ti Πr
jd1 . . .dmti ti+1 . . . ti−1arg

φ
1 . . . argφ

m (3)

= 〈ti,1, . . . , ti,r 〉Πr
jd1 . . .dmti ti+1 . . . ti−1arg

φ
1 . . . argφ

m (4)

= (λx.xti,1 . . . ti,r )Πr
jd1 . . .dmti ti+1 . . . ti−1arg

φ
1 . . . argφ

m (5)

→β Πr
j ti,1 . . . ti,r d1 . . .dmti ti+1 . . . ti−1arg

φ
1 . . . argφ

m (6)

→β ti, j d1 . . .dmti ti+1 . . . ti−1arg
φ
1 . . . argφ

m (7)

= (λx1 . . .xmvi . . .vk . . .vi−1y1 . . .yn.(b(i, j)
ψ)ϑ )d1 . . .dmti ti+1 . . . ti−1arg

φ
1 . . . argφ

m

→∗
β (b(i, j) [d1/x1, . . . ,dm/xm,arg1/y1, . . . ,argn/yn])

φ (8)

When the program is applied to a datum (Eq. (1)), its representation arranges to apply the datum first to
the representations of each program beginning with its own,and then to the remainder of the arguments
(Eq. (2)). Then, the particular structure of the datum will reduce the expression to pick out the appropriate
case of the program definition to be executed, and apply it to the sub-data and the representations of
each program, having duplicated the program being executed(Eqs. (3) to (7)). This then reduces to the
representation of the appropriate substitution instance of the function body (Eq. (8)).

The result of Berarducci and Böhm says that a canonical representation gives an interpretation that
also preserves strong normalisation.

Theorem 3.4 (Interpretation Theorem [5, Thm 3.4]). Let Σ be a signature andE a canonical set of
equations forΣ; then any canonical representationφ for Σ with respect toE is an interpretation ofE
within λ -calculus. In addition(·)φ preserves strong normalisation of closed terms.

4 Encoding the Factorisation Calculus

In this section, we present our novel technical contribution: an encoding of SF-calculus inλ -calculus.
We believe that this is the first such encoding presented in the literature. Our encoding is a faithful
simulation; it preserves both the reduction behaviour of terms (thus alsoβ -equality) and their termination
behaviour (i.e. strong normalisation). In this section we shall make use of standard notation and results
for term rewriting systems, details of which may be found in [24].

The key step to the encoding is to define a rewrite system behaviourally equivalent to SF-calculus that
is also canonical, in the sense of Definition 3.1. It is then simply a matter of applying the construction
of Berarducci and Böhm to obtain the encoding. Thus it is ourtranslation of SF-calculus into this
intermediate rewrite system that is the primary novelty of our contribution.

We are aiming to derive a set of rewrite rules that iscanonicaland so we must translate the schematic
definition of Jay and Given-Wilson, as presented in Section 2, into one consisting of algebraic rewrite
rules. There are two salient features of Definition 3.1 that we must take into account: that the rewrite
rules must make a distinction betweenprogramsandconstructors; and that the left-hand side of each
rewrite rule must contain exactly one program symbol and oneconstructor. To obtain rewrite rules of
the required form, we recast SF-calculus as acurryfied, applicativeterm rewriting system. That is, we
first introduce an explicit program symbolapp to denote application and use the symbolsS andF solely
asconstructors. Secondly we stratify the combinatorsC ∈ {S,F} into sets{C0,C1,C2} of constructors,
each of which represent successivepartial applications of their underlying combinatorC. Although this
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‘currying’ process is well-known from the world of functional programming, the reader may refer to
[20, 3] for a formal definition of this process in the context of general term rewriting.

We may take the rewrite rules for theS combinator directly from the standard curryfied applicative
formulation of Combinatory Logic (see e.g. [3]):

app(S0, x)→ S1 (x) app(S1 (x), y)→ S2 (x, y) app(S2 (x, y), z)→ app(app(x, z), app(y, z))

The rules for producing the partial applications of theF combinator are similarly straightforward:

app(F0, x)→ F1 (x) app(F1 (x), y)→ F2 (x, y)

The rewrite rule for the full application of theF combinator is more tricky because we must find a way of
implementing its two possible reductions. As in the original formulation of SF-calculus, since the choice
of which reduction to make is determined by the structure of the first argument we should like to be able
to use the pattern-matching capabilities inherent in the term rewriting discipline, e.g. by giving rewrite
rules such as:

app(F2 (S0, y), z)→ y app(F2 (F1 (x), y), z)→ app(app(z, F0), x)

However these rules arenot canonical since they contain two occurrences of a constructor: they are
pattern-matching ‘too deeply’. We can circumvent this by introducing an auxiliaryprogram symbol
f-reduce and then having the rewrite rule for theF2 case ofapp delegate to this new program:

app(F2 (x, y), z)→ f-reduce (x, y, z)

Sincef-reduce is an independent program symbol, and only needs to pattern match on its first argument
to determine which result to compute, we may give canonical rewrite rules for it, such as the following:

f-reduce (S0, y, z)→ y f-reduce (F1 (x), y, z)→ app(app(z, F0), x)

We now have all the components to be able to present a canonical rewrite system that faithfully
implements SF-calculus.

Definition 4.1 (Currified Applicative SF-Calculus). Let ΣSF = Σ0∪Σ1 be the signature comprising the
setΣ0 = {S0,S1,S2,F0,F1,F2} of constructors and the setΣ1 = {app, f-reduce} of programs.Curryfied
Applicative SF-calculusis the term rewriting systemSFC

@ defined by the rewrite rules given in Figure 1
over the signatureΣSF. We denote its one-step and many-step reduction relations by →

SFC
@

and→∗
SFC

@
.

Notice that the rewrite rules ofSFC
@ are canonical, in the sense of Definition 3.1, and that they are also

complete. We also remark thatSFC
@ is anorthogonalterm rewriting system [24, Def. 2.1.1].

It is interesting to observe that our implementation of SF-calculus as a canonical applicative term
rewriting system has involved an application of theVisitor design pattern5 [13]. When it comes to
reducing a complete application of theF combinator, the computation must proceed based on the par-
ticular identity of some object (i.e. the first argument), but without having any knowledge of that iden-
tity. The solution is to apply the visitor pattern, which involves invoking a new ‘visit’ operation (that
we call f-reduce) on the object, which in response executes the appropriate behaviour based on itsself-
knowledge of its own identity. We do not think it is entirely coincidental that the visitor pattern has arisen
in our work: its connection with structural matching has already been noted [28], and investigating this
connection further is an avenue for future research.

There is a straightforward translation from SF-calculus toSFC
@.

5In fact, the encoding that we are presenting in this paper arose as a direct result of considering how the Factorisation
Calculus could be implemented in (Featherweight) Java.
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app(S0, x)→ S1 (x) app(F0, x)→ F1 (x)

app(S1 (x), y)→ S2 (x, y) app(F1 (x), y)→ F2 (x, y)

app(S2 (x, y), z)→ app(app(x, z), app(y, z)) app(F2 (x, y), z)→ f-reduce (x, y, z)

f-reduce (S0, y, z)→ y f-reduce (S1 (x), y, z)→ app(app(z, S0), x)

f-reduce (F0, y, z)→ y f-reduce (F1 (x), y, z)→ app(app(z, F0), x)

f-reduce (S2 (p, q), y, z)→ app(app(z, app(S0, p)), q)

f-reduce (F2 (p, q), y, z)→ app(app(z, app(F0, p)), q)

Figure 1: A Complete Set of Canonical Rewrite Rules for Currified Applicative SF-calculus

Definition 4.2 (Translation of SF-calculus toSFC
@). The translation[[·]]@ from SF-terms toSFC

@-terms
is defined by[[S]]@ = S0, [[F]]@ = F0, and[[MN]]@ = app([[M]]@, [[N]]@).

We now show thatSFC
@ faithfully implements SF-calculus.

Lemma 4.3([[·]]@ Preserves Reduction). Let M and N be SF-terms; if M→∗
SF N then[[M]]@→∗

SFC
@
[[N]]@.

Proof. It is sufficient to consider the basic reduction rules of SF-calculus. In the interests of clarity, we
underline the redex that is contracted at each step. The casefor S is straightforward:

[[SM N X]]@ = app(app(app(S0, [[M]]@), [[N]]@), [[X]]@)→
SFC

@
app(app(S1 ([[M]]@), [[N]]@), [[X]]@)

→
SFC

@
app(S2 ([[M]]@, [[N]]@), [[X]]@)→

SFC
@
app(app([[M]]@, [[X]]@), app([[N]]@, [[X]]@))

= [[M X (N X)]]@

The case forF with S the first argument (i.e. atomic) is as follows (the other atomic case is symmetric):

[[FSM N]]@ = app(app(app(F0, S0), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)→
SFC

@
app(app(F1 (S0), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)

→
SFC

@
app(F2 (S0, [[M]]@), [[N]]@)→

SFC
@
f-reduce (S0, [[M]]@, [[N]]@)→

SFC
@
[[M]]@

When the first argument toF is a factorable form, we must further consider its structure. The case for
when the first argument isSX (for some termX) is as follows:

[[F(SX)M N]]@ = app(app(app(F0, app(S0, [[X]]@)), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)

→
SFC

@
app(app(app(F0, S1 ([[X]]@)), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)

→
SFC

@
app(app(F1 (S1 ([[X]]@)), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)→

SFC
@
app(F2 (S1 ([[X]]@), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)

→
SFC

@
f-reduce (S1 ([[X]]@), [[M]]@, [[N]]@)→

SFC
@
app(app([[N]]@, S0), [[X]]@) = [[NSX]]@

Again, the case for when the first argument isFX (for some termX) is symmetric and can be obtained
from the above sequence by replacing each occurrence ofS0 by F0 and each occurrence ofS1 by F1.

The case for when the first argument isSX Y (for some termsX andY) is as follows:

[[F(SX Y)M N]]@ = app(app(app(F0, app(app(S0, [[X]]@), [[Y]]@)), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)
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→
SFC

@
app(app(app(F0, app(S1 ([[X]]@), [[Y]]@)), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)

→
SFC

@
app(app(app(F0, S2 ([[X]]@, [[Y]]@)), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)

→
SFC

@
app(app(F1 (S2 ([[X]]@, [[Y]]@)), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)

→
SFC

@
app(F2 (S2 ([[X]]@, [[Y]]@), [[M]]@), [[N]]@)

→
SFC

@
f-reduce (S2 ([[X]]@, [[Y]]@), [[M]]@, [[N]]@)

→
SFC

@
app(app([[N]]@, app(S0, [[X]]@)), [[Y]]@) = [[N(SX)Y]]@

Once more, the case for when the first argument isFX Y (for some termsX andY) is symmetric and can
be obtained from the above sequence by replacing each occurrence ofS0 by F0, each occurrence ofS1
by F1, and each occurrence ofS2 by F2.

To show that[[·]]@ preserves strong normalisation, we will rely on the notion of a perpetual reduction
sequence. We recall the relevant definitions of perpetual reductionsand their properties [21]. A term
t is called an∞-term (also denoted∞(t)) if it has an infinite reduction sequence. A reductionstep
t → s is calledperpetualif ∞(t) implies ∞(s), that is it preserves divergence, and a reduction sequence
t1 → . . . → tn is perpetual if every stepti → ti+1 is perpetual. Clearly, a perpetual reduction sequence
t →∗ t ′ also preserves divergence. Aredex uis called perpetual if its contraction in every context yields a
perpetual reduction step. Letu→ t be a substitution instance of a rewrite ruler (sou is a redex andt its
r-contraction), then call the subterms ofu that are those substituted for the variables inr thearguments
of u. Such an argument is said to beerasedif it corresponds to a variable that doesnotoccur in the right-
hand side ofr. It is the case that for orthogonal rewrite systems every redex whose erased arguments are
strongly normalising and closed (i.e. containing no variables) is perpetual [21, Cor. 5.1].

We first prove a couple of auxiliary lemmas.

Lemma 4.4. Let N be an SF-normal form, then[[N]]@ is strongly normalising.

Proof. We characterise the normal forms as terms taking one of the following forms: S, F, SX, FX,
SX Y or FX Y, in which each subterm is also a normal form. We then proceed by induction on the size of
terms. The base cases, i.e. whenN is eitherS of F are trivial since then[[N]]@ is itself a normal form. For
the inductive cases, notice that the termsS1 ([[X]]@), F1 ([[X]]@), S2 ([[X]]@, [[Y]]@) andF2 ([[X]]@, [[Y]]@)
are strongly normalising since they are head normal and by induction [[X]]@ and [[Y]]@ are strongly
normalising asX andY are by definition normal forms (smaller thanN). It is then straightforward to
show in each case that the (unique) reduction from[[N]]@ to its corresponding head normal form given
above is perpetual since it does not erase any arguments, andSFC

@ is an orthogonal rewrite system. The
result then follows.

Lemma 4.5. Let X, M and N be SF-normal forms, and O an operator (i.e. either S or F) such that
OX M N→SF R; thenC [[[OX M N]]@] →∗

SFC
@

C [[[R]]@] is a perpetual reduction sequence for anySFC
@-

term contextC .

Proof. We show that there is a reduction sequence[[OX M N]]@ →∗
SFC

@
[[R]]@ which contracts a perpetual

redex at each step, from which the result immediately follows. In fact, the reduction sequences that
witness this are exactly those that are used to show preservation of reduction. In each case notice that,
in the reduction sequence demonstrated in the proof of Lemma4.3, the only erased argument (when it
exists) is in the final reduction step and in each case this argument is either[[M]]@ or [[N]]@ which by
Lemma 4.4 is strongly normalising sinceM andN are normal forms (and also closed since we do not
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consider SF-terms with variables). Thus, sinceSFC
@ is an orthogonal rewrite system, it follows that the

redex contracted at each step is perpetual.

We can now prove the following result.

Lemma 4.6 ([[·]]@ Preserves Strong Normalisation). Let M be a strongly normalising SF-term; then
[[M]]@ is strongly normalising.

Proof. We use the same technique as used in the proof of [5, Thm. 3.4(2)], and proceed by (strong)
induction on the lengthn of the longest reduction sequence fromM to its normal form. Whenn= 0, then
we have thatM is a (SF-)normal form and thus[[M]]@ is strongly normalising w.r.t→∗

SFC
@

by Lemma 4.4.

When n > 0 thenM must contain at least one redexOX Y Z. Consider aninnermostredex, whose
contractum is the termR. ThusM = C [OX Y Z]→SF C [R] = N (for some (SF-)term contextC ) andX,
Y andZ are normal forms (since the redex is innermost). Now, sinceM is strongly normalising so too is
N, and the length of its longest reduction sequence must be strictly less thann (otherwisen would not be
maximum). Thus by the inductive hypothesis[[N]]@ is strongly normalising. Consider now the structure
of [[M]]@: we have[[M]]@ = C ′[[[OX Y Z]]@] for some (SFC

@-)term contextC ′. SinceX, Y andZ are
normal forms, by Lemma 4.5 there is a perpetual reduction sequence from[[M]]@ = C ′[[[OX Y Z]]@] to
[[N]]@ = C ′[[[R]]@], i.e. one which preserves divergence. Therefore, since[[N]]@ is strongly normalising
so too is[[M]]@ (if it were not, neither would[[N]]@ be).

Using Berarducci and Böhm’s construction, outlined in Section 3, we obtain an encoding of SF-
calculus in theλ -calculus.

Definition 4.7 (Translation of SF-calculus toλ -calculus). Fix a canonical representationφSF of ΣSF

w.r.t. the rewrite rules ofSFC
@. The mapping[[·]]λ = (·)φSF ◦ [[·]]@ translates SF-calculus toλ -calculus.

We leave it as an exercise to the reader to compute such a canonical representationφSF.
We now present our main result: that[[·]]λ is a faithful encoding of SF-calculus inλ -calculus.

Theorem 4.8(Faithful Encoding of SF-calculus inλ -calculus). The translation[[·]]λ of SF-calculus into
λ -calculus preserves reduction and strong normalisation.

Proof. The result follows directly from the fact that the two translations that are composed to obtain
[[·]]λ , namely[[·]]@ and(·)φSF , each satisfy both these properties. In the case of the former, we refer to
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6; for the latter to the results of Berarducci and Böhm, cf. Theorem 3.4 (note that all
terms are closed, since we do not consider SF-calculus with variables).

5 Expressiveness of Factorisation: Discussion & Related Work

We now turn out attention to the question of the expressiveness of SF-calculus relative toλ -calculus and
Combinatory Logic. On one hand our results, i.e. Theorem 4.8, along with those of Jay and Given-Wilson
[18], show that SF-calculus andλ -calculus simulate the same executions. On the other, SF-calculus is
structure complete whereasλ -calculus is not. Is this a contradiction and, if so, how may it be resolved?
Notwithstanding the long tradition of using simulations tocharacterise computational equivalence, it
has since been realised that a refinement of this notion is necessary to draw richer, more meaningful
comparisons. While a complete and in-depth analysis is not within the scope of the current paper, by
discussing our results with reference to some of this work weaim to draw some concrete conclusions
about the how the expressiveness of structure completenessand SF-calculus may be characterised.
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The ‘Standard’ Notion of Equivalence. From the earliest research into computability, two aspects
of abstract notions of computation were identified as relevant to the idea of expressiveness. Firstly, one
wants to compare the respective set offunctionsthat each model computes. For example, in recursion
theory it was shown that the set of primitive recursive functions (on natural numbers) is a strict subset
of the recursive functions (see e.g. [32]). At the same time,there is a requirement to compare models
that operate, at a fundamental level, in diverse domains. Turing Machines,λ -calculus and Combinatory
Logic are, operationally, quite different ways to compute.It was shown however that via particular
(and now canonical) representations of numbers, each modelcan ‘compute’ the same set of functions
on natural numbers, namely the partial recursive functions. Conversely, Gödelization allows each of the
computations in these models to besimulatedby a partial recursive function [22].

This idea of simulation extends to the operation of the models themselves: each model may simulate
the operational behaviour of the others. Such simulations also appear to abstract away the problem of
representation: often we do want to compute functions of natural numbers, however more often we
desire to compute functions over different domains; it is incumbent upon us to represent elements of the
desired domain of discourse as terms of the computational model. The initial characterisation of the set
of ‘computable’ functions was over the domain of natural numbers6, but what is the set of ‘computable’
functions over some other given domain? With simulations between models it seems that one may at
least lay this question aside by observing that whatever canbe represented in one model may then also
be represented in the other, and therefore whatever functions they do compute it is the same in both
cases. A stronger conclusion would be that the set of computable functions over arbitrary domains is
isomorphic to the computable functions on natural numbers.

This simulation method has long since become the standard: to show two models are of equivalent
computational power, demonstrate simulations of each in the other. One model of computation is only
more powerful than another, then, if it isnot possible to simulate the former in the latter. The approach
has been cemented over the years, notably in Landin’s now seminal work [25]. As the search space of
formal computation has been explored the notion of simulation has been adapted accordingly, and there
are now a number of sophisticated simulations between all sorts of models, both sequential and concur-
rent (e.g. [1, 29]). In this tradition, Theorem 4.8 is a result showing thatλ -calculus is computationally
as powerful asSF-calculus.

Refining the Notion of Expressiveness. It was already noted over two decades ago that despite the
broad applicability and application of the simulation method, it is not actually a fine-grained enough
notion to provide a complete and universal characterisation of expressiveness. Felleisen observed that
since the languages we wish to compare are (usually) Turing-complete, other methods (than simulation)
must be found in order to verify claims of relative (in-)expressiveness [12]. He proposed a framework
based on the concept, from logic, ofeliminability of symbols from conservative extensions [23]. One
logical systemL is a conservative extension of another systemL ′ if the expressions (formulae) and
theorems of the latter are subsets of those of the former. A symbol ofL (which is not inL ′) is eliminable
if there is a homomorphism (i.e. a map preserving the syntactic structure)ϕ : Exp(L )→ Exp(L ′) from
the expressions ofL to the expressions ofL ′, which acts as identity for expressions ofL ′, such that
an expressiont is a theorem ofL if and only if ϕ(t) is a theorem ofL ′. Felleisen extends this to
programming languages by analogy - formulae are (syntactically valid) programs and the theorems are
the terminating programs. Then we may say that languageL is moreexpressive than languageL ′ when

6Turing’s work is different in this respect, since he deliberately embarked on a characterisation of computable functions
over a different domain, namely that of strings of arbitrarysymbols.
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the former adds somenon-eliminablesyntactic construct, i.e. one which cannot be ‘translated away’.
Thus the standard simulation approach is refined by imposingan extra criterion when one language is a
superset of another: can the larger one be built from the smaller one usingmacros?

To place SF-calculus in this framework we can consider SKF-calculus, i.e. the extension of SF-
calculus by including an additional atomic term: the familiar K combinator. Since SKF-calculus is a
proper extension of Combinatory Logic, obtained by adding theF combinator, we can apply the expres-
siveness test of Felleisen. That is, we ask isF eliminable? The answer to this question isno; indeed
this is guaranteed by Theorem 2.4. In this sense, Jay and Given-Wilson’s resultsdo justify the claim that
SF-calculus is more expressive than Combinatory Logic andλ -calculus.

More Abstract Notions of Computational Equivalence. The simulation method, and its refinement
described above, are still firmly grounded in anoperationalview of computation, but recent work has
sought to anchor formal comparisons of expressiveness in a more general,abstractbasis. A notable
contribution to this effort is the work of Boker and Dershowitz [7]. They abstract the notion of compu-
tational model as simply itsextension, i.e. the set of functions over its inherent domain that it computes,
and consider simulations (encodings) between them. They derive the remarkable result that combining
the standard simulation approach with the natural containment of one extensionality within another leads
to a paradox: some computational models can simulate modelswhich arestrictly more powerful in the
sense that they have larger extensionalities (i.e. computemore functions). Thus, some representations
add more computational power.

This result begs the question: do we consider simulations via such ‘active’ mappings to constitute an
equivalence? One may suspect that the problem lies in allowing injectivemappings between domains,
and that imposing stricter conditions (e.g. bijections) would ensure ‘passiveness’. This is indeed the
case, but adopting such restrictions is useless for most comparisons since the passive encodings are
ones which are “almost identity”. We have no choice but to allow such encodings, although we do
have the option of considering a hierarchy of equivalences based on the properties of the encodings used.
Boker and Dershowitz define four increasingly stricter notions of (in-)equivalence based on, respectively:
injective encodings (power equivalence), corresponding to the standard approach; injective encodings
for which the images are computable in the simulating models(decent power equivalence); bijective
encodings (bijective power equivalence); and bijections that are inverses of each other (isomorphism).
Boker and Dershowitz also show that there are models (including Turing Machines and the recursive
numeric functions) which cannot simulate any stronger models; they areinterpretation complete.

We may also gain insight into the relative expressiveness ofSF-calculus andλ -calculus using this
framework. Our result shows that they arepower equivalent. Theorem 2.4 shows that they cannot be
bijectively power equivalent (nor, therefore, isomorphic) since that would imply thatλ -calculus could
distinguish arbitrary normal forms. Thus, in this sense they are not equivalent. We do not know if SF-
calculus isbijectively strongerthanλ -calculus; this would require demonstrating a bijective encoding of
the latter in the former. Also, we do not know ifλ -calculus is decently power equivalent to SF-calculus;
we consider it at least a possibility. We would also expect that, due to its intensional capabilities, SF-
calculus is interpretation complete.

Related to the work of Boker and Dershowitz, is that of Cockett and Hofstra [9], and Longley [26]
which are both concerned with category-theoretic descriptions of abstract computational models. In these
frameworks model equivalence is interpreted by categorical isomorphism, and so akin to the strongest
notion of equivalence considered by Boker and Dershowitz.
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6 Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper, we have considered the relationship of the recently introduced SF-calculus to the ‘canoni-
cal’ computational model ofλ -calculus and, so by extension, Combinatory Logic. We have demonstrated
that SF-calculus can be faithfully encoded (i.e. simulated) in theλ -calculus by defining a behaviourally
equivalent applicative term rewriting system and then interpreting this system inλ -calculus using a con-
struction of Berarducci and Böhm. This result shows that SF-calculus andλ -calculus are of equivalent
computational power, according to the classical interpretation of computational equivalence. We have
also considered the relationship of SF-calculus to theλ -calculus using a more nuanced interpretation of
equivalence, informed by research in the literature. Moreover, we hope to have exposed both SF-calculus
and Berarducci and Böhm’s encoding to greater prominence.We feel that they are both subjects of great
interest which deserve to be better known.

With respect to future work, there is still great scope for investigating the expressiveness of SF-
calculus. There are the open questions we have highlighted regarding SF-calculus as it relates to the
framework of Boker and Dershowitz. The categorical and denotational natures of SF-calculus also de-
serve exploration. Beyond this, the wider question of how best to qualify computational expressiveness
still remains; we believe the study of SF-calculus can provide further insights on this. For example,
the structural completeness property is already a new metric; Jay and Vergara have also considered a
strengthening of the notion of decent power equivalence in which the simulation of each model in it-
self via the composition of the two encodings is computable in each model [19]. Quantitative questions
regarding expressiveness also present themselves: e.g. our encoding of SF-calculus inλ -calculus leads
to a large increase in the size of terms; are there lower bounds on the size of such increases which
meaningfully quantify expressive power?
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